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As with the first book “Lincoln University campus – a guide to some of the trees currently 
growing there” (April 2008) the purpose of this guide is primarily to increase the awareness 
for those people who are interested in plants of the Lincoln University campus. At this point 
in time the list is incomplete and it is my intention to hopefully add others at a later date. In 
this second book I have largely concentrated on shrubs and in some instances have 
included a few trees that were not covered in the first book. Documenting what is currently 
growing on the campus provides some sort of historical record and possibly the basis for 
some thoughts around future planting options. 
 
The logic of species chosen is simply those that have generally been easiest for me to deal 
with at this point, as identification becomes more difficult then the output will invariably slow. 
From my perspective the greater the numbers of plants identified in the first instance will give 
those that wish to know what is available the most information. At some stage it will be 
appropriate to repackage the contents of each book to reflect a more logical arrangement of 
plants. 
 
The future problems in adding further shrubs will be in being certain I have correctly named 
a cultivar or hybrid from some of the large and complex groups such as Rhododendron, 
Camellia, Phormium, Pittosporum, Coprosma, Hebe and other genera where a large amount 
of hybridization and selection of cultivars has occurred. Other areas such as those of dwarf 
conifers will also be a challenge. The difficulty with these groups is generally related to a lack 
of plant keys or sufficiently detailed up to date information to make a correct judgement. 
Information from nursery catalogues is to some extent useful, but often lacks the precise 
detail needed. Dan Dennehy of the Grounds Section has been a valuable source of 
information in relation to what has been purchased more recently and his general 
horticultural knowledge is also very helpful in relation to camellias and rhododendrons – an 
area where I freely admit to having a limited knowledge. I accept therefore that there may be 
errors, hopefully no more than possibly at the cultivar level, but would appreciate any 
guidance if you think there is an error. 
 
During the late 1970’s and 1980’s planting lists were kept by the Grounds staff. The numbers 
of plants suggested that the area of the Grounds was either expanding, or that plants were 
being cut out to be replaced with new plants. I am not certain that the former was true, nor 
was it particularly obvious that the latter was occurring on a large scale. In short, there was 
no equivalent of a balance sheet available, what was coming out to make way for the 
apparently endless lists of plants being planted? 
 
From those planting lists it appears as though all is well and presents a picture of a healthy 
variety of plants that are part of the campus diversity, as indeed they are. I frequently hear 
from visiting staff, post graduate and other students from other countries that comment 
favourably on the range of plants at Lincoln compared with what they might expect to see in 
their own countries. However, from my observations shrubs that have survived well for many 
years without causing any apparent concern can just suddenly disappear and over time the 
balance of plants available can alter without being noticed by most. These shifts often seem 
to be based on the whim of individuals and that can be frustrating for those who might rely 
on their continued presence for teaching materials and so on. How many people on campus 
today are aware that Brugmansia, Calycanthus, Crotalaria, Dais, Dregea, Eutaxia, Erythrina, 
Fremontodendron, Prunus padus and so on once grew and flourished on the campus often 
in carefully selected sites? These and others have disappeared for some reason, none have 
been replaced. Does that matter? Would it matter if these were books from a library or 



chemicals from a lab? There are a number of reasons why plants disappear. Explanations 
from Grounds staff have suggested it is frequently as a result of alcohol fuelled student hi-
jinks damaging plants, that later need to be removed. Other examples I have been shown 
have been because of tradesmen who have simply cut down shrubs that are deemed too 
close to buildings. Occasionally it appears as though plants have been stolen, as often the 
plants missing are what I would consider the more interesting or “choice” horticultural 
specimens. In other instances it has been when a decision has been made to “tidy up” an 
area, recent consequences of that have seen whole areas of plants removed to be replanted 
with common plants that add little in return to the diversity that did exist. Other reasons have 
been due to interest groups based on philosophical imperatives that can override logical 
decisions made for horticultural reasons. 
 
There is also the issue of changes in personnel in charge of the Grounds over time that may 
have little understanding of the history of the Grounds plantings or their purposes for being 
there. 
 
The Grounds section is part of a wider group including maintenance staff that look after the 
buildings, tradesmen such as carpenters, plumbers, electricians and the like. The other main 
group are the cleaning staff, all with important functions in the care, maintenance and 
presentation of the campus. Up until the late 1970’s the Grounds operated under the 
direction of the Department of Horticulture and later became part of the Buildings and 
Services when the late John Taylor (a Senior Lecturer in the Department of Horticulture) 
became unwell for a period of time around 1978. Whilst part of the Department of 
Horticulture, the Grounds section both maintained the Grounds and planted and managed 
materials required for teaching. The changeover was also at a time when a programme of 
new buildings was about to be embarked upon for a period of years associated with an 
increase in student numbers and new courses.  
 
I am unsure of what the philosophy of the current grounds staff is? One assumes however 
that it is largely cost driven and based upon care and maintenance of the grounds 
associated with an acceptable appearance. What is not clear is how plant materials are 
chosen or retained. Perhaps, whatever the philosophy is, it could be extended so that the 
Grounds staff could also be seen as the curators of plant collections that involved more than 
just a tidying and maintenance function, they could also be the “plant librarians”. By that, I 
mean they could be charged with recording planting detail, labelling plants and ensuring that 
when a plant is removed for what ever reason there is another available example of that 
plant somewhere else on campus. They might also be expected to liaise with a Campus 
Committee that has an overview of the current and future directions for the plant resources. 
There is currently no obvious accountability for what is planted and what is removed. 
 
Attempts have been made to set up Campus Committees in the past by various people, but 
for various reasons these groups have largely been ineffective. The Grounds staff deal with 
a number of requests that often occur without reference to a wider philosophical approach 
that might help. In the last twenty years or so there has been a definite drive toward a wider 
representation of New Zealand native plants on campus. There are areas where these have 
been planted that appear to be unsuitable, and other areas which have markedly improved. 
An overview of where particular types of plants should be appropriately sited could help. It 
should not be taken for granted either that all plants on campus have been deliberately 
planted. There are many examples of large plants that have established themselves 
naturally as seedlings and have become the dominant plants of some areas. 
 
I repeat much of the following from the earlier book on campus trees and simply substitute 
shrubs. For some people shrubs can also be a learning resource, much like a library of 
books is for others. In a library, books of course have a title and are classified in order that 
they can easily be found. From there it is up to the individual as to what they may wish to 



find out from the contents. Currently plants at Lincoln are known by some at different levels 
of correctness, but for the majority providing the equivalent of a title and where you might 
find them may be a useful starting point, from there people can choose to learn what they 
may want to know about the plants. Labelling shrubs is another option, but for now, this 
should be seen for what it is - a starting point for those who wish to find out more.  
 
Hilgendorf is reputed to have said “the field is my laboratory” that should still at least partly 
true for all land based subjects. The function of the Grounds Department at Lincoln is very 
important and if this can serve to help them promote and protect the resource we have for all 
sorts of purposes that can include teaching, research and the promotional values to the 
general public, then the time spent on this will have been useful. It can also be the start of 
future plans which can rationally look at the resource that is already here and how it can be 
improved, what gaps there are that this and subsequent lists identify and assist planning.  
 
Shrubs offer many opportunities to learn about the environment around us. There are many 
examples of both exotic and native species on campus. Shrubs and trees generally make 
the environment we spend much of our time amongst more pleasant. Bernatsky (1978) 
made some very important points in his book ‘Tree ecology and preservation’ not just about 
aesthetics and the common values we all appreciate, but values associated with the cooling 
effect of trees, their ability to humidify the air, to reduce pollutants from the air and many 
other desirable qualities trees contribute to a better environment. Shrubs have many of the 
same qualities. 
 
It is important and sometimes forgotten that shrubs and other plants have to fit in with a 
greatly modified environment, changed by the incorporation of drainage, roads, paths and 
buildings. Associated with that are the expectations many people have that their working 
space is not shaded and the simple pleasures people get from plants that reflect the 
changing of the seasons. 
 
There are some simple truths about shrubs that are worth considering. I have listed a few 
briefly only. Shrubs require time and space to grow well, many are expected to live for 
decades and possibly centuries. Planting plans and objectives are useful for incorporating 
shrubs into the landscape if they are to survive long term. Shrubs are not necessarily the 
perfect form and may need some training or corrective pruning especially when they are 
young. Good, well selected shrubs and proper initial training will pay dividends in terms of 
longevity.  
 
Maintenance of shrubs is important. Many can be pruned if they become too large or leggy, 
or better still pruned to the required size and maintained at that. This does however require 
adequate staff numbers and appropriate skill levels to achieve this. Simply clearing the 
whole area when plants outgrow the site may appear to be the obvious solution, but in the 
past proper pruning by trained horticulturists also worked. Sometimes it appears that pruning 
is often only valued when carried out at ground level and the whole area is cleared and 
replanted, often with completely different and poorer plants than were there originally. 
Cynically, this could be considered a valuable management option for reducing costs and 
allowing certain areas to exist only for the time period before they outgrow the site. Obvious 
advantages are that good horticultural skills are not needed, plant selection is unimportant 
and between planting and removal when plants outgrow the area, you need only to provide 
the effect of tidiness. 
 
A regular management plan for the maintenance of shrubs should be part of any good 
grounds maintenance plan. Knowledge about maintenance should be based on an 
understanding of how they shrubs grow, the wood they flower on, what they are and how big 
they might be expected to grow. We have the basis of a very good campus, based on the 
work carried out by those that went before. It is important that we value that good plant 



selection as part of the overall design and should also value well trained staff in the Grounds 
to carry this out. 
 
The list of shrubs has been something I have built up over the years. Other lists of plants 
planted in the grounds have occasionally come my way from various grounds staff, 
particularly from Martin Capstick in the 1980’s, but more often than not I have discovered 
new plants planted and old plants gone on visits around the grounds. I often wonder why? 
 
In 2006 Michael Smetham approached me to write some notes about a few trees on campus 
to fit in with a publication previously covering art works. I did this and eventually contributed 
information for twenty eight trees into a “Visitors Guide to Artworks, Buildings and Trees on 
the Lincoln University Campus” published in 2007. However in the process of writing that 
material I wrote about significantly more trees than were ultimately required and from that 
decided that perhaps I should simply continue. Dick Lucas encouraged me to do so and 
Carol Brandenburg offered to print a few copies in colour, but requested what I have covered 
so far now, suggesting I could finish the trees and shrubs not included here at a later date.  
In April 2008 five copies of Campus trees were printed, three of which are in the Library, 
Professor Jordan has a copy and I have a copy. The book is available on the web at:  
http://hdl.handle.net/10182/472 
 
From that point I have continued documenting shrubs on Lincoln Campus, the trees book 
should be seen as a companion to this. As with the trees book this is incomplete and leaves 
opportunities for further work. Opportunities include possible GPS locations, more precise 
planting dates, growth rates of trees at Lincoln and fuller botanical descriptions, however I 
hope that this accepted for what it is - an incomplete, but useful starting point. All of the 
photographs are my own, taken with a DSC Sony H7 digital camera which does have some 
limitations, but is convenient. I wish to acknowledge Roger Dawson for converting the 
document files to PDF, and for adding them to the Lincoln University Research Archive. 
 
It might be useful to briefly consider what a shrub is here before proceeding. 
Some definitions: 
 
Shrubs are 

“Shrubs are perennial plants with many persistent woody stems from or near the 
base. If the woody part is confined to the lower portion of the plant while the upper 
shoots are soft, the term sub-shrub is applied” Synge, P. (1956). Shrubs are 
generally smaller than trees and do not have a single trunk, but there are always 
examples that prove the exception.  

 
 
A tree is… 

“A woody plant that produces one main trunk and a more or less distinct and 
elevated crown” Staff of Bailey Hortorum (1976) 
 
“A woody, perennial plant with a single main stem, generally branching at some 
distance from the ground and possessing a more or less distinct, elevated crown” 
Huxley, Griffiths, Levy. (1992) 
 
“A tree is a plant that stands of itself and can be climbed in” Haller (1977)  

 
 
Woody climbing plants 

“Climbing plants ascend toward the light by using other objects for support” Synge, P. 
(1956) 
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Abelia x grandiflora    
 
This is a relatively fast growing evergreen shrub, usually seen to about 2m in height and 
spread. It is frequently grown as a hedge plant and is very tolerant of pruning or clipping. 
There are examples of this hybrid south of the Horticultural Teaching lab. and there is a 
hedge row in the Amenity area. White flowers are seen over a long period, mainly in the 
summer. There is a variegated cultivar ‘Francis Mason’ on the north-east side of Forbes, at 
both the eastern and western ends of the Betula Border and west opposite Hudson. There is 
also a cultivar called ‘Edward Goucher’ (a hybrid between Abelia x grandiflora and Abelia 
schumannii ) growing south of the Winery in farm Road, south of the Natural Resources 
Engineering buildings, at the north west entrance to the Crescent and west of the Library. 
This is similar to Abelia x grandiflora but has mauve flowers with a yellow spotted throat. 
Abelia schumannii is planted on the western side of the pond in the Amenity area. 
 

 
Abelia x grandiflora leaves simple, opposite, ovate. Photo 5th March 2009. 
 

 
Abelia x grandiflora ‘Edward Goucher’ at north side of entrance to the Crescent, opposite the 
eastern end of Farm Road 
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Abelia continued 
 

 
Abelia x grandiflora ‘Frances Mason’ - north eastern end of Forbes. 
 

 
Abelia schumannii is planted on the western side of the pond in the Amenity area.
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Abutilon x hybridum ‘Tangerine’   (Chinese lantern) 
 
This is a fast growing, evergreen soft wooded shrub that is growing on the western facing 
wall of the Library courtyard. This shrub is relatively easy to grow, generally grows in an 
upright manner to about 2m in height and a little less in spread. It flowers over a long period 
with solitary, pendulous, broadly bell shaped flowers on long stalks from the leaf axils. 
Cutting back this group of plants can be done to improve shape, but also to reinvigorate new 
growth from time to time. There is a white flowered cultivar in the south west corner of the 
Library courtyard also. 
 

 
This example is growing against the west facing wall in the Library courtyard. 
 

 
Leaves are simple, alternate, more or less ovate, mostly deeply 3 lobed, serrate.
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Abutilon megapotamicum 
 
This is an evergreen scandent woody shrub has been growing near the north-west corner of 
the YFC Building for a long time, possibly thirty years or more and has not been a problem of 
any sort. The main value of this plant is in its distinctive yellow, red and black coloured 
flowers and its long trailing stems.  Currently this plant is almost hidden from growth at the 
base of a large bottlebrush and needs some attention. Although this is easy to propagate 
and grow, this appears to be the only example on campus. 
 

 
Pendulous, long stalked individual flowers in summer and autumn with a distinctive red calyx 
and yellow petals. 
 

 
Leaves are simple, alternate, petiolate on long trailing stems. This plant is a bit starved of 
space here and appears to be regularly cut back. This plant is not any threat to this building.
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Adenandra uniflora 
 
There appears to be just a single example of this species on campus now, others have been 
planted around the Student Flats area and other places in the past, but do not appear to 
have survived. This is an evergreen shrub growing at the north-west corner of the Computer 
Centre opposite the north east corner of Hilgendorf wing.  
 

 
Grows to about 40cm in height with a spread to about 60-70cm. Photographed 19th 
Aug.2008 showing a moderate amount of flowering in this warm sheltered position. 

 
Leaves are simple, alternate, lanceolate to oblong, short petioles, stems green to reddish, 
flowers solitary on short pedicels, 5 petals, mainly white. 
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Alnus firma 
 
There is just one example of this species on campus. It is just west of the garage in the 
Amenity Area. This particular tree has a very poor form and needs some remedial pruning to 
improve its potential. It is a deciduous tree species that is monoecious. 
 

 
Leaves are simple, alternately arranged, pinnate venation strongly evident, petiolate. 
 

 
Male and old female catkins, photographed 13th September 2008. 
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Aloysia triphylla   syn. Lippia citriodora   (lemon scented verbena) 
 
There is an example of this semi deciduous shrub on the north facing wall of the garage at 
the Amenity area. This plant has deliciously scented leaves if you brush against the foliage. 
It can tolerate pruning in the winter and will flower on current seasons’ wood toward the 
middle of summer.  
 

 
A fast growing shrub with lemon scented leaves, tolerant of frost at Lincoln, but better in a 
full sun, sheltered site. 
 

  
Simple, opposite leaves and tiny purple and white flowers in summer and autumn 
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Arctostaphylos nevadensis   (bear berry) 
 
This is a low growing spreading evergreen shrub that is ideal for ground cover use. There 
are a number of areas on campus where this plant is used for ground cover planting, one is 
at the south end to Burns Wing, another to the north east of Forbes, at the Amenity Area to 
the west of the garage, north of the Riddolls Building etc. This plant has small shiny green, 
alternately arranged leaves and bell shaped white flowers in spring or early summer followed 
by red berries. 
 

 
Tiny bell shaped flowers in spring. Photo 8th October 2008. 
 

 
Ground cover use of this species against the east side of Forbes Building 
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Aucuba japonica    
 
There are a few examples of cultivars of Aucuba japonica growing on campus. This is a 
hardy, tough evergreen shrub that can be grown in full sun or in shade. It is notable for some 
variegated cultivars and also for the shiny red fruits produced by the female plants. This 
species is dioecious. The two cultivars grown are ‘Crotonoides’ which has very strongly 
marked yellow and green leaves and one I suspect is ‘Salicifolia’ which has longer more 
slender leaves than normal. ‘Crotonoides’ can be seen on the east facing side of Memorial 
Hall and to the north opposite the NRE Building.  
 

 
The species Aucuba japonica growing against the eastern wall of Memorial Hall 

 
Aucuba japonica ‘Crotonoides’ also by Memorial Hall 

 
Aucuba japonica (possibly a cultivar called ‘Salicifolia’ also growing in the same area). 
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Banksia ericifolia   (heath-leaved banksia) 
 
There is a single example of this species remaining against the western facing wall of one of 
the Student Flats near the western end of Farm Road. There were others that have been 
removed from that general area because they were apparently damaged by student antics. 
This is an evergreen shrub with simple, spirally arranged linear leaves, sessile or with a tiny 
petiole, green above, silver below with revolute margins. 
 

 
Evergreen shrub with a rounded form, 2m or so in height and spread 
 

 
Young candle like inflorescences seen mainly in autumn and winter, photo 19th Aug.2008 
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Banksia integrifolia   (coast banksia) 
 
This species is growing at the eastern end of the Commerce Building on the North facing 
wall. Banksia integrifolia is a variable species that may grow to a moderately large sized 
tree. It is a native of eastern Australia. 

 Yellow bottle brush like inflorescence terminates the stem 
 

 Fruit is an aggregation of follicles 
 

 Best in full sun open site, good in coastal conditions 
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Banksia robur   (swamp banksia) 
 
Dan Dennehy of the Grounds Department identified this species for me. It is an evergreen 
shrub amongst other mainly South African and Australian plants along the front of the 
Commerce Building on the north facing side toward the eastern end. As far as I am aware 
this is the only example of this species on campus. Yellow – green flowers in cylindrical 
spikes terminate the shoots in autumn and into winter.  Like many other plants along this 
wall, they are only likely to survive in Canterbury with warm sheltered sites such as this. 
 

 
Parts of this plant look like they may be suffering from magnesium deficiency based on the 
chlorotic appearance between veins on the leaf. 
 

 
Leaves are simple, alternate, serrate, petiolate.
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Berberis thunbergii ‘Atropurpurea’ 
 
This is a hardy, prickly deciduous shrub with red -purple coloured stems and leaves that 
grows to around a metre or so at Lincoln. It has small yellow flowers in late spring followed 
by red berries. This species does naturalise and appears to be spread by birds, occasionally 
seedlings are seen on campus. Examples of this can be seen to the east of NRE, south of 
the Horticultural Teaching lab and in other places on campus. Other cultivars such as ‘Rose 
Glow’ was growing south of the HTL, ‘Kobold’ in the border north of Hudson and ‘Aurea’ 
north of the Recreation Centre. 
 

 
Leaves simple, alternately arranged with yellow flowers shown, this example is in the 
Orchard car park. (‘Atropurpurea’) 
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Berberis wilsoniae 
 
This is a spreading deciduous species of shrub growing near the path leading toward the 
south of Hudson from the south side of Forbes. There is another example of this species in 
the Orchard car park. This species grows about a metre or so in height with a spread of 
about two times the height. Leaves are a dull green – grey that colour up to red in autumn. 
This species is spiny, like many other berberis and has red fruits in the autumn and winter. 
 

 
Photo taken in early June 2008, some leaves starting to colour and fall. 
 

 
Leaves simple, alternate or whorled, armed with sharp spines. 
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Brachyglottis compactus 
 
This is an evergreen silvery leaved New Zealand native shrub that is grown in a number of 
areas around the campus. It is a spreading shrub growing to a bit more than a metre high 
with a spread of much more. It has bright yellow daisy like arrangements of flowers in early 
to mid summer and occasional inflorescences at other times of the year. The leaves are 
simple and distinctly crenate, much of the leaves and stems are covered with silvery hair. 
This example is just below the overhead walkway at the NRE buildings, it is on the western 
side toward the north end. 
 

 
Near the overhead walkway between buildings of the NRE 
 

 
Leaves simple, alternately arranged, crenate margins 
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Brachyglottis ‘Dunedin Hybrid’ 
 
This is a fast growing evergreen New Zealand native shrub is growing at the western end of 
Farm Road on the south side just past the Student Flats. There are other examples on 
campus. This hybrid appears to be able to grow well in full sun in warm dry areas and also in 
dry shady areas. Flowering occurs in the summer, although some flowers may be seen at 
almost any time of the year. This generally grows to about 1.5 metres with a spread of up to 
twice that. 
 

 
Yellow disc and ray florets, mainly seen over the summer. 

 
Leaves simple, both surfaces covered in silvery tomentum, although less above. 

 
This example is at the western end of Farm Road on the south side. Under pine trees 
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Brachyglottis elaeagnifolius 
 
This is an evergreen New Zealand native shrub that grows to about two metres in height. It 
is mainly grown for its foliage, flowering is not very showy. This example is growing to the 
north west of Matrons car park on Calder Drive. There are other examples near the Natural 
resources Engineering Buildings. 
 

 
Evergreen shrub growing on the east side of Calder Drive just to the north of Matrons 
carpark 

 
Leaves simple, evergreen, alternately arranged, covered in white tomentum below. 
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Brachyglottis repanda   (rangiora) 
 
There are examples of this species on the eastern face of Hudson Hall opposite Forbes and 
between the fence and the eastern side of the pond at the Amenity area. It is an evergreen 
species that is easily recognised by its large dull dark green leaves, the lower sides of which 
are white. Flowers are white in large panicles in late spring and summer. 
 

 
Creamy white flowers in panicles, leaves large, simple, alternate, petiolate. 
 

 
This example is growing on the east side of the pond at the Amenity area. It is a bit battered 
from southerly winds where it is and would benefit from some shelter to the south, but has 
been here for a number of years so has proven hardy in the open
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Buddleja davidii   (butterfly bush) 
 
This species is a fast growing deciduous shrub with an upright habit of growth. A number of 
cultivars have been selected from this species. The species itself is known to naturalise and 
has become a problem in some parts of the country. There is an example of this species at 
the south western corner of the Horticultural teaching lab., east of the car park on Farm 
Road. A much older and larger species is shown below. 
 

 
This specimen is growing on the east side of Lincoln Project Laboratories e-n of NRE 
 

 
Young growth has a glaucous bloom, leaves simple, opposite, lanceolate 
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Buddleja globosa 
 
There is an example of this deciduous upright growing species growing on the south drive. It 
flowers around late spring early summer.  Grows to a height of about 2.5m. 
 

 
Leaves opposite, simple, lanceolate. 
 
 
 
Buddleja salviifolia 
 
There is large example of this species growing at the south eastern end of Hudson Hall. This 
species is deciduous and upright growing, at maturity it is about 3-4 metres in height and 
may spread as far. It flowers in late spring. (Post script this species has been completely 
removed from an area where it grew since at least 1975 and is no longer present on 
campus) 
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Bupleurum fruticosum   (shrubby hare’s ear) 
 
There is an example of this species on the island between the post and wire fence and the 
eastern side of the pond at the Amenity area. There was another single example of this 
species that this is a cutting from. That example grew along the eastern border of Orchard 
car park. Stems are erect, can be cut back if the stems get too long to encourage new 
growth from the base. Flowers yellow in summer in compound umbels. 
 

 
This is probably the only example of this species on campus. 
 

 
Leaves simple, alternate, linear to oblanceolate, short petioles, lamina a deep blue –green 
colour, note the remains of the umbel terminating the stem. Photographed 6th August 2008.
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Buxus sempervirens (box) 
 
There are some examples of box on campus in areas of older plantings, notably the Betula 
Border and to the north east of the Natural Resources Engineering Buildings. These are 
evergreen shrubs that are generally up to about 1.5-3m or so and usually with a spread of 
similar dimensions, or more, depending on age. All are able to be pruned to size or clipped 
as hedging. There are many different cultivars of box, some used for hedging or topiary, 
others simply as filler plants, none have particularly significant flowering in the visual sense.  
 

 
Buxus sempervirens ‘Marginata’ is growing in an area west of Orchard car park and north of 
the Natural Resources Engineering Buildings – eastern side. 
 

 
Leaves simple, opposite, short petioles, more or less ovate, but often somewhat variable, 
apex blunt, yellow margin
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Buxus sempervirens ‘Suffruticosa’   (dwarf box) 
 
There are examples of this evergreen shrub in the old Formal Garden to the north of the 
Commerce Building. This species is typically used for formal hedging where small hedges 
are required more for directional purposes than for screening. Typically they are used for 
lining paths or delimiting borders in a garden. 
 

 
This is a rather historical view showing the original use of the dwarf box hedge, the line of 
walnuts along Farm Road is in the back left of the picture and the glasshouse used by the 
Entomology Department is the back right. Some of those hedges and borders still remain 
today to the north (western end) of the Commerce Building. 
 

 
Part of the above net work of dwarf box still remaining in the area north of the Commerce 
Building from the south leading into the fenced off pergola. 
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Callistemon citrinus ‘Splendens’   (bottlebrush) 
 
This large evergreen shrub is growing on the north – western wall of the YFC Building in 
Farm Road. There is a second younger example of the western wall of the FSC Buildings. 
This is an evergreen shrub that grows to about 4m eventually with a similar spread. It has 
scarlet flowers in a bottle brush like arrangement, mainly seen in late spring, followed by 
woody capsules. 
 

 
This example is against the north-west corner of the YFC Building. 
 

 
Flowers are in inflorescences shaped like a bottlebrush, the showy parts of the flowers are 
the stamens. After flowering, woody capsules containing seeds form in the same 
arrangement on the stem with new growth continuing beyond. 
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Camellia ‘Barbara Clark’ 
 
Dan Dennehy from the Grounds section identified this cultivar for me. It is opposite the north 
end of Hudson Hall in the western border, growing just to the south of a yellow marker (see 
below right). This cultivar was in full flower in early August. There appears to be two other 
examples on the north side of Hudson and the north west of Forbes by the boundary fence 
with Ellesmere Junction Road. 
 

 
This is an upright growing cultivar in full flower mid to late August 
 

 
This is a large flowered cultivar with flowers generally between 110 and 120mm across. 
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 Camellia japonica ‘Brushfields Yellow’ 
 
This evergreen camellia is growing in the Amenity Area. It was donation made to me by 
members of the Camellia Society for talking to the group and later showing them around the 
Lincoln campus. This camellia is somewhat unusual as few of this species have yellow 
coloured flowers. The yellow is really more of a cream, but it is an attractive flowering 
cultivar. Like most white or pale yellow flowers in this species, frost, cold winds and rain 
often bruise the petals, they are best with some shelter from full sun or inclement weather. 
 

 
This cultivar is growing at the Amenity Area towards the centre of the block. 
 

 
Flowers are creamy (yellow) and described as anemone form 
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Camellia japonica ‘Spencer’s Pink’ 
 
This is a low spreading form of Camellia japonica, where most are large rounded shrubs. 
This cultivar spreads about two to three times the height in a broad spreading mound. There 
is an example of this cultivar on campus south of Burns Wing. It begins to flower from early 
to mid August, with the bulk of the flowering around September and early October.  
 

 
Leaves are simple, alternate, glossy, serrate, petiolate, flowers about 120mm across, pink 
petals, numerous yellow stamens. 
 

 
A broad mound shaped shrub with a few early flowers at the start of August. 
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Camellia ‘Nicki Crisp’ (C. pitardii x C. japonica) 
 
There are some young examples of this cultivar growing in a border to the east of the Lodge 
on the western side of the path. I have assumed the label on this plant is correct and 
checked the description with Mark Jury’s Nursery Catalogue Number Thirteen (1994). 
Planting date given on label is 2005. 
 

 
Large flowered early cultivar photographed 9th September 2008. 
 

 
Located a few metres south east of an established London plane - prominent in the picture 
above.
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Camellia reticulata    syn. Camellia reticulata ‘Captain Rawes’ 
 
There is an example of this cultivar growing in the old Formal Garden north of the 
Commerce Building. This specimen has become rather drawn to the south because of larger 
trees and shrubs shading it to the north. This is an attractive spring flowering evergreen 
shrub which is more attractive than most other camellias because of its more open habit of 
growth.  Leaves are simple, alternate, dull glossy green above and brighter green below, 
petiolate and margins finely serrated. Reticulate venation in leaves is obvious, see top right 
of photo below. 
 

 
Camellia reticulata  pictured above in flower toward the end of September. 
 

 
The normally upright form has been affected by too much shade from large trees to the north 
of this specimen.  Dwarf hedge is Buxus sempervirens ‘Suffruticosa’.
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Camellia reticulata ‘William Hertrich’.  
 
This example is against the south wall of the Recreation Centre and was planted in the early 
2000’s with the theme of an Asiatic collection of species. This cultivar flowers very early and 
would be a good option for most gardens. 
 

 
This is an upright growing evergreen shrub against the south wall of the Recreation Centre 
on Farm Road. 
 

 
Flowers large, semi double seen starting from early to mid August. 
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Camellia ‘Rose Bouquet’   (C. saluensis x C. ‘Tiffany’) 
 
I identified this from a barely legible label on the plant and had it confirmed by Dan Dennehy 
of the Grounds Department.  Mark Jury’s Nursery Catalogue Number Thirteen (1994) 
indicate this is a New Zealand bred Felix Jury hybrid. They also state “Vigorous plant with 
large blooms, rose in form and rose in colour. Showy and a show winner in USA”. This plant 
was photographed on 16th September 2008. 
 

 
This is a young plant, possibly planted within the last three to four years. 
 

 
This example is in the border to the north of eastern wing of Hudson Hall near Ellesmere 
Junction Road. 
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Camellia sasanqua ‘Hiryu’ 
 
There are a few examples of this glossy leaved evergreen shrub growing against the warm 
north facing wall of Stewart Building. It has bright pink flowers in autumn and winter. There is 
another example of this cultivar growing in the Amenity area in the south west side in a 
border of magnolias to the north of the fence with climbing plants.  
 

 
Pink flowered shrubs in the centre and right of the picture above. 
 

 
Flower detail, flowers are mainly produced in the autumn and winter months.  Leaves are 
simple, alternate, ovate, short petioles, finely serrated margins. 
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Camellia x williamsii ‘Debbie’ 
 
This is an upright growing camellia that begins flowering (first few flowers about mid August). 
There are examples of this cultivar in the Amenity area, against the east facing wall of 
Forbes (2 at the northern end) and a couple of examples midway in the Betula Border. All 
plantings of this cultivar appear to be of a similar age, planted in the early 1990’s. Flowers 
are deep pink and flowers are seen over a long period.  
 

 
Medium sized, double pink flowers 
 

 
This cultivar has an upright form and is a good selection for open areas. This example is in 
the Amenity area amongst the magnolias midway toward the western side. 
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Camellia x williamsii ‘Elsie Jury’ 
 
This is a single plant growing against the north facing wall of Stewart Building on the eastern 
end of a group of Camellia sasanqua ‘Hiryu’. This is an upright growing cultivar that begins 
flowering as the sasanquas next door are just finishing.  This cultivar was identified for me by 
Dan Dennehy of the Grounds Department. 
 

 
An upright form of camellia that is growing well against a warm north facing wall. 
 

 
The above pictures were taken on 23rd September 2008. 
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Cantua buxifolia   (sacred flower of the Incas, magic flower of the Incas, magic flower) 
 
This species is planted on the north side of the Library, another example was growing in 
front of McCaskill, but that has now gone with the demolition of that building. This is an 
evergreen shrub with long arching shoots, terminated by flowers. This plant is best grown 
against a warm north facing wall and can be cut back as required after flowering. (In some 
years this has been cut back during the winter simply removing all of the flowers formed from 
previous seasons growth, with the result that no flowers are seen that year). 
 

 
This example is the only remaining plant of this species on campus. 
 

 
Flowers mainly appear from mid spring, but occasional flowers can be seen at almost any 
time of the year. 
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Carmichaelia odorata 
 
This specimen was photographed in the New Zealand native plant collection in the Amenity 
area. The specimen is located toward the northern end of the native collection. 
 

 
Flowers summer, purple and white, fragrant. 

 
Weeping form, mostly leafless, around 3m tall, spread about 2m (about 17 years old) 

 
Leaves are pinnately compound, mainly seen in the lower juvenile parts of the plant
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Carmichaelia stevensonii   syn. Chordospartium   (Marlborough weeping broom) 
 
There are a number of examples of this evergreen New Zealand native weeping broom. 
There is a large (and the oldest on campus) example on the western facing wall of the 
Lodge. There is another example on the north-west wall of the Field Services Centre lecture 
theatre. Other examples are found at the Amenity area and so on. This species flowers at 
Lincoln during December. 
 

 weeping broom at western entrance to Lodge 
 

 mass of flowers in December 
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Carmichaelia williamsii 
 
Carmichaelia williamsii is an evergreen species of New Zealand native broom. This 
specimen is growing on the south facing wall of the nursery. Other examples are on the 
north side of the Horticultural Teaching lab., on the north side of the Field Services Building, 
around the Natural Resources Engineering Buildings and in the New Zealand native 
collection in the Amenity area. 
 

 
Photosynthetic green stems (cladodes) and pale yellow flowers. Leaves when seen are 
small and one to three foliate. 

 
This example is against the wall of the nursery facing south on Farm Road 
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Cedronella canariensis   (Canary balm) 
 
This is a soft woody, evergreen sub shrub growing on the eastern side of the pond in the 
Amenity area. It is the only example on campus that I am aware of. The leaves are very 
aromatic if crushed, as is common with other members of the Lamiaceae to which this 
species belongs.  
 

 
Leaves are opposite, trifoliolately compound, leaflets are pinnately veined, serrate. The 
terminal leaflet is the longest. Flowers seen in summer in terminal spikes. 
 

  
This is more or less broadly bun shaped to a height of between one and one and half metres 
high with a spread of a little more.
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Ceratostigma willmottianum   (Chinese plumbago) 
 
This is a small deciduous woody shrub that grows to about 80cm or perhaps slightly more in 
height and spread. It is normally grown in full sun and often against north or west facing 
walls. There are two examples on campus of this species that I am aware of, one is on the 
north face of the Library, the other is a line of plants growing against the north facing wall of 
YFC Building. During the summer until the end of autumn these plants are easily recognised 
by the intense blue flowers at the tips of the slender branches. There can be a brief period of 
good autumn colour before the leaves are shed for winter. This plant can be pruned if 
deemed necessary. I have noted in some gardens, my own included, that under favourable 
conditions in cultivated ground that this plant naturalises. There is no record of this in Vol. IV 
of the NZ Flora. 

 
Intense blue - plumbago like flowers. 
 

 
Colour change late autumn before leaf fall and seed heads 
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Chamaerops humilis 
 
This is a smaller palm growing in a very sheltered site on the north side of the Horticultural 
Teaching lab. with some overhead protection of the large leaves. The plants along this 
border also benefit from heat storage by day reradiated from the block wall at night. Without 
this microclimatic advantage this palm may not survive at Lincoln. It is a native species of 
West Portugal and Morocco. It can also be described as a fan palm. 
 
 

 
This example is growing against a warm north facing wall of the Horticultural Teaching Lab. 
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Chamaecyparis pisifera ‘Squarrosa Lombard’s’ 
 
This is a small evergreen conifer currently between two and three metres in height. It 
changes to brownish blue shades after a few frosts in winter. The foliage is fixed in the 
juvenile state of needle like leaves. This conifer is on the northern side of the Cupressaceae 
collection in the Amenity area.  
 

 
Horizontal branches, conical shape 
 

 
Juvenile, needle like leaves 
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Chimonanthus praecox   (winter sweet) 
 
When this species in flower from about mid June until mid to late August you sense its 
presence by the strong and pleasant fragrance it imparts. This is a deciduous shrub that 
flowers on normally bare branches in winter and for the rest of the year is just a background 
shrub of marginal value. It grows 2 to 4 metres or so under normal conditions and has a 
spread of about half its height. Leaves are simple and arranged opposite each other at the 
nodes. Old seed capsules often remain on the plant for a year or two. This species is best 
experienced during the winter months, there are examples of this at the Amenity area and in 
the old Formal Garden north of the Commerce Building. 
 

 
Deciduous shrub in the old Formal Garden north of Commerce 

 
Winter flowering, petals from pale to golden yellow with a red blotch at the base on bare 
branches, highly fragrant flowers 

 
Old seed capsules sometimes seen with flowers, especially in the winter on bare branches 
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Chimonanthus praecox ‘Luteus’ 
 
This is a very fragrant, clear yellow flowered selection of the species and is growing in the 
border immediately to the south of the pond at the Amenity Area. In many respects it is a 
better garden plant than the species which if seed grown can be quite variable in terms of 
vigour and flower quality. This cultivar begins and finished flowering a little bit later than the 
species on campus, however this may be simply related to its situation. 
 

 
This cultivar is a better choice to grow in a garden, being more difficult to propagate 
vegetatively it will generally be more expensive to purchase initially than any of the seed 
grown species. 
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Choisya ternata   (Mexican orange blossom) 
 
This is a fast growing, evergreen shrub that may grow to two or three metres in height and 
spread under ideal conditions. It is generally seen growing at about half of those dimensions. 
The leaves are a fresh shiny green and over the summer carry many clean white flowers. 
This plant is generally grown in a full sun situation, although is tolerant of some shade during 
the day. Sometimes the plant is attacked by scale insects badly, especially if in a very hot 
and dry site hard against a north facing wall.  
 

  
Mexican orange blossom has opposite, palmately compound leaves of 3 leaflets (trifoliolate 
or ternate). Flowers are mainly over summer, but some may be seen at other times. 
 

 
Choisya ternata has been a commonly grown species on campus as a hardy filler plant. 
There are a number planted to the north west of Stevens Hall on Farm Road used as a taller 
ground cover planting. 
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Choisya ternata ‘Aztec Pearl’ 
 
There is an example of this cultivar in the border opposite Hudson Hall on the western side 
toward the Ellesmere Junction Road end. This appears to be the only example of this 
cultivar on campus. 
 

 
 
Choisya ternata ‘Sundance’ 
 

  
Choisya ternata ‘Sundance’ is a yellow leaved cultivar is best away from full sun, facing 
south as this example against the nursery wall in Farm Road is. Other examples are at the 
western end of the Betula Border and other places on campus. 
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Clianthus puniceus   (kaka beak) 
 
Kaka beak is a fast growing soft wooded shrub that flowers in the spring, it usually has red 
flowers although both the pink and white flowered cultivars have been grown at Lincoln. The 
shrub is evergreen, it grows to a height of about 1 to 1.5m with a similar spread. It is often 
short lived, although pruning after flowering to prevent a seed crop is often helpful in both 
improving the shape of the plant and prolonging its life. There are examples of kaka beak at 
the north west side of Orchard car park, in the Amenity area and in the garden south of 
Gillespie Hall. All of the examples below have been grown on campus, only some remain. 
 

 
Specimen south of Gillespie Hall. 

 
Leaves pinnately compound, alternately arranged, flowers in pendulous racemes. 

 white flowered cultivar ‘Albus’ 
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Colletia paradoxa   syn. C. cruciata 
 
There are two examples of this leathery evergreen shrub on campus that I am aware of. 
There is one on the north facing wall of the Horticultural Teaching lab., the other example is 
at the southern side of the NRE Building close to the north side of the road. Examples 
appear to grow to 2m or more in height and spread and are fiercely armed. Pruning is an 
option to control size, if you can get close enough, it is better to allow sufficient space for this 
species in the first place. 
 

 
This example is south west of the Natural Resources Engineering buildings. 
 

 
Flowers are seen for a long period from autumn through much of the winter in sheltered 
examples such as that on the north side of the Horticultural Teaching lab. The small white 
bell shaped flowers are pleasantly fragrant. The fierce spiny tipped leathery green cladodes 
clearly have a photosynthetic function. True leaves when seen are tiny and deciduous.
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Convolvulus cneorum    
 
This is an easily recognised sub-shrub with silvery leaves and white and pink funnel shaped 
flowers. It grows best in full sun and has none of the bad connotations of other species 
called convolvulus that are weeds. This species rarely grows more than 50-75cm tall with a 
larger spread, it is well behaved and does not sucker or appear to produce any seedlings. 
There is an example of this species growing in the Orchard car park on the western side 
about midway between Farm Road and the Field Services Centre lecture theatre. 
 

  
This example is on the western side of Orchard car park. 
 

 
Leaves are simple, entire, covered in silver hairs. 
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Convolvulus sabatius 
 
This is a soft wooded trailing sub shrub growing against the warm north facing wall of the 
Horticultural teaching lab. This species has long trailing stems and is ideal trailing over 
retaining walls and the like, but is also a good ground cover plant in a full sun site. This 
species is evergreen and flowers at most times of the year, although most are seen in late 
spring and summer. In spite of the generic name, this species is well behaved and not a 
threat in gardens. 
 

 
This species is a good ground cover plant in a full sun site against the north facing wall of 
the Hort. Teaching lab. 
 

 
This example is growing against the north face of the Hudson Hall. Leaves are simple, 
alternate, entire, usually petiolate. 
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Coprosma acerosa    
 
Coprosma acerosa is a more or less prostrate, spreading shrub with bronze coloured stems 
and small linear leaves opposite at each node. Each of the opposite outer leaves appear to 
have a pair of smaller leaves inside against the stem, suggesting there are rudimentary 
stems rather than the usual dormant axillary bud. Like other ground cover type coprosmas 
this species tends to grow over the top of itself with long trailing branches and can end up as 
either a mounded bun shape or as a spreading shrub with undulating heights. This plant also 
may layer itself as it goes, so eventually spread is limited only by other larger plants or lack 
of light. 
 

 
This example is growing at the Amenity area. Translucent white-blue fleshy drupes (usually 
with dark bluish spots) are produced in autumn. 
 

 
The overall appearance of the plant is a bronze – yellow colour, the tiny opposite leaves are 
greener. 
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Coprosma ‘Beatson’s Gold’ 
 
This is an evergreen shrub that is usually a tidy bun shaped shrub if it is given sufficient 
space to grow. It is best in full light, but away full sun. A south facing site or some light shade 
seems to suit this plant. There is an example of this cultivar in the New Zealand native 
collection at the Amenity area. I am unsure if there any other examples on campus currently. 
There were examples south of the Horticultural Teaching Lab. and possibly in other parts of 
the campus until relatively recently. Coprosma ‘Beatson’s Gold’ is of hybrid origin and 
Metcalf suggests C. areolata is likely to be one of its parents. 
 

 
This is easy to grow from cuttings and this example is currently in need of rejuvenation. 
Leaves are simple, opposite, ovate to elliptic with a yellow centre around the mid rib and 
main veins of the leaves. The leaves above are from a shady part of the plant, leaves in the 
sun may assume a more bronzey yellow with less green obvious. Examples are likely to 
grow to about 1.5m in height and spread.  
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Coprosma ‘Black Cloud’ 
 
This is a small evergreen shrub that is growing north of the path from the staff car park to the 
Field Service Centre offices. It appears to have a habit similar to Coprosma x kirkii, although 
not as vigorous. The leaves are opposite, simple and have a single sharply triangular 
shaped interpetiolar stipule. The leaves are mostly elliptic to obovate or almost linear, the 
upper surface of the lamina is almost glossy and darker, almost black around the margins, 
and particularly at the apex. The lower surface is paler green with two domatia evident close 
to the midrib. The midrib above is cream to light brown and very evident in the lower part of 
the lamina. The petioles are 2-3mm and may be light or dark in colour. Margins are entire. 
 

 
Branches arranged in a herringbone pattern, this cultivar needs to be in full light 
 

 
Leaves darker at apex and base, also along margins 
 

 
Two domatia on lower surface of lamina evident 
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Coprosma colensoi 
 
There is an example of this New Zealand native evergreen species growing on the western 
side of the car park near the Natural Resources Engineering Building. It is a divaricating 
shrub of about 1.5m in height and spread. It has small simple leaves arranged opposite each 
other with triangular shaped interpetiolar stipules terminated with a blunt tooth shaped 
projection. The leaves are approximately 1cm long x 2-5mm across on short winged 
petioles. The leaves are more or less glabrous, although under low magnification there are 
short hairs on the petiole and on the midrib to about half way up the lamina. Pinnate veins 
can just be seen below. Lamina is thick and glossy, darker green above, paler green below. 
 

 
Divaricating small leaved coprosma south of Natural Resources Engineering. 
 

 
Wide branching angles, leaves simple, opposite, larger within the bush 
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Coprosma ‘Coppershine’ 
 
This is an evergreen New Zealand native cultivar considered by Metcalf to be a selection 
from a cross between C. acerosa x C. repens. There are at least two examples of this hardy 
cultivar on campus, one on Farm Road on the south side of the car park south of the Winery, 
the other is in the border to the west of Lincoln Ventures. This is an easily recognised plant 
with shiny green, brown and bronze coloured leaves, colouring more toward a bronze colour 
in the winter.  
 

 
Leaves are simple, opposite, very glossy 
 

 
The form of the shrub is narrow bun shaped with upright branching
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Coprosma x kirkii ‘Kirkii’ 
 
This is a spreading evergreen ground cover type sub shrub that may spread up to 2m or so. 
Initially the plant has a prostrate growth habit, but over time tends to produce long trailing 
branches that overlay earlier growth, eventually creating a mounded shape that can be a 
metre or more. This hybrid coprosma is grown in a number of areas on campus, south-west 
of the Natural Resources engineering buildings, car park north east of the High Performance 
Cricket Centre, south of the Winery car park etc. Leaves are glossy yellowish - green, 
simple, opposite, more or less linear to about 30-35mm by 5-6mm (occasionally in shaded 
areas much wider to 15mm or so). 
 

 
Coprosma x kirkii ‘Kirkii’ is a good ground cover in full sun sites, initially prostrate, over time 
creates undulating mound shapes with new growth growing over existing branches. 
 

 
A variegated cultivar Coprosma x kirkii ‘Kiwi Gold’ is growing north of Matron’s car park 
(Union car park) and in other areas on campus. 
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Coprosma repens   (taupata) 
 
This is an evergreen New Zealand native species that is marginally hardy at Lincoln. There 
are a number of seedlings growing around campus now that appear to have some taupatu in 
their makeup, but are generally hybrids with other species. There is an example east of the 
Student Flats in Farm Road more or less opposite the Winery. This example is growing 
underneath the canopy of a wattle which would afford it some protection from frost damage. 
There is also an example against the north wall of the High Performance Cricket Centre, this 
appears to be a bronze leaved seedling, but generally in other respects is like taupata. 
 

 
An upright growing shrub that is frost tender at Lincoln, hybridises freely and produces many 
seedlings of varying forms.  
 

 
Leaves are simple, opposite, broadly obovate, petiolate, glossy and glabrous. Dan Dennehy 
has confirmed the above illustrations are from a seedling that just grew here.
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Coprosma repens ‘Painter’s Palette’  
 
This is an evergreen New Zealand native growing in an island bed in the car park to the west 
and slightly north of the High Performance Cricket Centre. This shrub is growing in a dry 
area that is sheltered by some of the large gum trees in the vicinity.  
 

 
An upright growing shrub, appears to be the only example on campus. 
 

 
Leaves are variously coloured, new growth green aging to browns, yellows and red-orange 
shades. 
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Coprosma repens ‘Pink Splendour’   
 
There are two examples of this brightly coloured coprosma growing on the eastern side of 
Hudson Hall against a path to the centre of the building.  Both appear to have been planted 
at the same time and were probably planted in 2005 or 2006. 
 

 
This is a upright growing, small glossy leaved evergreen shrub that appears to be perfectly 
hardy.  Colours intensify during the winter. 
 

 
Leaves are simple, opposite, much smaller than the normal species. 
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Coprosma robusta   (karamu) 
 
There is a hedge row of this evergreen NZ native species grown amongst the formal hedges 
planted in the amenity area, however because of its tendency to grow upright it is not 
recommended for a situation where a formal hedge is required. As an informal hedge this 
plant would be excellent. It produces large quantities of orange-red drupes that are seen 
over the autumn and winter. This plant naturalises freely and many seedlings are seen 
across the campus, Coprosmas are dioecious plants, some are male, the others are female, 
where seedlings appear, generally there are anything up to a dozen or more which suggests 
bird spread of these species is likely to include at least some males and some females. 
 

 
Hedge trimmed to a formal shape in the Amenity area 
 

 
Leaves simple, opposite, petiolate, entire, glabrous. Fruits numerous, fleshy drupes. 
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Cornus alba   (Tatarian dogwood, Tartarian dogwood) 
 
This is an easily recognised deciduous shrub. From autumn until spring it is recognised by 
its bright red upright stems. Leaves are usually opposite, simple, entire and petiolate. There 
are examples of this species to the north and east of Riddolls Building as you head toward 
the south west corner of Lincoln Ventures Buildings. Against the north east side of the 
Natural Resources Engineering is a less vigorous example which appears to be Cornus 
stolonifera 
 

 
Cornus alba ‘Sibirica’ Upright, red coloured bare stems in winter. 
 
 
       Simple, opposite leaves, flowers 
       summer. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
. 
 
 
 
 
 
The picture to the right shows this species spreads 
by stolons (underground stems) and is likely to be  
Cornus stolonifera (red osier, dogwood). 
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Corokia cotoneaster  
 
There is an example of this species in the New Zealand native collection at the Amenity 
area. This is an evergreen divaricating shrub that grows to about one and a half metres in 
height and spread over a twenty year period. It is more or less bun shaped and has an 
overall brown grey colour.  Leaves are alternately arranged, mostly spoon shaped and 
petiolate. The underside of the leaves are covered in appressed silver hairs, the upper 
surface is a dull brown green colour.  
 

  
Flowering occurs mainly during mid to late spring and into early summer, followed by red 
drupes. 
 

 
Divaricating branches, this example is on the north side of the John Burton Building (n.e. 
NRE buildings). 
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Corokia cotoneaster ‘Little Prince’ 
 
There is an example of this cultivar growing on the south side of the path from the Nursery to 
the Horticultural Teaching Lab. This example was planted in the late 1980’s and is about 2m 
high with a spread of about a metre or so. This differs from the species by being more 
upright and possibly not so strongly divaricated, it also has smaller leaves. It also has yellow 
flowers from mid spring, although this cultivar may have some flowers at any time of the 
year, followed by small dark red drupes. 
 

 
Small spathulate or obovate leaves, yellow flowers mainly in spring, dark red drupes 
 

 
Shrub south of the path opposite the Hort. Teaching lab toward the eastern end
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Corokia buddleioides   (korokio) 
 
This is an evergreen shrub that grows to about 2m or more with a similar spread, the leaves 
of this species are much longer than the other New Zealand native species mentioned here. 
Leaves are simple, alternate, ranging from lanceolate to elliptic or oblanceolate, up to 15cm 
by up to 3cm across, with petioles to 1cm. The lower surface is covered in silvery hairs, 
veins are evident above. This is one of the parents the C. x virgata hybrids from which many 
garden cultivars have been selected, the other parent being C. cotoneaster.  The hybrid 
cultivars tend to be intermediate in form between the two parents. Some examples from 
these have been selected from the Amenity area and trialled, some were sold to Commercial 
interests in early 2003 when staff changes were made. 
 

 
Larger leaves of korokio and bright yellow star shaped flowers in mid October. 
 

 
Seedling variations of C. x virgata selected and propagated in early 2000’s for trialling. 
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Corokia x virgata ‘Cheesemannii’ 
 
This is one of a number of cultivars selected from a cross between C. buddleioides and C. 
cotoneaster.  There is an example that is growing in the Amenity area as part of a hedge 
collection, there have been other examples grown on campus in the past and some may still 
exist. The yellow star shaped flowers are typical of corokias and are generally seen in spring 
and early summer, although some flowers may be seen at almost any time of the year 
 

 
 
 
Corokia x virgata ‘Red Wonder’ 
This example is growing to the west of the Field Services Centre lecture theatre, there is an 
example in the New Zealand native plants area within the Amenity area, other are probably 
other examples on campus. It is an evergreen shrub that generally is a round 2m in height 
with a spread of a little less. Like all corokias can be cut back or hedged if desired. The fruit 
produced in the late summer looks good in the autumn and usually holds well into the winter. 
Yellow flowers are also a feature in late spring and early summer. 
 

 
This example is on the west side of the Field Services Centre
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Corokia x virgata ‘Sunsplash’ 
 
This is a variegated cultivar that is growing in a number of areas on campus. Examples are 
west of the Field Services Centre lecture theatre, in the area to the north of the High 
Performance Cricket Centre in Calder Drive and in the New Zealand native collection in the 
Amenity area. It can be expected to grow to about 2m in height with a spread of slightly less. 
 

 
Leaves are alternate, obovate to spathulate, narrowing to a short petiole, leaves have a 
yellow margin, drupes are dark red 
 
 
Corokia x virgata ‘Yellow Wonder’ 
There is a good example of this cultivar at the entrance to the Nursery on Farm Road, there 
are other examples on campus including the Amenity area. This is at its best with showy 
orange-yellow drupes in autumn. It is a more or less bun shaped shrub of around two metres 
high with a spread of slightly less. 
 

 
Leaves alternate, obovate, short petiole, fruit orange – yellow, more or less round 
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Correa alba   (Australian fuchsia) 
 
This is a hardy evergreen shrub that can be clipped and grown as a hedge or is very hardy 
in a coastal situation growing very well previously as a car park shrub at New Brighton. 
Examples of this species are growing in the Amenity area just to the north of the garage. It 
has white flowers over a long period. This example was grown from a cutting from the New 
Brighton plants which have now gone. 
 

 
This example is north of the garage in the Amenity area. 
 

 
Leaves, opposite, simple, broadly ovate to orbicular. 
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Corylopsis sinensis   (winter hazel) 
 
There is a single example of this species on campus. It was a donation from the 
Christchurch Botanic Gardens via Richard Poole and is growing in the Amenity area to the 
east of the New Zealand native collection. It is a hardy deciduous shrub around three metres 
or so in height with a spread of about half. It is monoecious and produces fragrant pendulous 
spikes of flowers in late August and September. 
 

 
Strongly ascending branches, this species is being crowded out by a Ceanothus to the west. 
 

 
Flowers are visually attractive and also fragrant, an interesting, hardy species that grows to 
attain small tree like proportions. Both pictures above were taken on September 16th 2008. 
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Corylus maxima ‘Purpurea’   syn. ‘Atropurpurea’   (purple leaved filbert, hazel) 
 
This is a purple leaved deciduous shrub growing at the eastern end of Farm Road on the 
south side adjacent to Springs Road. It is a shrub of around two to three metres in height 
and spread currently and has quite strongly ascending branches. 
 

 
The two pictures were taken 23rd September 2008 with young leaves still expanding. 
 

 
Leaves simple, alternate, prominent pinnately arranged veins, serrate, petiolate. 
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Cotinus coggygria   (smoke bush, smoke tree) 
 
 
There is a single example of this deciduous species in the garden area beneath large oaks 
and other largely deciduous species north of Gillespie. This is now a fairly old example 
 (I suspect 50 or more years old) of this species and covers an area of around 8-10m across 
and is about half of that height.  

 
A wide spreading shrub or small tree north of Gillespie  
 

 
Simple leaves, alternately arranged, crowded towards the tips, obovate to elliptic. Photos 
mid March 09. 
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Cotinus coggygria ‘Royal Purple’   (smoke bush, smoke tree) 
 
This is a large showy deciduous shrub growing against the east facing wall at the north end 
of the Recreation Centre.  
 

 
A bushy species growing to about five metres in height and possibly with a greater spread. 

 
Tiny flowers in panicles over summer, after flowering pedicels elongate giving a smoky look. 

 
Leaves simple, alternately arranged, crowded toward the tips, on long petioles, margins 
entire, pinnate veins evident. Excellent autumn foliage is always seen with this cultivar.
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Cotoneaster franchetii 
 
This is part of a small group of evergreen shrubs that are opposite the western side of 
Orchard car park. This species has been recorded as an adventive in Vol. 4 of the New 
Zealand Flora. It is an upright growing plant with slender arching branches. It has simple, 
alternate leaves that are mainly elliptic to ovate, the lamina is up to 25mm by 15mm or so 
and a petiole of about 5mm. The underside of the leaves and twigs are covered in white-
cream woolly tomentum, the upper side is dark green with some tomentum only. Fruit is 
orange to scarlet. 
 

 
A broad spreading evergreen bun shaped shrub, about 1.2m high x 1.8m across 
 

 
Leaves simple, alternate, ovate to obovate, petiolate, dull glossy, entire. 
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Cotoneaster horizontalis 
 
This is a deciduous species of cotoneaster that has a very distinctive fishbone like branching 
habit. Examples of this species have been grown against the north wall of the Recreation 
Centre at the eastern end, against the north wall of Stewart Building and other parts of the 
campus. This species may grow to a metre or more in height against a wall, but is usually 
much less with a spread of well over one metre. Leaves are simple, alternately arranged, 
sub orbicular to broadly elliptic, 5- 12mm long, short petioles to 2mm or so. 
 

 
Leaves simple, alternate, lamina broadly elliptic to almost round, pointed apex, short petiole, 
branches arranged in a fishbone like pattern. 
 

 
Cotoneaster horizontalis is a spreading plant, seen growing against the north facing wall of 
Stewart Building, western end. White flowers from mid spring, followed by scarlet berry like 
pomes in late summer and autumn. 
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Cotoneaster lacteus 
 
This species is an evergreen shrub that grows to about three metres in height and spread. It 
is growing at the eastern end of the Lincoln Project Laboratories. It is mainly showy because 
of its scarlet red fruits produced in terminal corymbs during autumn. Flowers are white in 
terminal corymbs in spring. Leaves are simple, alternately arranged, obovate or occasionally 
elliptic, petiolate. Leaves are up to 80mm long by 37mm across, petiole is up to 10mm or so. 
Leaves are hairy below, veins are obvious. This species has been incorrectly known as C. 
harrovianus in the past. It has also been listed as an adventive. 
 

 
Leaves simple, obovate with scarlet red fruits in autumn and winter. 
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Cotoneaster microphyllus    
 
This is an evergreen shrub with spreading branches, it is usually less than a metre in height 
with a broader spread. It has been used in the past as a ground cover plant. This example is 
growing on the western side of the Orchard car park and also near the north east corner of 
the NRE buildings. This species has small obovate leaves that are hairy below and more or 
less glabrous above. Flowers are five petalled, white with some pink especially before the 
petals open. The flowers terminate short lateral shoots and can often be seen at any time of 
the year, although the main flowering is spring to early summer. Fruits are dull crimson or 
red pomes. This species has been recorded as an adventive. 
 

 
This species has been used in the past as a hardy ground cover plant. 
 

 
Red pome fruits present in the winter 
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Crinodendron hookerianum   (Chile lantern tree) 
 
This is a small evergreen shrub at the moment north of the Human Resources Building.  
Ultimately this shrub could reach around four metres or so in height in cultivation according 
to the New Royal Horticultural Society Dictionary of Gardening. This plant was pointed out to 
me by Dan Dennehy of the Grounds Department who said he was given it by Llewellyn 
Mitchell a prominent Christchurch Nurseryman. This is the only example of this species on 
campus and I had not been aware it was here before being shown it. 
 

 
Simple, alternately arranged leaves, toothed, petiolate.  Note flower bud top left. 
Photographed 23rd September 2008. 
 

 
Flowers photographed 30th Oct. 2008, still unopened. 
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Crowea ‘Festival’  
 
This is a more or less bun shaped evergreen shrub of about 80cm high by a spread of about 
one metre growing against the warm north facing wall of the Commerce Building. Its main 
flowering appears to be late summer, autumn and winter. (Cultivar selection from Crowea 
exalata cross C. saligna, two South Australian species). 
 

 
Bun shaped shrub growing on the north side of the Commerce Building. 
 

 
Leaves simple, alternate, linear to oblanceolate, aromatic if crushed, to 30mm by 3mm 
approximately, sessile or very short petiole of 1mm. Flowers appear singly in axils, five 
petals, pink 20-25mm across.  
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Cunonia capensis 
 
There is a single example of this South African species growing against the north facing wall 
of the Commerce Building. It is an evergreen shrub or tree that is not hardy at Lincoln but 
survives here because of the well selected warm site chosen. There are no other examples 
of this species on campus. It flowers from mid summer into autumn, it has fragrant, creamy 
white flowers in axillary racemes. The inflorescences appear largely composed of stamens, 
petals are small and generally unseen. 
 

 
Leaves are opposite, pinnately compound, note the large broadly oval opposite leaf like 
stipules above that hide the young leaves in bud, the stipules later fall away. 
 

 
This is a rounded shrub at Lincoln, potentially a tree in a warmer climate. 
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Daboecia cantabrica   (St. Dabeoc’s heath, Connemara heath) 
 
This is an evergreen bun shaped shrub that looks similar to Erica species. It differs by 
having a deciduous corolla. There is an example of this species on the east side of the path 
adjacent to the beech hedge between the eastern end of the Refectory heading north to the 
south end of Hudson. There are no other examples on campus that I am aware of. Flowers 
are pink – purple in terminal racemes over the summer and into the autumn, odd flowers 
may be seen at other times of the year. 
 

 
This is a low growing bun shaped evergreen shrub opposite the north east corner of the 
beech hedge (Fagus sylvatica) as you head towards the south east corner of Hudson. 

 
Leaves are simple, alternate, narrowly elliptic, dark green above, silvery beneath. Stems and 
leaves with scattered hairs. Flowers are pink-purple, bell shaped in summer and into 
autumn. Note the remains of the calyx in picture above. 
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Daphne bholua 
 
This upright growing evergreen shrub is growing near west side of the pathway to the south 
side of the Recreation Centre from Farm Road. The main flowering occurs during early – mid 
winter, with some flowers at other times. Flowers are pleasantly fragrant. This is the only 
example of this species on campus. 
 

 
Leaves are simple, evergreen, alternate, oblanceolate to elliptic, entire, short petiole. 
 

 
The largest of all of the Daphne species growing at Lincoln south of the Recreation Centre. 
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Daphne x burkwoodii 
 
This is a small to medium sized deciduous to semi evergreen shrub that flowers from mid 
spring. It is a hybrid between D. cneorum and D. caucasica according to the New RHS 
Dictionary of Gardening. Examples of this species are in the area to the north east of the 
Natural Resources Engineering area, south of the Horticultural Teaching lab and possibly 
other areas.  
 

 
This species has a rounded form usually to about one metre or slightly more in height. 
 

 
Leaves are simple, alternate, oblanceolate. Flowers mildly fragrant. Photo mid October 2008 
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Daphne genkwa 
 
This is a small upright growing deciduous winter flowering shrub that is planted along the 
western side of the Commerce Building amongst the larger spreading evergreen Daphne 
odora ‘Leucanthe’.  Daphne genkwa has mauve coloured flowers that are seen before the 
leaves appear. There is now only one example of this species at Lincoln as far as I am 
aware. 
 

 
Deciduous shrub, photographed early July before flowers evident, in some years flowers 
may appear earlier than this. 
 

 
Flowers appear before the leaves, flowers above appeared in early September 2008. Leaves 
are simple, opposite, ovate to lanceolate, margins entire, petiolate. Note the green leaved 
shrub behind is Daphne odora ‘Leucanthe’ 
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Daphne odora ‘Leucanthe’ 
 
This is the most commonly planted of the Daphne species at Lincoln. It is a spreading 
evergreen shrub that is usually spreads about two times its height. It can grow to about a 
metre or so in height. This shrub is best with some shade during the day and tends to yellow 
in full sun. Its main flowering period is mid spring, although this appears to depend on when 
it meets its chilling requirements and can flower as early as May in some years. This species 
is best known for its highly fragrant flowers. Examples can be seen against the west wall of 
Commerce, on the south side of the Horticultural teaching lab and on the west side of the 
pond at the Amenity area. 
 

 
This species is west of Commerce and in many other location on campus. 
 

 
 Flowers are strongly fragrant and many passers by have been observed picking them to 
enjoy their perfume for longer.
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Derwentia perfoliata   syn. Veronica   (digger’s speedwell) 
 
This is a distinctive evergreen glaucous leaved evergreen shrub that grows up to about a 
metre in height and spread. There are examples of this species in both the south east and 
south west corners of Orchard car park. Purple flowers are produced in long racemes in the 
summer.  
 

 
Long arching stems 
 

 
Simple, opposite, ovate, sessile leaves, decussately arranged. 
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Desfontainia spinosa 
 
This is a small evergreen shrub with holly like leaves at the western end and just south of the 
entrance to Memorial Hall. It is slow growing and this example has been in this area for 
probably forty years or more and is no more than about one and a half metres across and 
about a metre high. It flowers  
 

 
Tubular orange – red flowers clearly show this is not a holly, leaves are simple and opposite. 
 

 
This is the only example of this species on campus that I am aware of, it is growing to the 
west – south of Memorial Hall.  
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Dichroa versicolor 
 
This is an evergreen shrub that resembles a hydrangea. There is an example of this species 
growing on the south side of the Recreation Centre on Farm Road. This species is 
marginally hardy and suffers from frost damage in the open and may be better placed under 
some overhead protection that deciduous trees could offer.  This shrub grows between one 
and two metres in height and spread, depending on how often the frost cuts it back, it may 
be pruned if needed. Flowers are white - blue – violet in large terminal heads from mid 
summer, followed by deep blue coloured fruits. 
 

 
Leaves simple, opposite, petiolate, serrate margins. Photo 31 July 2008 
 

 
Photo early March 2009.  South side of Recreation Centre (western end).. 
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Echium candicans   syn. E. fastuosum     Pride of Madeira 
 
There are two examples of this evergreen shrub growing against the western facing wall at 
the southern end of the Field Services Centre. Pride of Madeira usually grows between one 
and two metres or so in height, it is a branched shrub with simple leaves arranged in a spiral 
fashion on the stems. Leaves are more or less lanceolate, covered in silvery hairs, petiolate 
on vegetative shoots and sessile on flowering shoots. Flowers are purple - blue with pink 
filaments exserted beyond the petals, arranged in terminal panicles. Flowers are mainly 
seen over the summer, but some may be seen at almost any time of the year. 
 

 
Blue - purple flowers in terminal panicles seen mainly in the summer, but also other times of 
the year. 

 
This example is old and woody between three and four metres in height and spread against 
the west side of the Field Services Centre. There is another smaller example to the north 
against the same wall.  Photographed September 2008. 
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Elaeagnus pungens ‘Maculata’   syn. ‘Aureo-maculata’   (Russian olive) 
 
Elaeagnus pungens are hardy evergreen shrubs to about 2m x 3m or more at maturity. This 
species and its cultivars can be cut back if necessary. There are examples of this cultivar 
north of the Natural Resources Engineering and south east of Forbes. This is a hardy 
evergreen shrub, mainly grown for its colourful leaves. Flowers are likely around mid autumn 
to mid winter, but are not visually that significant. 
 

 
Elaeagnus pungens ‘Maculata’ - leaves simple, alternate, dark green margins, bright yellow 
centre. 

 
Example of this cultivar south east of Forbes on the north side of the path
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Elaeagnus pungens ‘Simonii’   (Russian olive) 
 
This is a hardy cultivar similar to the one on the previous page. It is not as showy as 
‘Maculata’ with the leaf variegation for this cultivar a paler colour and just around the margin. 
It is a bun shaped evergreen shrub growing to about 2m high with a spread of slightly more. 
This example is growing at the Amenity area just as you enter over the small bridge. 
 

 
Elaeagnus pungens ‘Simonii’ - simple, alternate, petiolate leaves with undulate creamy 
margins,silvery below. Flowers white photographed mid April. 
 

 
As is typical of this cultivar, some of the leaves are occasionally variegated yellow 
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Embothrium coccineum   (Chilean firebush) 
 
The Chilean firebush is an evergreen shrub that is usually seen growing to a height of about 
3-4m with a spread of about half that. It does however have a propensity to sucker, 
particularly if there is disturbance to the roots. The flowering is spectacular in late spring and 
early summer which is the main reason this species is grown. This specimen is growing 
against the warm north facing wall of the Commerce Building at the eastern end, although 
this warm site is not a pre-requisite for growing this species as it is tolerant of frost. It is 
however planted as part of a collection of other proteaceous examples in this area. 
 

 
Flowers late October and November, leaves simple, alternate, entire, oblong to lanceolate. 
 

 
Evergreen shrub at the eastern end on the north side of the Commerce Building. 
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Enkianthus campanulatus (furin-tsutsuji) 
 
There are three examples on campus of this deciduous shrub. One example is in the 
Amenity area in the eastern block just south of the pond, another east of the block wall on 
the east side of the Nursery in Farm Road and the other is in the border opposite the 
western side of Hudson Hall, just north of the pathway towards the small car park. This 
species is quite slow growing and in ten years is likely to be less than a metre high and half 
as wide. Like many other members of the Ericaceae do best in well drained lime free, slightly 
acid soils with high levels of peat or other organic matter in lightly shaded sites. 
 

 
The picture above was taken 23rd of September 2008. At this stage new leaves are 
developing and flower buds showing.  

 
Photograph above 8 Oct. 08, flowers fully developed, pendulous bell shaped. This shrub was 
still in full flower well into November.  Leaves simple, alternate, obovate, serrate, petiolate.
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Epacris impressa   (common heath) 
 
There are two example of this species near the Student Flats in Farm Road. The shrubs are 
about 50-60cm in height and spread and in a semi shady position under a wattle tree. They 
have Erica like leaves and tubular Erica like flowers.  This species a more or less upright 
habit of growth and flowers over a long period during autumn, winter mainly and into spring.  
 

 
A relatively uncommon species in Canterbury, best in a semi shade site, would look better 
massed in a way similar to ground cover ericas. Photo 2nd Oct. 2008 
 

 
Leaves are simple, alternately arranged, linear to lanceolate, on small petioles, pointed 
apex. Flowers are rosy pink, tubular from axils of leaves, short pedicels. Photo August 2008.
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Erica canaliculata   syn. E. melanthera 
 
Erica canaliculata is seen from mid autumn through the winter months when is smothers 
itself in small pink-purple flowers. This very old example is possibly the only example of this 
species growing on campus at Lincoln. It is east of the Library on the northern side of the old 
Formal Garden. Foliage and stems have an overall greyish appearance, shrub to 1.5m or so. 
There is a young plant of a plant on the west side of the path from the Library diagonally 
toward Hilgendorf Wing sold locally as Erica melanthera ‘Improved’ which presumably 
should be Erica canaliculata ‘Improved’. I am not sure of the status of the cultivar name. This 
appears to have more flowers than the parent species and they are slightly smaller.  
 

 
This example is north of the old Formal Garden 
 

 
Leaves are simple, arranged in whorls of 3, linear to 10mm long, flowers are bell shaped  
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Erica carnea 
 
This is a low growing shrub that can layer itself as it grows where ground conditions are 
suitable. Eventually each plant can have a spread of a metre or so and can grow to about 
45cm high. It is an evergreen shrub primarily grown for ground cover purposes. It grows well 
in full sun, where conditions are not hot and dry, ideally on the south side of buildings or 
under lightly wooded conditions. The example below is growing south of the Horticultural 
Teaching lab against a path. 
 

 
This species flowers from early autumn continuously until late spring. Leaves simple, in 
whorls of 4, linear to 8mm. Flowers 5-6mm across in racemes. 

 
Erica carnea ‘Springwood Pink’ - pendulous bell shaped flowers, four whitish free sepals, 
four fused petals, eight stamens, four fused carpels. 
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Erica cruenta 
 
There is an example of this evergreen species close to the eastern end of the Refectory in 
the border on the south side of the path toward the road. It is easily recognised by the red 
flowers. This species is usually about 60cm or so in height and may spread twice that. 
Leaves are small and more or less linear, about 5mm long by 1mm or so across. Flowers 
are red, tubular to about 15mm long with 4 red-white sepals 4-5mm long, seen in 2-4’s at the 
end of short lateral shoots. 
 

 
Long tubular red flowers from summer until winter 
 

 
This species is one of the few South African ericas that is properly hardy in the open at 
Lincoln, Erica canaliculata and E. verticillata are other species similarly hardy at Lincoln. 
Others more tender such as E. cerinthoides have been grown in warm sheltered areas such 
as the north side of Memorial Hall and grown satisfactorily, but have all been removed for 
some reason. 
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Erica erigena   syn. E. mediterranea 
 
This is a hardy European species seen growing in the border on the east side of the 
European beech hedge. Cultivars of this species grow to around a metre or so in height and 
are more or less globose or bun shaped shrubs. These are covered in small bell shaped 
flowers from autumn until late spring. 
 

 
General area north east of the Refectory for a number of species of the Ericaceae notably 
Erica, Daboecia and Calluna. 
 

 Erica erigena –bun shaped approx. 1m height & spread 
 

 Pink bell shaped flowers, leaves linear to about 7-8mm, 
lighter colour below, flowers about 6-8mm long, fused petals, black anthers exserted. 
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Erica erigena ‘W.T. Rackliff’ 
 
This is also an evergreen, bun shaped cultivar growing to a height and spread of about one 
metre or so, it is at the northern end of the Erica border. This cultivar has white bell shaped 
flowers and brighter green flowers. Flowers are produced in large quantities from autumn to 
late spring. 
 
 

  
Erica erigena ‘W.T. Rackliff’ 
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Erica verticillata 
 
There appears to be only one example of this species now on campus, in earlier years it was 
more widely planted. This example is at the eastern end of the Refectory and is about 1.5m 
high with a similar spread. It has simple leaves in what appear to be whorls of 6 leaves. 
Leaves are linear, 5-7mm x 1mm, narrowing to a small petiole with a bulbous base. Lamina 
and margins have tiny hairs and stems are also hairy. Upper surface is convex, lower 
surface midrib evident. Flowers are seen for a long period mainly over the summer and into 
the autumn. 
 

 
Branches erect to spreading, this species is near the eastern end of the Refectory. 
 

 
Flowers are clustered toward the tips of the branches, terminating side shoots. This photo 
was taken in mid August showing some flowers are usually seen at any time of the year. 
Flowers are purple, corolla is tubular to 15mm long, sepals 3-4mm. This is one of the few 
hardy South African species of Erica. (Recently chopped out, although a few cuttings were 
retrieved and growing at the nursery)
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Eriobotrya japonica   (loquat) 
 
There are two examples of loquat on campus, one is at the eastern end of the Betula border 
more or less opposite the north end of Hilgendorf wing, the other is in the border parallel with 
Springs Road near the eastern end of the Commerce Building. Loquats are large evergreen 
shrubs or small trees with large simple leaves, alternately arranged and crowded near the 
tips. Flowers are a creamy white in terminal panicles, fruit is an orange-yellow coloured 
pome.  
 

 
Shrub to about three metres or so in the Betula Border (eastern end) 
 

 
Large showy simple leaves crowded toward the tips 
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 Escallonia rubra   (red escallonia) 
 
Examples of this species are growing as a hedge in the Amenity area. This is an evergreen 
shrub that can grow to three or four metres in height, it has rosy red flowers from late spring. 
This species can be used as a formal hedge that tolerates clipping well. Like most of the 
hedges in the amenity area, this hedge is best trimmed two or three times from late October, 
then in early to mid December and again in late February to maintain hedges formally. If the 
summer is dry and no irrigation is available, two cuts are sufficient, the late October and 
again around mid to late January should suffice. This hedge emits a very pleasant fragrance 
when trimmed. 
 

 
Leaves are simple, alternate, serrated. 
 

 
This species can be trimmed and kept as a formal hedge, providing regular trimming is 
carried out at the appropriate times each year. 
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Euonymus fortunei ‘Silver Queen’ 
 
This is grown as an evergreen ground cover plant mainly against the north facing wall of the 
Natural Resources Engineering Buildings. The plant has a spreading habit of growth, 
normally around 50cm or so with a greater spread. It is primarily grown for its foliage 
characters. The leaves are mainly yellow, creamy whites and green, colouring in the winter 
with pink shades. 
 

 
Procumbent branches may layer as they spread, making a good ground cover plant. 
 

 
Leaves are simple, opposite, obovate to elliptic, serrate, petiolate, green in centre of lamina 
with variations of yellow, cream and pink.
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Euonymus japonicus 
 
This is an evergreen broad spreading shrub or small tree. There are a number of examples 
on campus, most are variegated cultivars, some are clearly reverting to green, possibly 
because they are in amongst other trees which are be shading them now to some extent and 
possibly competing for water and nutrients, placing the smaller variegated shrubs under 
some stress. The example below is in the border opposite Hudson Hall and more or less 
north of Gillespie. 
 

 
A broad spreading shrub to about 2m by 4m 
 

 
Leaves are opposite, simple, broadly obovate, petiolate, glossy above
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Euonymus japonicus ‘Aureo-marginatus’  
 
This example of Euonymus japonicus ‘Aureo-marginatus’ is on the eastern border of the 
campus just south of Farm Road, other examples include the border opposite the western 
side of Hudson and so on. This is of similar height and size as the species growing to a large 
shrub or small tree.  
 

 
Evergreen rounded shrub near Gate 3 on eastern side of Orchard car park. 
 

 
Leaves are simple, opposite, broadly elliptic to obovate, often seen as above spotted with 
powdery mildew. 
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Euonymus japonicus ‘Microphyllus’   syn. Euonymus ‘Emerald Gem’ 
 
This is a small evergreen shrub that has been planted in a number of places on campus in 
the last few years. Most are about 60-70cm tall with a similar spread. These examples were 
photographed at the southern entrance to the Rose Garden on the western side. Other 
examples are in the western border opposite Hudson Hall toward the north end, on the 
western side of Stewart and on the eastern side of Hilgendorf. It does not appear to have 
any visually significant flowering, and is simply an evergreen shrub with pleasant glossy 
green foliage. In some examples I have seen powdery mildew does appear to affect the 
foliage.  
 

 
A small upright growing evergreen shrub 
 

 
The leaves are simple, close set, opposite, obovate, serrate, glossy above duller and lighter 
green below. Axillary buds were very prominent when photographed in early August. 
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Eurya japonica 
 
This is an evergreen shrub from the same family as Camellia (Theaceae) growing in the 
Amenity area, amongst the magnolias north of the post and wire fence area. It is not a 
common species and was a species given to me by Richard Poole from the Christchurch 
Botanic Gardens. It is easy to propagate by stem cuttings. This species appears to have only 
a slow to moderate growth rate, has a good tidy habit and clean looking foliage. It flowers in 
spring, flowers are small and white in leaf axils of between one to three flowers.  
 
 

 
Leaves are simple, alternately arranged, ovate to elliptic to obovate, petiolate, margin 
serrate. 
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Euryops pectinatus 
 
This is a moderately fast growing grey leaved evergreen species that has at least some 
bright yellow daisy like capitula for much of the year. The bulk of the flowering is in summer. 
There is an example of this species growing against the north east corner of the Horticultural 
Teaching lab. The species is a bun shaped shrub that grows to about 1 to 1.5m high and 
slightly wider. It can be pruned back if necessary. It is probably best grown in a warm, 
sheltered area, although does appear quite hardy away from buildings at Lincoln. 
 

 
This example was in flower in early May. 
 

 
Leaves are deeply lobed (pectinate – like the teeth of a comb), alternately arranged. Both 
disc and ray florets are yellow to 5cm across on long slender peduncles. 
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Fatsia japonica   syn. Aralia sieboldii 
 
This is a large leaved evergreen shrub that normally grows to about 2m in height and 
spread. It flowers in large showy compound umbels in autumn, followed by black berries. 
This plant does naturalize to some degree in gardens. There are many examples of this 
species on campus at Lincoln. There is also a variegated example Fatsia japonica 
‘Variegata’ near the south west corner of the pond in the Amenity area grown from a cutting 
supplied by Warwick Scott and is also in the border to the west of Hudson and other areas 
where it has recently been planted. 

 examples of this species can be seen along the east 
facing wall of Lincoln Ventures Building, west side Orchard Car park, east side Library etc. 

 Close up of flowers in compound umbels 
 

 
Leaves large, simple, palmately lobed, alternately arranged, glossy green, long petioles. 
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Felicia amellioides ‘Santa Anita’ 
 
This is a small sub shrub that has blue daisy like flowering inflorescences  (ray florets) with a 
yellow centre (disc florets). Examples have been grown in the Amenity area, north of the 
Hort. Teaching Lab., north of the old Grounds Department offices in Farm Road, north of 
Commerce Building and in various other places. This is often a short lived plant, that 
requires full sun, preferably on the north side of a building. 
 

 
Photographed November 2008
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Forsythia x intermedia ‘Beatrix Farrand’   (forsythia, golden bells) 
 
This is a deciduous species that is located in the Amenity area to the east of the garage. 
This specimen is a plant donated to me by the late John Taylor (who was a Senior Lecturer 
in the Department of Horticulture for many years) in December 1999. John Taylor originally 
imported this cultivar into New Zealand and said he had obtained it from Professor Sax in 
the USA. Like other forsythia these plants flower on bare wood in spring before the leaves 
appear, Forsythia are less seen in local gardens today than they were in the 1960’s and 
70’s.  Leaves are opposite, simple, ovate to lanceolate, serrate. Pruning for these shrubs 
should occur soon after flowering not in the winter as they flower on wood produced in the 
previous season. 
 

 
Photographed 16th September 2008 
  

 
Hints of autumn colour, early March 2009, possibly also linked to water stress over the 
summer. 
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Franklinia axillaris   syn. Gordonia 
 
This is an uncommon species growing against the north facing wall of Ivey Hall. This 
example replaced an earlier and larger specimen. Franklinia axillaris belongs to the 
Theaceae (this family includes camellias) and in many respects looks like a single flowered 
camellia. Franklinia axillaris is an evergreen shrub that will grow to around four metres or 
possibly more (12m), but is not particularly fast growing. It has simple, alternately arranged 
glossy green leaves. Flowers are white-cream petalled with yellow stamens about 10-12cm 
across, mainly seen in mid spring, but odd flowers also seen at almost any time in this warm 
sheltered site. 
 

 
Leaves are more or less oblanceolate, shortly petiolate, margins entire except in the upper 
quarter where they are serrate. Midrib and margins are distinct. 
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Grevillea species, hybrids and cultivars 
 
There are numerous grevilleas that can and have been grown on campus at Lincoln over the 
last few decades that I am aware of. Many have now been removed, although the plants 
always seemed to be growing perfectly well. Some examples of grevilleas that have been 
grown here until relatively recently include Grevillea robusta (silky oak). This tree was 
planted close to the main entrance of Stewart Building on the western side. It was sheltered 
from the southerly and would have also been protected from the harsher frosts. This tree 
was growing well in that site until it was removed a few years ago, possibly because of its 
rapid growth and ultimate size. The only examples on campus of Grevillea juniperina f. 
sulphurea grew to the north of the Works Office in Farm Road, similarly Grevillea victoriae 
from the north of the Horticultural Teaching lab., Grevillea lavandulacea from the front of 
Memorial Hall and so on. All grevilleas are evergreen and do well in open full sun, many 
have long flowering periods, some over the winter when few other plants are in flower. Most 
seem to be free from pests and diseases at Lincoln and are easy to grow.  
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Grevillea ‘Bonnie Prince Charlie’ 
 
Examples of this were to be seen at the western end of Farm Road on the south side of the 
road, north of the student Lockwood Flats. The only example left now however is against the 
warm wall of the Commerce Building, which does not appear to be a requirement for growing 
this cultivar at Lincoln. This is an evergreen species that does not seem to grow more than 
about one metre in height with a similar spread. It appears completely hardy and free from 
pest and diseases. This plant always appears to have at least some flowers. It grows best in 
a full sun position.  
 

 
Evergreen shrub north of the Commerce Building. 
 

 
Bright red and yellow flowers, leaves simple, alternately arranged. 
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Grevillea x gaudichaudii 
 
This is a naturally occurring hybrid between G. acanthifolia and G. laurifolia and is endemic 
to New South Wales. There is one example of this species growing against the warm north 
facing wall of the Horticultural teaching Lab. This species is a low growing evergreen ground 
cover plant, growing little more than 30cm or so in height with a spread of more than a 
metre. Flowers are dark red and occur in late spring and early summer. 
 

 
Leaves are alternate, simple, but deeply pinnately lobed 
 

 
Flowers photographed October 2nd, still in flower early March 2009
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Grevillea lanigera ‘Mt Tamboritha’ 
 
This is a hardy evergreen, low growing spreading shrub that is growing against a low fence 
to the north of the student flats at the western end of Farm Road.  
 

 
This shrub makes an excellent ground cover for a sunny area, it does appear hardy and free 
from any problems. 

 
Flowers snail shaped seen mainly in autumn to spring, leaves simple, alternate, linear - 
oblong, margins revolute. 
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Grevillea banksii x G. bipinnatifida ‘Robyn Gordon’ 
 
I am not certain about the cultivar I have suggested above. This evergreen shrub is growing 
on the north side of Commerce Building toward the eastern end. Other similar examples are 
seen on the north face of Orchard Hall at the eastern end and one at the eastern end of the 
north face of the Horticultural Teaching Lab.  
 

 
The example above is at the eastern end of the north face of the Commerce Building. 
 

 
Leaves are pinnate or bipinnately divided, flowers are in one sided racemes. 
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Grevillea banksii x G. bipinnatifida ‘Superb’ 
 
This specimen is growing out a few metres from the north facing wall of Orchard Hall in Farm 
Road. It appears to flowers for much of the year. I am not completely certain about the 
identification of this cultivar and needs to be followed up. 
 

 
Apricot and pink coloured flowers photographed in the autumn. 
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Grevillea rosmarinifolia 
 
This is a large evergreen species that like most grevilleas do best in full sun. The example 
immediately below is growing on the north face of the Horticultural Teaching Lab toward the 
eastern end. It is prickly to touch with needle like leaves, it flowers in winter and spring with 
the typical pink and red snail shaped flowers. Like most other grevilleas this can be cut back 
in mid to late spring without any problems. There are some examples of this species on the 
western side of the Student Flats opposite the Driving Range on Farm Road. 
 

 
Prickly tipped needle like leaves, can be clipped to form a hedge if desired. 
 

 
This is a dense bushy shrub that is growing in the partial shade of large trees, near the 
Student Flats in Farm Road.
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Grewia occidentalis    
 
This is an evergreen spreading shrub growing against the north side of the Commerce 
Building. It is not commonly grown in Canterbury, before spotting this plant in the Grounds at 
Lincoln I have never seen it before. It is a native of South Africa and probably frost tender. 
 

 
The shrub above has a spreading form that could probably benefit by some formative 
pruning and training at this early stage. 
 

 
Flowering is attractive, although at this stage is somewhat sparse. Photo 20th March 2009. 
Leaves are simple, alternately arranged, obovate to ovate, serrate, petiolate. 
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Halimium lasianthum   (rock rose) 
 
The example below is flowering from late spring into the autumn in the central northern part 
of Orchard car park. It is a low growing grey leaved shrub that thrives in warm sunny sites. 
 

 
Grows to about 70cm in height with a larger spread. 
 

 
Leaves simple, oval, opposite, grey pubescent, flowers from late spring.
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Hamamelis mollis    (Chinese witch hazel) 
 
There is an example of this deciduous species growing in the old Formal Garden to the north 
west of Commerce Building. For most of the year this shrub is not noticed, but if flowers from 
early July for four to six weeks during the winter when there is not a lot of other species in 
flower. It is nearby the winter sweet which has a much more pleasant fragrance than this 
plant. For a comparison of flowering see Chimonanthus praecox. Chinese witch hazel 
appear to be relatively slow growing and are not be more than about four metres after twenty 
years. 

 
Hamamelis mollis   witch hazel 
 

  
Old leaves are often still attached at the start of flowering in late June or early July. 
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Hamamelis mollis ‘Goldcrest’  (Chinese witch hazel) 
 
This example was photographed at the eastern side of the path from Farm Road to the 
Recreation Centre. It is still a relatively young deciduous shrub. This appears to be the only 
example of this cultivar on campus.  
 

 
A fragrant flowering young shrub at the south east corner of the Recreation Centre 
 

 
Flowers are a deep yellow, better colour than the species with a deep crimson calyx. 
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Hamamelis vernalis   (Ozark witch hazel) 
 
There is one example of this species against the western facing wall of Colombo Hall near 
Farm Road. This is an upright growing deciduous species growing to about 2m in height, 
with a spread of half that. This species has the smallest petals of all the witch hazels on 
campus. The petals are yellow (with some orange - red at the base seen in the calyx 
between the petals). The petals are about 10mm x 1mm.  Flowering time is from early July 
until the end of August or thereabouts. 
 

 
This is an upright growing species near the northern end of Colombo A on the western side.  
 

 
The petals of this species are about half the length of the other Hamamelis on campus.
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Hamamelis virginiana   (Virginian witch hazel) 
 
This is a deciduous autumn flowering species located in the Amenity area in the border to 
the south of the pond. It flowers earlier than the normal species of witch hazel that flower in 
mid to late winter. This species was observed in flower in early March 2009. This is the only 
example of this species on campus that I am aware of. This is a far less common species of 
witch hazel in New Zealand, but appears to be an excellent garden specimen. Leaves 
simple, alternate, petiolate, obovate, upper half margin toothed. 

 
A deciduous shrub to about 2m currently, with a spread of about half its height. 
 

 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Flowering in autumn (photo early April)  Flowers without petals (July – August)
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Hamamelis  x intermedia ‘Arnold’s Promise’  
 
This example was photographed at the western side of the path from the north of Forbes 
towards Hudson. There are two shrubs of a similar age in this border. Both are still relatively 
young deciduous shrubs. These are the only examples of this cultivar on campus that I have 
seen, probably planted about 2004. 
 

 
A young shrub at the south east corner of the Recreation Centre 
 

 
Flowers are a pendulous and a clear yellow, fragrant. 
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Hamamelis  x intermedia ‘Diane’  
 
There appear to be three examples of this cultivar, one at the north west corner of Forbes, 
another against the western wall of Colombo C. (south end), and a further example on the 
western side of Colombo Hall near Farm Road. ‘Diane’ has darker coppery flowers that 
retain the same colour for the whole length of the petals, it also is dark crimson-purple at the 
base. 
 

 
Petals are a coppery orange, flowering is from late June. 
 

 
Branches ascend quite strongly, the shrub ultimately requiring three to four metres in height 
and spread. Note old leaves still attached mainly in the juvenile parts of the shrub. 
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Hamamelis  x intermedia ‘Jelena’    syn. ‘Copper Beauty’ 
 
This example was photographed at the south entrance from the car park entrance to 
Stevens Hall. ‘Jelena’ is a selected cultivar of hybrid between H. mollis and H. japonica. This 
differs from a very similar cultivar called ‘Diane’ by the petals changing in colour from the 
base which is orangey red to a more yellow colour at the tips. ‘Diane’ is west of Colombo at 
the north and south ends of Colombo C. and to the north and west of Forbes. There is only 
only one example of ‘Jelena’ on campus that I am aware of. 
 

 
Above photographed in mid June before flowering, below in early August 
 

 
Note the change of petal colours from dark at base to paler yellow at the distal end  
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Hebe albicans      
 
Hebe albicans is easily recognised by having glaucous (blue-green) leaves. It is an 
evergreen New Zealand native shrub that is normally about half to three quarters of a metre 
in height and a metre or so across after a few years. There are many examples of this 
species on campus, this example is on the south side of the Field Service Centre, there is 
another example east of the front entrance on the north side of the building as well.  It has 
white flowers in mid to late summer. 
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Hebe x andersonii 
 
This is an evergreen species commonly seen in gardens, it flowers intermittently through the 
year with the main flowering over the summer. According to Metcalf this is a hybrid between 
two species H. speciosa and H. salicifolia. 
 

 
This example was photographed at the south east corner of the Horticultural Teaching lab 
near Farm Road. 
 

 
Hebe x andersonii ‘Andersonii Variegata’ This variegated cultivar is more commonly planted 
on the Lincoln campus than the original cross. Examples can be seen south east of the 
Horticultural Teaching lab. and in Calder Drive just south and east of where Farm Road 
crosses.
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 Hebe ‘Autumn Glory’ 
 
Examples of this cultivar, that is possibly a cross between H. pimelioides and H. albicans, or 
Hebe x franciscana ‘Blue Gem’ (Metcalf) can be seen heading toward the western entrance 
to the offices at Field Services Centre. It has violet - blue flowers mainly from mid to late 
summer and intermittently into autumn. The flowers in the lower picture were photographed 
in July, odd flowers may be seen at almost any time of the year. This is a low growing shrub, 
usually less than half a metre in height with a spread of up to twice that. 
 

 
This example above is on the western side of the Field Services Centre Lecture theatre 
 

 
Leaves are sessile, obovate, margin and stems red, flowers are in compact racemes, florets 
with short pedicels. 
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Hebe ‘Blue Clouds’ 
 
There is an example of this cultivar growing in the Amenity area at the south end of the Hebe 
collection. This is the only example of this cultivar on campus that I am aware of. It is easily 
recognised by its blue flowers that appear both in mid winter, but mainly in the summer 
months.  Leaves are a maroon-green particularly in the winter months 
 

 
An evergreen shrub that spreads wider than high, less than a metre across 
 

 
Blue – mauve flowers, this cultivar appears to have Hebe speciosa as one of its parents.
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Hebe x carnea ‘Carnea Variegata’ 
 
This example is just west of the Field Services Centre lecture theatre. Metcalf suggests it is a 
hybrid of H. speciosa with the other parent unknown. Flowers are red-purple and are mainly 
seen over summer with occasional flowers at other times of the year.  This example may be 
the only one on campus. 
 

 
Leaves may also become tinged red in the colder weather. 
 

 
This cultivar has reverted back to the green form and needs attention if the variegation is to 
be retained. 
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Hebe chathamica 
 
This species is a good ground cover plant growing to usually less than thirty centimetres or 
so in height, but spreading over a metre or more. It has white flowers to pale mauve in 
summer. This plant is suitable as a trailing ground cover plant for banks and so on. 
 

 
This example is growing on the east side of Springs Road near Gate 3. It appears to be the 
only example of this species now on campus. 
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Hebe decumbens 
 
Hebe decumbens is a low growing spreading plant suitable as a ground cover. It will layer 
itself as it grows under good conditions. His species can grow to cover wide areas of ground 
by layering itself. It normally grows to between thirty and fifty centimetres.  Examples of this 
species can be seen toward the western side of Matron’s car park. 
 

 
A low growing spreading plant, suitable for ground cover. 
 

 
Margins of leaves are red, stems black.
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Hebe diosmifolia 
 
Hebe diosmifolia is a moderately large growing bun shaped shrub, an example of which can 
be seen on the western wall of the Field Service Centre lecture theatre.  Smaller growing 
cultivars of this species include the freer flowering ‘Wairau Beauty’, examples can be seen 
growing against the north face of the Field Service Centre just east of the entrance to the 
lecture theatre.  
 

 
This example is at the north west of Matron’s car park, other are west of the Field Service 
Centre and at the Amenity area. 
 

 
Note the leaf margins are usually serrated, a useful clue to identifying this species.
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Hebe elliptica       kokomuka 
 
An example of this species is found near Gate three, the entrance off Springs Road to 
Orchard car park. This is essentially a coastal species that has been involved in hybridisation 
work because it has large flowers and is hardy. Flowering occurs mainly over the summer. 
This species tends to be upright and may grow to 2m or more.  
 

 
Flowers from leaf axils are white or tinged pale mauve – late spring and early summer. 
 

 
Upright bun shaped evergreen shrub near Gate 3, another example is growing opposite the 
above on the south side of the drive. 
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Hebe x franciscana ‘Lobelioides’   syn. ‘Blue Gem’ 
 
This is a popular shrub grown for its display of mauve blue flowers and clean foliage. This 
species can grow to about one and a half metres in height, but is often less. It is a bun 
shaped plant, that can be mass planted and used as a larger ground cover or buffer plant. It 
is an excellent coastal plant and hardy at Lincoln. It is described as a hybrid between H. 
speciosa and H. elliptica by Metcalf. Examples can be seen south of the Horticultural 
Teaching lab. and north and west of the Field Services Centre as well as other locations on 
campus. 
 

 
Most of the flowering is in the summer, these intermittent flowers were photographed in July 
 

 
Hebe x franciscana ‘Variegata’   syn. ‘Waireka’ is a variegated and smaller growing cultivar 
selected from Hebe x franciscana ‘Lobelioides’. 
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Hebe ‘Inspiration’ 
 
This is another interspecific hybrid with H. speciosa as one of the parents, the other is H. 
diosmifolia (Metcalf). This is a hardy older cultivar which has been grown on campus, there 
are examples in Farm Road on the south side of the Horticultural Teaching lab., on the 
western side of the Field Services Centre and on the eastern side of Lincoln Ventures. Main 
flowering is in early to mid summer with intermittent flowers produced at other times during 
the year. 
 

 
This example is on the east facing wall of Hudson Hall. 
 

 
Leaves are simple, decussate and oblanceolate. Petioles, midrib and stems are red-purple, 
Flowers are purplish fading to white in lateral racemes crowded near the tip of the branches. 
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Hebe ‘Lavender Lace’ 
 
This is a hybrid between H. diosmifolia and another unknown species. It typically has two 
flowering periods, in the middle of winter and in the summer. It may grow to about one and a 
half metres or so in height and spread. Flowers are a lavender colour that fades to white.  
 

 
There is an example of this cultivar on Calder Drive on the west side, just south of where 
Farm Road crosses. Another example is north west of the High Performance Cricket Centre 
 

 
This cultivar was first described from a plant growing north of the now demolished McCaskill 
Building as part of a species collection. I could not key this to any species and after 
discussions with Lawrie Metcalf I described this cultivar for registration in 1983. It had been 
sold as a selected cultivar under different names by nurseries prior to this. 
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Hebe ‘Lindsayi’ 
 
Hebe ‘Lindsayi’ is an attractive flowering compact bun shaped evergreen shrub. It flowers 
over summer. There are examples of this north and west of the Field Services Centre. There 
may be other examples on campus. This is an easily recognised cultivar in flower with its 
distinctive pink flowers fading to white. It closely resembles H. amplexicaulis and is thought 
to be a hybrid between that species and H. pimelioides. 
 

 
Hebe ‘Lindsayii’ is a bun shaped plant approx. three quarters of a metre in height & spread. 
 

 
Leaves are rounded, margins yellowish, stems dark, flowers in compact racemes.
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Hebe macrantha 
 
This is a straggly shrub that is growing in the Hebe collection at the Amenity area. This 
species is on the northern side of that collection. It has the largest flowers of all of the hebes. 
Flowers are clear white and are seen over summer.  Leaves are clearly toothed.  This may 
be the only example of this species currently on campus. 
 

 
Inflorescences lateral, note leaves decussately arranged (as is the case for all hebes) 
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Hebe macrocarpa var. latisepala 
 
There is just one example of this species on campus, it was a donation from Marion Trought 
and is planted at the southern end of the Hebe collection in the Amenity area. This is an 
erect growing shrub to about 1.5m high with a spread of about half that. In spite of the fact 
that this species has a distribution in the warmer parts of the North Island, this has shown to 
be perfectly hardy at Lincoln. 
 

 
An erect branched New Zealand native species. 
 

 
Flowers are a deep rich purple in axillary racemes, leaves are opposite, simple, short petiole 
of about 2mm, linear, approx 100mm x 24mm. Photographed 20th August 2008. 
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Hebe obtusata 
 
This is a good ground cover species, it has a prostrate habit of growth and is usually up to 
half a metre in height with a much greater spread. There are examples south of the 
Horticultural Teaching lab. and east of the Works Office both on Farm Road as well as other 
areas on campus. Flowering occurs over a long period, but mostly summer and autumn. 
 

 
A spreading shrub, useful for ground cover planting. 
 

 
This species is easily recognised by its habit of growth, long axillary racemes of pale purple 
flowers, leaves mostly oblong, stems red-purple.
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Hebe odora   (boxwood) 
 
This is a round or bun shaped plant that superficially resembles box (Buxus sempervirens – 
or box - often used in hedging). This species is quite variable and produces white flowers in 
late spring or early summer. There is an example of this species on the western side of the 
Field Services Centre and some different forms in the Hebe collection at the Amenity area. 
 

 
Typically rounded form with small box hedge like leaves, grows to between one and one and 
a half metres in height and spread 
 

 
White flowers often in terminal, but sometimes lateral inflorescences in late spring. 
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Hebe ‘Oratia Beauty’ 
 
There is an example of this cultivar to the north east of the overhead walkway between 
offices in the Natural Resources Engineering Building. It intermittently flowers throughout the 
year. Metcalf suggests one of the parents of this hybrid is Hebe albicans.  It is a broad 
spreading shrub that appears to grow to about three quarters of a metre or so in height with a 
spread of about one and a half times that.  Flowers are deep pink fading to white. 
 

 
Examples of this cultivar north of the walkway between NRE offices. 
 

 
Intermittent flowers seen here in June, main flowering is in summer. Flowers in short 
racemes start pink – purple soon fading to white. 
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Hebe pauciflora 
 
This is a low ground hugging species that is planted near the sign in front of the Field 
Services Centre and also further north in a bed adjacent to the road at the south west corner 
of Orchard car park. The species has upright shoots that grow about 15-20cm in height and 
spread of four to five time that. 
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Hebe pinguifolia ‘Pagei’ 
 
This is a very good low growing shrub that is more or less prostrate for many years and 
covers the ground in a circular pattern. Over time it does lose this formal appearance and 
start to grow over itself in the centre destroying its formality. This could be dealt with by 
pruning. Each plant needs a diameter of about a metre or slightly more and grows to a height 
of twenty to thirty centimetres. The foliage is a bluish colour, leaves have a reddish margin. 
There is an example of this in the Hebe collection at the Amenity area. This may be the only 
example on campus. 
 

 
This cultivar is a very good formal specimen provided it is given sufficient space to grow, it is 
best in a full sun site. It does layer itself as it grows under suitable conditions. Flowers are 
white, seen over the summer.
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Hebe salicifolia    (koromiko) 
 
Koromiko is a large open growing shrub to 2 or 3 metres in height and spread, more or less 
bun shaped. Examples on campus include south west of the Nursery on Farm Road and in 
the Amenity area. Flowers are generally white and droop in long racemes, seen over 
summer, but intermittently at other times of the year. 
 

 
Examples of koromiko south of the Nursey in Farm Road. 
 

 
Long pendulous racemes of pale mauve or usually white flowers, old seed capsules often 
remain for long periods on the bush. 
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Hebe speciosa   (napuka, titirangi) 
 
Hebe speciosa is an easily recognised species in flower with its dark red-purple flowers and 
bold glossy leaves. Examples of this species can be seen in the Amenity area, south the 
Natural Resources Engineering buildings, and south eat of Lincoln Ventures adjacent to the 
west side of Orchard car park. 
 

 
Hebe speciosa can grow to a metre or more high and usually a spread of half as much again 
 

 
Leaves glossy green above, paler below, often with a reddish midrib and margins, 
inflorescences lateral, racemes of purplish red flowers mainly summer. 
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Hebe topiara 
 
This is an attractive formal looking bun shaped glaucous species that looks good as a 
specimen or planted in a group. It maintains a close branching form, rarely opening up and 
becoming leggy as some hebe are apt to do. This example is at the eastern end of the 
Natural Resources Engineering Buildings in a mass planting beside the road. Leaves are 
mostly glabrous except for a line of white hairs on the upper surface along the midrib that are 
seen under low magnification. Leaves are elliptic to oblong about 12-14mm long by 6mm 
across. Flowers are white in lateral inflorescences in early summer. 
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Hebe townsonii 
 
This is an evergreen shrub that is easy to recognise by its lines of domatia or pits that follow 
the leaf margin and are easily seen on the upper and lower sides of the leaves. Hebe 
townsonii is an upright growing species that grows to about a metre or so in height and 
spread and has white flowers in mid to late spring.  Examples of this species can be seen in 
the north-west corner of Matron’s car park, at the Amenity area and in the eastern border of 
Orchard car park as well as other areas on campus. 
 

 
White flowers in axillary racemes, leaves glossy above, paler below, domatia obvious 
 

   
Upright shoots, glossy green leaves 
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Hebe ‘Waikiki’ 
 
This is a hardy cultivar that is easily recognized with its red – purple tipped foliage particularly 
in the winter. This cultivar spreads more than it grows high growing to about 1.5m high and a 
spread of up to 2.5m or so eventually. Flowers are lilac blue to purple and white in summer. 
There are examples of this cultivar in the Hebe collection at the Amenity area and north-west 
of the Field Service Centre. 
 

 
Hebe ‘Waikiki’ growing in the Amenity area 
 

 
In winter the foliage tips colour to shades of red.
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Hebe ‘Wiri Gem’ 
 
This is one of the many cultivars of Hebe bred by Jack Hobbs at the Auckland Regional 
Botanic Gardens. It is a hybrid between H. ‘Wiri Jewel’ and H. diosmifolia (pink). This 
example is on the eastern side of Colombo Hall toward the northern end. This shrub is bun 
shaped and may be broader than it is high as indicated below. It has a long flowering period 
from April to October and produces flowers during almost any time of the year. 
 

 
Purple flowers above are in compact axillary racemes, stems and leaf margins red-purple. 
Some indications of the grand parent H. speciosa can be seen in this cultivar. (A parent of 
H.’Wiri Jewel’) 
 

 
Photographed 6th August 2008. 
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Helianthemum nummularium   (rock rose, sun rose) 
 
This is a low growing evergreen shrub that thrives in warm sunny areas. It normally grows to 
about 50cm or so in height and spreads to about a metre or so. Flowers appear in late spring 
and early summer, usually in a colour range that may include; pink, yellow or orange. There 
is an example of this species growing on the west – north end of the Stewart Building. Other 
examples have been planted at the base of the beech hedge at the eastern end near the 
Refectory. 
 

 
Low growing shrub or sub shrub west - north of Stewart Building and north of NRE.  Leaves 
simple, opposite and decussate, oblanceolate, petiolate, flowers late spring, summer. 
 

 
Possibly cultivar ‘Wisley’ ? west of Stewart 
 

 
Yellow flowered rock rose in the courtyard north side of Hudson.
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Helichrysum dimorphum 
 
There is an example of this species growing in the New Zealand native plants collection at 
the Amenity area. This is a plant cutting I obtained from Tristan Boot when he was involved 
with this species for his Masters degree.  I am not aware of any other examples of this 
species on campus. 
 

 
This is a plant that tends to grow in a more or less prostrate manner, growing over itself in 
the process and becoming an undulating spreading ground cover. 
 

 
Dimorphum suggests 2 leaf types, the adult leaves above are scale like and appressed 
against the long trailing stems. Juvenile and shade leaves according to Allan’s Flora are 
ovate to oblong, up to 5mm on short petioles. I have not seen this species in flower.
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Helichrysum petiolaris ‘Limelight’    
 
This low growing silvery leaved plant is growing on the western side of Stewart Building 
towards the northern end. It is the only example of this species on campus that I am aware 
of. It is an evergreen species that flowers in the summer and can be a useful ground cover 
plant. The cultivar name needs confirming. 
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Heliohebe ‘Hagley Park’   syn. Hebe ‘Hagley Park’, Hebe ‘Hagleyensis’ 
 
This is a low growing evergreen hybrid shrub that is seen growing about thirty metres to the 
north of the High Performance Cricket Centre on Calder Drive.  Metcalf suggests that is a 
hybrid between H. rauolii and H. hulkeana. This cultivar is a very attractive flowering plant, 
flowering about October at Lincoln.  There are few examples of this now on campus. 
 

 
This species is usually no more than about 40cm in height with a spread of up to 2 times, it 
will layer itself where conditions are suitable. 

 
This example was growing to the west of the nursery as part of a collection, but most of 
these were removed last year and have not yet been replaced.
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Heliohebe hulkeana   syn. Hebe   (New Zealand lilac) 
 
There are a few examples of this species remaining on campus. There are examples still on 
the east side of the Hurunui Building, west of Orchard car park. This is a distinctive species 
that has glossy green – purple leaves and long trailing stems. This species grows broader 
than high usually, growing to a metre or more in spread.  It flowers on long lax terminal 
panicles from mid to late spring. 
 

 
This example was growing to the west of the nursery as part of a teaching collection, all of 
which were removed last year by the Grounds Department to “tidy the area”. 
 

 
Leaves are opposite, ovate to orbicular, margins serrated. Flowers are pale mauve colours 
usually in long panicles to about 30cm or so.
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Helipterum anthemoides    
 
This example is against the base of the water tower in a full sun site facing west, there are 
others near the Student Flats toward the western end of Farm Road. They are a small sub 
shrub or perennial herb that may grow to a diameter of about a metre or less and about 30 -
40cm in height. 
 

 
This example is trailing over a low wall at the base of the water tower in Farm Road. 
 

 
Leaves simple, alternate, linear, inflorescences to about 3cm across. 
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Hibiscus syriacus   rose of Sharon 
 
There are a number of examples of this species now on campus. It is a hardy deciduous 
flowering shrub with a moderately fast rate of growth, generally about 2m or so in height and 
about 1.5m across at maturity. Cultivars of this species are normally propagated easily by 
cuttings and are normally seen in gardens. Rose of Sharon shrubs flower from about 
December through until April or May in a warm autumn.  Leaves contribute some autumn 
colour before falling. These shrubs generally flower best when pruned during the winter each 
year to re-invigourate new growth. Examples on campus include the Amenity area, south of 
Hudson on an east wall facing the laundry, on the eastern side of Orchard car park, south of 
the Hort. Teaching lab, west of Lincoln Ventures etc. 
 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Top Hibiscus syriacus ‘Bluebird’  photographed early March 2009 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Lower left Hibiscus syriacus ‘Diana’       Lower right Hibiscus syriacus ‘Lady Stanley’ 
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Hydrangea aspera 
 
This is a deciduous shrub species of hydrangea that is growing in the Amenity area. It 
flowers in summer with both sterile and fertile flowers. Flowering is possibly more attractive 
than some of the more commonly grown hydrangeas.  There is an example of this species in 
the Amenity area on the eastern side of the border south of the pond and on the western wall 
of the library. 
 

 
Used to be growing against the west facing wall of the library, other examples now in border 
opposite west face of Hudson and in the Amenity Area south of the pond, east side. 
 

 
Fertile (inner) and sterile (outer) florets 
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Hydrangea macrophylla   (hydrangea) 
 
There are a number of different cultivars of this species that were planted when the Diploma 
of Parks and Gardens Technology was taught during the late 1980’s and 1990’s. This 
planting of hydrangeas are on the eastern side of the Amenity area by a post and wire fence 
used for an assortment of climbing plants. These hydrangeas benefit from being pruned 
annually during the winter period when they are dormant.  
 

 
Part of a row of an assortment of cultivars growing in the Amenity area. 
 

 
Well pruned hydrangea, old flowering bracts removed at the end of winter back to a pair of 
fat flowering buds. 
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Hydrangea macrophylla ‘Quadricolor’  
 
This is a deciduous species planted on the south side of the Recreation Centre on Farm 
Road. It belongs to the lacecap group of hydrangeas that have both fertile and sterile flowers 
in terminal corymbs. At the moment I am unsure about the exact name of this cultivar, but 
suspect it may be either the cultivar ‘Quadricolor’ or ‘Tricolor’. 
 

 
This bun shaped species is south of the Recreation Centre in Farm Road 
 

 
Late flowering inflorescence with sterile (outer) and inner fertile flowers. Flowering occurs 
from mid to late summer and autumn. Photo 5 March 2009. 
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Hydrangea quercifolia   (oak leaved hydrangea) 
 
This is deciduous hydrangea that has long arching branches and tends to spread much more 
than it makes in height. It usually is seen about 1m in height and up to 2m spread. It does not 
require regular pruning and like many other hydrangeas produces flowers terminating the 
stem in late spring or early summer and has good autumn foliage. White flowers, both fertile 
and sterile are produced in panicles. This example is in the Amenity area on the eastern 
side. There is another younger example in the border west of Hudson near the two large 
macrocarpas. 
 

 
Leaves simple, lobed like the leaves of some oak species, colour up well in the autumn. 
 

 
A few late flowers in early March, specimen at Amenity Area south of the pond. 
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Hypericum calycinum 
 
This is an evergreen shrub that grows to a height of about 40-50cm and has a spread that 
will occupy whatever space is available.  This species has been used more widely on 
campus as a ground cover plant in the past compared to now and is hardy in full sun and 
moderate shade in dry or average well drained soils. The way this shrub spreads is by 
underground rhizomes and it has the potential to become a weed, particularly in smaller 
gardens. It has bright yellow flowers over spring, summer and autumn. This species is 
growing south of the Rose Garden. 
 

 
An invasive ground cover, not suitable for small gardens 
 

 
Leaves are opposite, simple, more or less linear to narrowly ovate, margins entire. 
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Hypericum x inodorum ‘Elstead’   syn. H elatum ‘Elstead’ 
 
There are a few plants of this hybrid on Farm Road, just to the north and west of the 
entrance to the YFC Building. These are showy in flower and in fruit. The fruits are red, 
compared with the usual capsules of Hypericum species that are yellow or green shades. 
This is a small evergreen shrub that is completely hardy and can be pruned to shape if 
required.  
 

 
Small island bed in Farm Road of Betula and Hypericum x inodorum. 
 

 
Red capsules and red stems, leaves are simple, opposite, narrowly ovate, margins entire, 
sessile. Photos 5 March 2009.
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Hypericum patulum 
 
Unlike Hypericum calycinum this species does not spread by rhizomes and is no threat. It is 
a well behaved small shrub of about 1 to 1.5m in height and spread. It flowers in summer and 
autumn mainly. It is tolerant of pruning and can be easily maintained at whatever the desired 
size is. It is a hardy evergreen shrub without any major pest and disease problems. 
Examples can be found in the Orchard car park toward the north end, on the south side of 
the Water Tower and on the east side of Colombo Halls. 
 

 
Bushy rounded evergreen shrubs south of the Water Tower. 
 

 
Stamens are in bunches seemingly fused at the base of the filaments opposite each petal. 
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Ilex cornuta ‘Burfordii’   (Burford’s holly) 
 
There is just one example of this species that I am aware of on campus. It is located in the 
Betula Border just south and east of the Farm Gate into Kowhai Farm. This species was 
probably planted here in the early 1960’s when the bulk of this area was planted. This is an 
evergreen shrub of about 3-4m in height with a spread of a bit less. It has red berries 
(drupes) over autumn and winter. White flowers spring, self fertile (normally dioecious 
species) 
 

 
Leaves are simple, alternate, entire or with 3 lobes at the apex – sharp pointed, ovate, 
glossy medium above, paler below, leathery, short petiole. Fruit stalked. 
 

 
A more or less rounded shrub about midway in the Betula Border 
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Ilex pernyi   (Perny holly) 
 
This is a very prickly evergreen shrub with small sharply pointed leaves. The example in the 
Betula Border is the only example on campus that I am aware of. This species is with a few 
other hollies just east and south of the gate to Kowhai Farm midway along the Betula 
Border. This species was probably planted in the early 1960’s along with the main bulk of the 
planting in this area. 
 

 
This species is a rounded shrub of about 3m x 3m 
 

 
Leaves are simple, alternate on a short petiole flattened against the stem making the leaf 
appear sessile. Lamina is dark glossy green above, paler below with 5 needle tipped lobes, 
lamina approx 25mm x15mm, petiole approx. 5mm. This may be a male plant as I cannot 
recall having ever seen fruit on it. This needs to be checked at a later date.
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Itea ilicifolia  
 
This is an evergreen shrub that is growing against the eastern facing wall of the Winery, 
there is a second example in the Amenity Area on the western side of the pond.  This 
appears to be a relatively slow growing shrub that is fully hardy at Lincoln. It is mainly 
interesting and attractive because of its pendulous racemes of small greenish – white 
fragrant flowers seen in summer.  
 

 
This is a bushy shrub, probably no more than 2.5m in twenty or so years. 
 

 
Leaves are simple, alternate, broadly ovate to elliptic, serrate, petiolate. 
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Jasminum mesnyi   syn. J. primulinum   (primrose jasmine) 
 
There are a few examples of this species on campus. It is a hardy evergreen scandent shrub 
with long trailing stems. There is an example near the west wall of Forbes at the southern 
end on a wooden trellis fence, another example is against the north side of Memorial Hall, 
but this one is often cut back very hard and not allowed to grow. A third example is on the 
post and wire fence west of the garage in the Amenity area.  This species flowers in late 
spring and summer, flowers are a bright yellow. Leaves and stems of this species are a 
bright green. 
 

  
West of Forbes 
 

 
Stems are square, leaves opposite, pinnately compound, flowers semi double, bright yellow. 
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Juniperus chinensis ‘Aurea’   (Chinese juniper) 
 
There is an example of this species in the Circular Garden to the east of the Library. 
 

 
Juniperus chinensis ‘Aurea’ is a broad spreading evergreen conifer. The species at the base 
is the shore juniper (J. conferta) 
 

 
Branches ascend steeply, arching slightly at the tips. Adult leaves are small, scale like 
arranged decussately.  
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Juniperus communis ‘Compressa’ 
 
This is a dwarf evergreen conifer growing just to the west of Stewart Building. It has a 
columnar form and grows very slowly, making it an ideal rock garden specimen. Leaves are 
more or less awl shaped, arranged in whorls of 3 and sharply pointed.  This cultivar is not 
likely to be more than a metre or so in height after 10 years. 
 

 
To some extent this garden replicates the successful rock gardens that were either side of 
the southern entrance to Forbes up until 2000 when they were removed and replaced with a 
“Millenium Garden” of formally planted and under lit cabbage trees. 
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Juniperus communis ‘Depressa Aurea’ 
 
This is a dwarf evergreen conifer that is almost prostrate to spreading and ascending at the 
tips. It is a tidy small rock garden option with a slow to moderate growth rate and is usually 
less than a metre across after about ten years its height is usually no more than about 40cm. 
This is growing at the western end of Stewart Building. This cultivar colours up more 
intensely in the colder months of the year. 
 

 
Branches ascend from the centre of the plant at a low angle.  
 

 
Prickly to touch with sharp pointed awl shaped leaves. 
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Juniperus conferta   (shore juniper) 
 
This evergreen ground covering juniper is growing in a few places on campus. There are 
examples of this species in the circular garden at the eastern end of the Library, at the 
entrance to the Commerce Building from Farm Road (at the western end), and in the 
Amenity area toward the south west of the pond. This is a good ground cover plant with a 
grey or bluish green appearance and is slightly prickly to touch. It grows only 20-30cm in 
height, but has a much greater spread. 
 

 
This example is in the circular garden east of the Library. 
 

 
Leaves are awl shaped, arranged in groups of 3 on the stem, branches prostrate, reddish 
brown in colour. 
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Juniperus horizontalis ‘Glauca’   (creeping juniper) 
 
This is a more or less prostrate growing evergreen conifer. It has a moderate growth rate 
and is ideal for ground cover use. It will layer itself as it grows where conditions are 
appropriate. Normally it grows to less than 30cm in height and has a much greater spread. 
There are many cultivars of this species, variable in leaf type, vigour and colour, this name 
needs to be confirmed. 
 

 
This example is growing in the Circular Garden to the east of the Library. 
 

 
Blue –green leaves are awl shaped in short upright shoots on prostrate branches. 
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Juniperus x media ‘Golden Saucer’   (pfitzer juniper) 
 

 
 
This is a golden cultivar growing in the east of Matron’s car park (Union car park) to the west 
of Stewart. This may be J. x media ‘Golden Saucer’, it is much brighter than the more 
commonly planted J. x media ‘Pfitzeriana Aurea’ which is also grown at Lincoln. 
 
 
 
Juniperus x media ‘Hetzii’   (pfitzer juniper) 
 

 
There is an example of this cultivar against the western facing wall of the High Performance 
Cricket Centre.  It is a grey – blue green colour, recorded as ‘Hetzii’ in one of Martin 
Capstick’s lists, this still probably needs to be confirmed, it does appear similar to 
‘Pfitzeriana’ 
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Juniperus x media ‘Pfitzeriana’   (pfitzer juniper) 
 
This is a moderately vigorous broad spreading evergreen conifer that can grow three to four 
metres across and a height of more than a metre. There are example of this cultivar growing 
in the circular garden east of the Library and in the Amenity area south and west of the pond. 
There are a number of other cultivars from this hybrid cross thought to be between J. sabina 
and J. chinensis (New RHS Dictionary, 1992). 
 

 
This example is east of the Library in the Circular Garden. The leaves are small and scale 
like arranged decussately in flattened sprays. Branches arise stiffly from the centre of the 
plant at low angles and may be slightly pendulous at the tips. 

 
The example above is on the western side of the pond at the Amenity area and in 20 years 
is about 5m across and a bit more than a metre high. They can be pruned if necessary. 
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Juniperus x media ‘Pfitzeriana Aurea’   (pfitzer juniper) 
 
This example is growing on the western side of the Amenity area in the border containing a 
range of examples of conifers from the Cupressaceae. It is around about eight years old. 
 

 
A spreading evergreen conifer that is often given insufficient room to grow in small gardens. 
 

 
The tips of the branches have some yellow shades 
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 Juniperus scopulorum ‘Skyrocket’   syn. J. virginiana ‘Skyrocket’ 
 
There is an example of this evergreen species growing in the Amenity Horticulture area on 
the western side amongst the collection of Cupressaceae. This was planted in 1999 and is 
approximately 2m or so high and about half of that across. 
 

 
Slender branches, blue green colour, upright form 
 

 
Leaves consist of a combination of both awl shaped and opposite scale like leaves. 
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Juniperus squamata ‘Blue Star’ 
 
These are small bun shaped evergreen conifers planted near the approach to the Recreation 
Centre car park from the east. Leaves are sharply pointed awl shaped in whorls of three. 
These plants appear to be no more than four or five years old at this stage.  
 

 
Slow growing dwarf form of Juniperus squamata. 
 

 
Silvery - blue sharp pointed awl shaped leaves. 
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Kalmia latifolia    (calico bush) 
 
This is a small evergreen shrub from the Ericaceae that is growing with some other 
examples of that family in the area south of the drive from Springs Road to the Lodge, there 
is also a dwarf cultivar Kalmia latifolia ‘Elf’ in an area west and north of the Garage at the 
Amenity Area. 
 

 
East of the path from Farm Road to Burns wing, about level with the front of the Lodge. 
 

 
Leaves simple, alternate, obovate, petiolate 
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Kerria japonica ‘Pleniflora’   syn. ‘Flora Pleno’   (Japanese rose) 
 
Kerria japonica ‘Pleniflora’ is a deciduous shrub with upright growing shoots that tends to 
spread by suckering. It has deep green stems that are terminated in the spring with deep 
yellow double flowers. There have been a few examples of this species on campus in the 
past, currently there is an example in the Amenity area at the north west corner of the group 
of hedges. This is an easy shrub to grow, it is usually no more than about one to one and a 
half metres in height and may spread further if given space. This specimen is located within 
a group of other specimens from the Rosaceae. 
 

 
This deciduous shrub gradually widens from the base 
 

 
Double yellow flowers, usually terminating stems or solitary on short branches. 
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Kolkwitzia amabilis   (beauty bush) 
 
There are a few examples of this upright growing deciduous shrub that flowers in late spring. 
Examples can be seen in the Betula border in the area more or less opposite the main 
entrance from Ellesmere Junction Road to Forbes, There is also an example on the south 
side of the Horticultural Teaching lab. There is another example to the north west of the 
Lodge in the border opposite, more or less south of Hilgendorf wing. 
 
 

 n.w. Lodge 
 

 
Flowers on previous seasons wood about November, so any pruning should not occur until 
about mid summer. These examples have not been pruned for many years and generally 
still flower satisfactorily, but the upright branches get thinner and more crowded annually. 
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Lantana camara   (lantana) 
 
There are two cultivars of this evergreen species growing on the north facing wall of the 
Library. Both of these two woody evergreen shrubs have been in this location for about thirty 
years and may benefit from being re-grown from cuttings and the old plants replaced. In 
many warmer parts of the World this species is regarded as a weed pest, however there is 
no indication at Lincoln that this plant has or would cause any problems in a similar climate. 
These plants need the warm wall here to survive. The cultivar names recorded from Martin 
Capstick’s planting lists are ‘Chelsea Gem’, ‘Golconda’ and ‘Golden Drop’. I cannot verify 
these names from literature I have covered so far. Only two different cultivars of Lantana 
shown below now exist. 
 

 
Leaves simple, opposite, serrate, petiolate. Flowers are in terminal heads. 
 

 
These plants require this warm wall to survive at Lincoln. 
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Lavandula angustifolia   (English lavender) 
 
English lavender is an evergreen shrub with simple grey linear leaves that are usually 
opposite or whorled. Flowers are purple and mostly seen in late spring and early summer. 
Leaves are aromatic as are most parts of the plant, a large number of cultivars have been 
derived from this species. Lavender is also an important contributor to many oils and 
fragrances used in perfumes. This is a small woody shrub or sub shrub that needs pruning to 
rejuvenate the plant every few year. It is usually about half to three quarters of a metre in 
height and spread. 
 

 
An example of this species is growing on the south side of the Horticultural Teaching lab. 
Other examples are found at the Amenity area and the northern central part of Hudson Hall. 
 

 
This hedge line of English lavender is growing on the north eastern side of the New Grounds 
Department area. 
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Lavandula dentata    
 
Lavandula dentata is an evergreen grey leaved shrub that may grow to one metre or so in 
height and spread. Like most other lavenders it grows best in a full sun situation. There is an 
example of this species growing in the Amenity area which may be the only example of this 
species on campus. This species is easily identified by its pinnately divided leaf margin. 
Leaves are simple, opposite or whorled, linear to lanceolate. Flowers are purple in late 
spring to mid summer. 
 

 
Purple flowers in terminal spikes in early summer 
 

 
Leaves simple, opposite, decussate, margins pinnately divided. 
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Lavandula stoechas   (French lavender) 
 
This evergreen sub shrub is growing at the Amenity area. It has grown to a height of about 
three quarters of a metre with a spread of two metres or more. It has probably layered itself 
as it has grown in order to spread so far. This species is growing in a full sun position, but 
has been mulched with pine bark and was well irrigated for a long period of time due to a 
leaky irrigation joint that was not fixed for a considerable period of time. The growth rate was 
surprising as most other lavender species I am familiar with tend to grow well in relatively 
drier sites. This species produces purplish flowers above the foliage over the summer. 
 

 
This species is growing at the Amenity area. 
 

 
Old seed heads containing nutlets arranged in terminal spikes in early winter, leaves simple, 
linear, entire to 40mm long, grey, opposite and decussate. 
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Ledum glanduosum 
 
This is a small upright growing evergreen shrub to about 1.5m or so. This is the only 
example of this species on campus and is growing in the Amenity Area to the west and north 
of the garage with other species from the Ericaceae, planted within a block of magnolias. 
The flowers are much like those of deciduous azaleas, each having 10 stamens, whilst a 
deciduous azalea usually has only 5. 
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Leonohebe cupressioides   syn. Hebe 
 
This is the most common whipcord hebe planted on the Lincoln campus. It is evergreen, has 
tiny decussately arranged scale like leaves and white – pale purple flowers over summer. 
There are examples of this species south of the Horticultural Teaching lab., at the Amenity 
area in the Hebe collection and in various other locations.  
 

 
The example above is south of the Horticultural Teaching lab. and has become leggy as they 
are apt to do after about ten years. They can be pruned to encourage new growth. 

 
Tiny scale like leaves give this plant a conifer like appearance when no flowers present. 

 
White – pale purple flowers of Leonohebe cupressioides, doesn’t always flower this well. 
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Leonotus leonurus   (lion’s ear) 
 
This is a soft wooded sub shrub that stops growth with the first hard frosts of the winter. It 
can be pruned back and growth comes away quickly again after the harder frosts finish in 
mid to late spring. In sheltered sites against buildings, such as the example of this species 
on the north facing wall of the Horticultural Teaching lab., plants may continue to grow and 
flower for much longer than those in fully exposed sites. Other examples are growing in the 
Amenity area and in Orchard car park. Lion’s ear grows to a height of about one and a half 
metres usually. In the winter this plant is deciduous except for a few young shoots which 
may be sheltered from frost by surrounding woody stems. 
 
 

 
Flowers are produced in verticillasters as the stem grows, finishing only with heavy frosts. 
Note the stems are square and simple leaves are opposite or whorled, characteristic of the 
Lamiaceae. 
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Leucadendron ‘Maui Sunset’ 
 
This cultivar is growing to the north of the Field Services Centre common room, it is on the 
western side. This is the only example that I am aware of on campus.  This cultivar was 
selected from a cross between Leucadendron laureolum  and L. salignum (yellow form). 
 

 
Photo - mid September. 
 

 
This cultivar is a broad spreading bun shape with a height of about one metre. 
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Leucadendron ‘Safari Gold’ 
 
There are two older examples of this cultivar on the north side of the block wall to the west of 
the Water Tower on Farm Road. Some younger examples have been planted on the north 
side of the Works Office in Farm Road. This is an upright growing cultivar with bright yellow 
and green foliage. 
 

 
Height is two metres or more, spread usually less. 
 

 
New growth yellowish tinged red at tips. Photos mid September. 
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Leucadendron ‘Safari Sunset’ 
 
This evergreen member of the Proteaceae is well sited for full sun on the north face of the 
Library, although it is hardy enough to grow at Lincoln in a site less sheltered from frosts. 
This is a fast growing hardy shrub that appears to be free of pest and diseases and tolerates 
cutting back if needed. Like most members of this family this cultivar is sensitive to any 
added superphosphate, even as part of a general fertiliser and should not be applied around 
the soil as a top dressing.  This cultivar is a New Zealand raised hybrid selected from a cross 
between Leucadendron laureolum  and L. salignum (red form). 
 

 
This cultivar is generally seen at between 1-3m in height and spread, it has a moderately 
fast growth rate. 
 

 
Red bracts are the showy part of this shrub. The leaf-like bracts surround the inflorescence 
of separate small male and female flowers in cone like structures. 
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Leucadendron ‘salignum ‘Mrs Stanley’ 
 
There is an example of this cultivar growing to the north east of the Field Services Centre 
common room. This is an upright growing shrub with a height of about 1 to 1.5 m and a 
spread of slightly more. This shrub is growing in a north facing site, sheltered from the south, 
but without any overhead protection from frost. These plants can appear untidy after a few 
years and can be cut back as necessary to improve there appearance or reinvigorate new 
growth. 
 

 
Less commonly grown than the better known and darker red Leucadendron ‘Safari Sunset’. 
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Leucadendron ‘Super Star’ 
 
There appears to be a single example of this cultivar growing against the north side of the 
Commerce Building near the entrance at the eastern end of the building. This cultivar looked 
particularly attractive at the time of the year that this photo was taken (early to mid 
September). 
 

 
Male flowers terminate the shoots. New growth tinged red 
 

 
Upright growth, bun shaped evergreen shrub.
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Leucospermum cordifolium ‘Harry Chittick’ 
 
This example is growing in the north facing collection of South African species by the Field 
Service Centre common room. It is an evergreen shrub belonging to the Proteaceae which is 
well sited here is a semi protected site from frost. As the plant has grown and spread it 
provides a valuable lesson to the benefits of site and microclimate. In most years the side of 
the plant furthest from the building may suffer frost damage and always produces its flowers 
later than the side closest to the wall, protected by an overhang as well.  
 

  
This example is growing against a north facing wall of the Commerce Building - eastern end 
 

 
Note the flowering against the wall and the side away from the wall showing frost damage 
this specimen is against the north side of the FSC common room. 
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Leucothoe fontanesiana ‘Rainbow’ 
 
This is an evergreen shrub from the Ericaceae growing against the south facing wall of the 
Horticultural Teaching lab. This species is located about midway along the wall. It has had a 
moderate growth rate in this location growing to less than 2m in height in more than 20 
years, although it may have been trimmed back from the windows. It is a species with small 
white flowers in axillary racemes in late spring. The leaves are simple, alternate and more or 
less oblong to lanceolate on arching branches. Leaves are variegated in shades of green, 
crimson and cream. There are some other examples of this species in the area south of 
Burns wing. 
 

 
Leaves simple, alternate, lanceolate, variegated, petioles crimson, pink winter flower buds. 

 
White flowers in mid spring 

 
Arching stems, variegated leaves. 
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Ligustrum japonicum ‘Rotundifolium’   (privet) 
 
This is an upright growing evergreen shrub of around three metres high and less than half 
across, seen against the east facing wall of Hudson Hall toward the south end opposite 
Forbes. There is another example of this cultivar south of Burns Wing and some younger 
examples in the border opposite the north west corner of Hudson. Leaves are opposite, 
more or less decussate, crowded toward the ends of the shoot, simple, almost orbicular to 
broadly ovate, 4-5cm or so by 3-4cm across with a petiole of about 5mm. Leaves are dark 
green with a dull gloss above, light green below, glabrous, margins entire. Flowering time is 
around December to February, flowers are white in terminal panicles. 
 

 
An upright growing cultivar on the eastern facing wall of Hudson Hall. 
 

 
White flowers in panicles in mid – late summer, simple glossy evergreen leaves
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Ligustrum ovalifolium ‘Aureum’   golden privet 
 
This is a plant frequently used in the past for hedging because of its tolerance of clipping. 
Otherwise it is used as a shrub in a background or mixed border type setting usually. There 
is an example of this species amongst a general hedge collection in the Amenity Area.  Most 
of these hedges if they are to be kept as formal hedges require a minimum of two, but 
normally three clippings from about mid October until mid February each year. 
 

 
A hedge row being established, gaps still at base, that is not acceptable in mature hedges 
and can be avoided if hedges are deliberately made about half the width at the top, relative 
to the base. 

 
Leaves are opposite, simple, variegated.
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Lithodora diffusa ‘Grace Ward’   syn Lithospermum 
 
Lithodora diffusa ‘Grace Ward’ is a more or less prostrate soft wooded sub shrub. This is an 
evergreen species ideally suited for ground cover planting in sunny open sites, it would also 
be suitable where a plant that trailed was required. This species is growing in the round 
garden at the eastern end of the Library, possibly representing the Lincoln colours of blue 
and gold? Other perennial bulbs such as Chionodoxa lucillae that flower in the spring have 
intense blues as well as the gold of Juniperus chinensis ‘Aurea’ also prominent in this 
garden. Lithodora diffusa ‘Grace Ward’ mainly flowers over the spring, but a few flowers are 
seen present at almost any time of the year. 
 

 
This example is in the circular garden east of the Library. 
 

 
Leaves simple, alternate, linear, elliptic to obovate, entire, flowers blue in cymes of up to 10. 
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Malus floribunda 
 
This is a small rounded deciduous tree at the eastern end of Farm Road. The flower buds 
are a distinctive dark pink in bud that fade in colour to pink, opening to white petals. 
Flowering is mid spring from about late September and into October. This is a small bun 
shaped plant with arching branches that has a spread greater than its height. 
 

 
Leaves simple, alternate, petiolate. Flowers stalked, with five free petals.  
 

 
Arching stems, pendulous at tips, flowers freely in mid spring, hardy and generally appear 
free from pests and disease. 
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Malus ‘Jack Humm’ 
 
There is a single tree of this cultivar labelled at the western end of the border to the north of 
Hudson parallel with Ellesmere Junction Road. This appears to be a relatively young tree 
possibly planted in the last four years or so. The fruits in the tree behind are of Pyrus 
calleryana which seem to hold old fruit right through even until after new flowering occurs in 
September. 
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Malus ‘Red Jade’ 
 
This is a small deciduous tree in the border north of Hudson Hall near Ellesmere Junction 
Road. It has a weeping habit of growth and was probably planted in the late 1990’s or early 
2000’s judging by its relative size. It has been grafted quite high on the rootstock and has a 
weeping habit of growth. This tree has a plastic hand written label attached that is barely 
legible. 
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Malus ‘Van Eseltine’ 
 
This tree is in the border north of Hudson Hall on Ellesmere Junction Road. This is a small 
deciduous tree amongst a number of ornamental Malus in the same area. This tree was 
planted on 17th July 1998 as a memorial to Andrea Janet Wilkinson. There is a plaque at the 
base of the tree. 
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Malus x purpurea ‘Eleyi’ 
 
This is a small deciduous flowering tree at the eastern end of Farm Road on the south side 
adjacent to Springs Road. It is one of the few surviving ornamental apples left in this area. It 
is the only example of this cultivar on campus that I am aware of.  This tree flowers toward 
the end of September and has deep dark purple or maroon single flowers. 
 

 
Flowers in this picture were just a few that were open, picture 23rd September 2008. 
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Melaleuca squarrosa 
 
This evergreen shrub is growing along the north facing wall of the Library. There is another 
example on South Drive near the Seed Tech. Buildings at the entrance to the car park 
without any of the advantages of the warm micro climate of the library specimen, indicating 
this species is perfectly hardy at Lincoln.  They are best in a full sun position. 
 

 
Melaleuca squarrosa pictured growing against the north facing wall of the library. 
 

 
Pale yellow bottle brush like clusters of flowers in late spring – early summer, followed by 
persistent woody capsules.
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Melicope ternata      wharangi 
 
This is an evergreen New Zealand native shrub that is growing against the east facing wall 
of Colombo Hall. There are two shrubs of this species growing side by side and are about 2-
2.5m in height. These two shrubs were planted grown from seed collected in Akaroa by Dan 
Dennehy of the Grounds Department.  This is not a commonly grown species in Canterbury 
and is normally frost tender, but clearly benefitting from reradiated heat from the building.  
 

 
Dan Dennehy and Melicope ternata he introduced to the Lincoln campus. This is a shiny 
leaved evergreen shrub, not suited to planting at Lincoln in open areas. 

 
Leaves are opposite, ternately compound, petiolate, leaflets obovate to ovate, gland dotted, 
darker shiny above, paler below, margins undulate and entire. 

 
Early flowers photographed mid August. Flowers are greenish in late winter-spring, in 
compound corymbs of 3‘s in the leaf axils, followed by pale brown, deeply divided (capsules 
– cocci) with shiny black seed attached (middle picture). 
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 Melicytus crassifolius   syn. Hymenathera 
 
There are a number of examples of this species now on campus, many appear to have been 
seedlings. This is a low growing, spreading, dioecious, evergreen New Zealand native shrub 
with tiny flowers that are often not seen in spring.  
 

 
This example is just west of the gated entrance to the Nursery on Farm Road. There are 
other examples in the Amenity area and west of Matrons car park (Union car park) 

 
Leaves are simple, alternate or in whorls, more or less obovate, shortly petiolate. 
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Melicytus micranthus   (shrubby mahoe) 
 
This is an evergreen, dioecious New Zealand native shrub growing in the Dairy car park. It 
has an oval form and consists of divaricating, inter twined branches.  Plants in this area were 
largely sourced from the Department of Conservation Nursery at Motukarara and represent 
species from the Canterbury area. 
 

 
An interesting divaricating branching pattern. 
 

 
Leaves are simple, alternate, often appearing to be more inside than outside of the 
branches. 
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Melicytus obovatus   syn. Hymenanthera obovata  
 
Examples of this species were planted in the Amenity area in the early 1990’s and these 
have freely naturalised in the area. Other examples have since been planted on the campus 
in other areas and have also shown a propensity to seed freely. This is an evergreen New 
Zealand native shrub that grows between one and three metres in height and spread, it 
appears fully hardy at Lincoln.  Melicytus obovatus is a dioecious species.  
 

  
A more or less upright – spreading shrub, flowers are not usually seen. 
 

   
Leaves are simple, alternate, obovate. Adult leaves shown above, juvenile leaves tend to be 
toothed or lobed at least in the upper half. 
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Metrosideros excelsa   (pohutakawa, New Zealand Christmas tree) 
 
This is a frost sensitive New Zealand native plant not normally expected to grow at Lincoln. 
This particular tree was planted some years ago by Alex Jones (Plant Science technician) 
against the north facing wall of the Computer Centre. This tree last year was hard hit by a 
frost in late October. However this species is tough and has bounced back again. 
Pohutakawa are normally seen in coastal areas of the North Island, although are also 
planted in coastal areas like Sumner and other frost free parts of the South Island.  This is 
the only example on campus. 
 
        
              
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
       Regrowth 2008, young leaves glabrous 
 
   
     Frost damage late October 2007 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Older leaves covered in white tometum 
beneath. Leaves opposite, simple, 
entire, narrowly ovate, elliptic to obovate. 

 
Showy staminate red flowers from mid December
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Myrtus bullata   syn L. bullata   (rama rama) 
 
There are two examples of rama rama on campus, one planted in the Amenity area, the 
other in the area to the south of Gillespie. This is an evergreen shrub that flowers in the 
summer, followed by dark red or black berries. It is an upright bun shaped shrub or small 
tree, it can be cut back to maintain a certain size or trimmed as a hedge plant. This species 
has leaves that are bullate ( blistered or puckered lamina). 
 

 
Often seen as a leafy shrub of two metres or so in height as this specimen photographed in 
the Christchurch Botanic Gardens shows. 

 
Leaves are simple, opposite, often bronzey-green, petiolate, entire margins, bullate. Flowers 
on long peduncles from axillary buds, white, seen over summer. 
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Myrtus  x ralphii   syn L. x ralphii   
 
This includes a number of cultivars that have been selected from hybrid crosses between M. 
bullata and M. obcordata. Some of the resultant cultivars look closer to one or the other 
parent species, but offer more diversity in terms of colour of leaves and size options for use 
in gardens. There is a small collection of seedling forms in the Amenity area that were 
planted for teaching purposes. A few have shown high degrees of variation between form 
and growth rates, leaf sizes and so on. Some of these could be developed as alternatives 
the traditional exotic box (Buxus sempervirens cultivars) commonly used for hedging. 
 

  
Part of the collection of Myrtus x ralphii cultivars and seedlings at the Amenity area. 
 

 
A pink fruiting Myrtus seedling that was grown in the Amenity area, there is no record of this 
coloured fruit in the New Zealand Flora. This was also sold with some of the selected 
magnolias to a commercial company in early 2003 during the stage when horticulture 
degrees were no longer taught at Lincoln. The leaf in this hybrid is closer to Myrtus 
obcordata in appearance. 
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Myrtus x ralphii ‘Kathryn’ 
 

  
This cultivar has red to purplish leaves darkening in colour in the cooler parts of the year, the 
leaf appearance is closer in appearance to M. bullata. This cultivar is in the Amenity area. 
 
 
Myrtus x ralphii ‘Sundae’ 
 

 
This cultivar is growing with a small collection of seedling and cultivars of Myrtus in the 
Amenity area to the north and east of the garage. This is a smaller leaved and less vigorous 
cultivar than the above looks more like M. obcordata the other parent of M. x ralphii. 
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Nandina domestica   (heavenly bamboo) 
 
This is an evergreen shrub mainly recognised by its colourful leaves. Flowers are not 
particularly showy, although are quite distinct on the cultivar ‘Richmond’, I have not seen any 
of the dwarf cultivars in flower. The dwarf cultivars are good ground cover plants and include 
the two most common ‘Pygmaea’ and ‘Firepower’, both grow to about 50cm in height, with a 
spread of similar dimensions, or slightly more. The cultivar ‘Richmond’ is a tall growing shrub 
to about two metres in height with a spread of half of that. It has white flowers in terminal 
panicles in the late summer and autumn, followed by red berries. Nandinas tend to produce 
more intense leaf colours during the autumn and winter. Leaves may be simple, although 
mostly pinnately compound. There is an example of Nandina domestica ‘Firepower’ growing 
in the Amenity area and one on the path from Hilgendorf to the Library. 
 

 
Nandina domestica ‘Pygmaea’ growing against the east facing wall of Stewart Building. 
 

 
Nandina domestica ‘Firepower’ near path from Hilgendorf to the Library. 
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Nandina domestica ‘Richmond’ 
 
This is an erect growing cultivar of heavenly bamboo that grows to around 2m in height and 
a spread of about half of that.  It is a self fertile evergreen species with white flowers mostly 
seen in spring, followed by red fruit that persists for a long period. It increases in width at the 
base as an everwidening clump.  Although this example is planted against a north facing 
wall it is hardy at Lincoln in an open exposed situation, providing it has full sun. 
 

 
This is example is growing against the west facing wall of Stewart Building. 
 

 
Late autumn flowers and self fertile berries, leaves various – pinnately compound. 
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Nerium oleander   (oleander) 
 
This is an evergreen shrub growing on the north facing wall of the Library. Oleanders are 
extremely poisonous plants, but are grown for their free flowering displays over the summer. 
There are a large number of cultivars of this species, some of them with double flowers, 
some with variegated leaves. Flowers are mostly pinks, whites, pale yellow or cream or 
shades of red to purple. 
 

 
Poisonous evergreen shrub growing against the warm north facing wall of the Library 
 

 
Leaves simple, leathery, opposite or in whorls of three, flowers in terminal cymes. This 
cultivar is probably ‘Dr Golfin’. There are some other examples of Nerium oleander planted 
against the north wall of the Computer Centre. I am not sure what cultivar they are as yet. 
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Nothofagus obliqua   (roble beech) 
 
There are a few examples of roble beech planted along the eastern side of Orchard car park 
adjacent to Springs Road. These trees were planted in the mid to late 1990’s. The trees are 
deciduous and expected to grow to be large trees. They are native to Chile and western 
Argentina. 
 

 
Trees along the eastern border of Orchard car park. 
 

 
Leaves simple, alternate, ovate, petiolate, veins impressed above. 
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Olearia arborescens 
 
This is an evergreen New Zealand native shrub. This example is growing in the Amenity 
area along with a number of other Olearia spp. It is a relatively fast growing shrub to a height 
of two to three metres and flowers in mid to late spring. 
 

 
Leaves simple, alternate, ovate, green above, silvery tomentum below, inflorescences 
arranged in axillary cymes, white ray florets, disc florets yellow 
 

 
This is a moderately fast growing evergreen shrub, growing in the Amenity area amongst 
some other Olearia spp. 
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Olearia avicenniaefolia 
 
This is a fairly fast growing New Zealand native evergreen shrub to about 3 or 4 metres in 
height and spread. It is growing in the area to the south of Memorial Hall and between where 
the McCaskill Building was, in the Amenity area, south of Lowrie Hall and on the east side of 
Orchard Car park, plus other areas. 
 

  
This species is growing in the Amenity area with a number of other species of Olearia. 
 

 
Leaves are simple, alternate, elliptic to oblanceolate, fragrant white flowers in corymbs. 
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 Olearia ilicifolia   (mountain holly) 
 
This is a fast growing prickly leaved evergreen New Zealand native shrub growing against 
the south facing wall of the Nursery on Farm Road. Other examples are growing at the 
Amenity area and against the east facing wall of the Horticultural Teaching lab.  
 

 
Is an evergreen shrub that is growing against the south facing wall of the Nursery in Farm 
Road. Flowers are seen in summer. 
 

 
Leaves are simple, alternate, petiolate, margins undulate and sharply serrate or dentate, 
grey green above, yellow or silvery tomentum beneath. 
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Olearia lineata ‘Dartonii’   syn. Olearia virgata var. lineata ‘Dartonii’ 
 
This is an evergreen New Zealand native species growing at the south western end of 
Lowrie Hall and also north east of Stevens Hall. There are two examples one on either side 
of the path. This is a somewhat straggly looking erect growing shrub with long linear shaped 
leaves clustered at each node. 
 

 
A hardy, fast growing cultivar of about 3-4 metres high with a spread of half of that. 
 

 
Leaves simple, whorled, linear to narrowly oblong, to 40 by 4mm approximately narrows to a 
barely discernible petiole of about 5-8mm, The upper surface is a dull green with some hairs, 
the lower surface and petiole is covered in white tomentum. 
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Olearia ‘Lochiel’ 
 
This is an evergreen New Zealand native shrub growing in the Amenity area. It is a broad 
spreading bun shaped bush growing to one and a half metres or so in height with a spread 
of much more.  
 

 
A broad bun shaped shrub spreading about 3m with a height of about half that after 18 years 
or so. 

 
Simple, alternately arranged leaves 
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Olearia macrodonta   (Arorangi) 
 
This is an evergreen New Zealand native shrub. It has alternate leaves with toothed 
margins. Leaves are a dull grey green above and silvery white below. Flowers are in 
corymbs, each head (involucrate capitulum) is approximately 15mm across with up to 12 
white ray florets each about 5mm long. Disc florets are yellow in about the same number as 
the ray florets. Pappus hairs are a purple colour and as long as the corolla of the disc florets. 
Examples of this species can be seen in a number of sites on campus, this example is 
against the north facing wall of Colombo Hall on Farm Road. 
 

 
This species is similar to O. ilicifolia, but has toothed, not spiny leaves. 
 

 
Flowers are in corymbs, these few flowers were seen early July, flowering normally occurs in 
late spring and summer.  Pappus hairs are purple and become the more dominant colour in 
the centre of each flowering head after anthesis. 
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Olearia nummularifolia 
 
This is a fairly distinctive evergreen New Zealand native shrub that grows to about one metre 
or slightly more in height and spread. This species is growing in the Amenity area. It is 
mainly grown as a foliage shrub, flowering occurs in mid summer, but it not particularly 
significant. Grows best in a full sun situation, it is tolerant of dry and windy sites. 
 

 
This example is with a number of other members of the genus Olearia in the Amenity area. 
 

 
Leaves simple, alternate, margins recurved, elliptic, broadly ovate to orbicular, to 10mm by 
6mm or so, glabrous above with tomentum below. 
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Olearia paniculata   (golden akiraho) 
 
This is a relatively fast growing New Zealand native evergreen shrub with tiny fragrant 
flowers in the early autumn. There are examples on campus at the western end of Farm 
Road, north of Burns wing and in the Amenity area. 
 

 
This example is on the south side of Farm Road at the western end. 
 

 
Leaves are simple, alternately arranged with undulating margins, note tiny white flowers in 
panicles. 
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Olearia traversii 
 
This is a fast growing New Zealand native evergreen shrub or small tree. It has an upright 
habit of growth and can be found in a number of areas on campus. It can be seen in the car 
park on the eastern side of Lowrie Halls, in the line of shelter on the eastern side of the 
Amenity area and as a hedge plant in the Amenity area. 
 

  
east side of the car park east of Lowrie Halls. 
 

 
Leaves simple, entire, elliptic to obovate crowded toward the tips of the branches. 
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Osmanthus x burkwoodii   syn. x Osmarea burkwoodii    (holly olive, false holly, Chinese 
holly) 
 
There is an example of this evergreen species growing at the north side of a border 
immediately north of Gillespie Hall. It is a broad spreading shrub of about 3m across and 
perhaps 2m in height. There is a younger and smaller example in the rose garden on the 
eastern side. It has small fragrant flowers in late winter and early spring.  
 

 
This example is near Calder Drive on the north side of the border north of Gillespie Hall. 
 

 
Fragrant white flowers, this photo was taken in early August 2008, only some branches were 
flowering as well as this at that stage.
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Osmanthus delavayii   (holly olive, false holly, Chinese holly) 
 
This is an evergreen shrub that grows to about 2m in height and spread that produces small 
fragrant white flowers in late spring. Examples of this species can be seen on the west 
facing wall of the Library in the Library courtyard, in the Amenity area and at the western end 
of Matrons car park (south west of the Rose Garden). 
 

 
Species growing against the west facing wall of the library courtyard 
 

.  
Leaves simple, opposite, toothed margins, shortly petiolate. Small tubular white flowers, 
strongly fragrant seen from early September. Both pictures above were taken on 23rd 
September 2008.
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Osmanthus heterophyllus ‘Variegata’   (holly olive, false holly, Chinese holly) 
 
There is just one example of this species on campus, it is growing in the general area south 
of the drive to the Lodge from Springs Road and in the border east of the path from Farm 
Road to the south of Burns wing. This is an evergreen species growing to a height of 
between 2 and 3 metres, with a spread of about half of that. Flowers are small white and 
fragrant in late summer. 
 

 
Medium to large holly like shrub about level with the Lodge near Springs Road. 
 

 
Leaves of this cultivar are simple, opposite, entire to sharply lobed or dissected. 
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Ozothamnus fulvida   syn. Cassinia    (golden cottonwood) 
 
There are examples of this golden looking shrub to the west of the Library at the southern 
end and also examples near the Natural Resources Engineering buildings and possibly other 
areas on campus. This is an easily recognised shrub because of its colour. It is very hardy 
and tolerant of wind and dry places.  
 

 
This species grows to about one and a half metres or more, leaves are alternate, simple to 
8mm by 1mm across, margins slightly revolute. 
 

 
Shrub north of the old McCaskill Building.
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Ozothamnus leptophylla   syn. Cassinia   (tauhinu, cottonwood) 
 
There are examples of this grey looking shrub to the north and east of the Natural 
Resources Engineering buildings. This is an easily recognised shrub because of its colour. It 
is very hardy and tolerant of wind and dry places.  
 

 
This is a shrub with a grey –green appearance to one and half metres or so. Wind grass 
Anemantheles lessoniana is either side of the tauhinu pictured. 
 

 
Leaves are simple, alternately arranged, entire to about 4mm long by 2mm across, margins 
slightly revolute, short petioles.  Flowering above when photographed 2nd July 2008. 
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Pachysandra terminalis   (Japanese spurge) 
 
Japanese spurge is a low growing evergreen sub shrub that makes a good ground cover 
plant. It spreads by below ground stolons and produces a cover of about 25cm in height over 
an ever widening area. The above ground foliage is generally at a nice even height above 
ground. The foliage can be bleached in full sun, so this plant is better in a semi shaded area. 
The plant can be a threat in small areas where plant material can escape beyond where you 
want it too spread. This plant flowers in spring, although the flowering is unspectacular, each 
individual flower is tiny, although they are massed in terminal spikes. 
 
 

 
Leaves are simple, alternately arranged, obovate, upper half of lamina dentate. Flowers are 
arranged in short terminal spikes as seen above. This example is growing on the south side 
of the Horticultural teaching lab. Other examples are in the Amenity Area on the west side of 
the pond and possibly other parts of the campus. 
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Pachystegia insignis   (Marlborough rock daisy) 
 
This is an easily recognized large leaved evergreen New Zealand native shrub. It grows best 
in a full sun situation and is tolerant of fairly dry conditions. It flowers over summer usually 
around December and January. This species generally grows about a metre or so in spread 
and about half that high. This example is in the New Zealand native plants collection in the 
Amenity area, others are on the lawn south of Forbes amongst the kauri, while another is on 
the west side of the Field Services Centre building. 
 

 
Example in the Amenity area, old flower inflorescences remain early winter 
 

 
Leaves simple, alternate, petiolate, buff tomentum below. Florets arranged in daisy like 
inflorescences. 
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Paeonia lutea var. ludlowii    (Tibetan tree peony) 
 
There are examples of this woody shrub or sub shrub against the north facing wall of 
Stewart Building. It is a deciduous, erect growing plant to about two metres in height with a 
spread of about half that. It has yellow flowers from early October to the end of summer. 
New leaves begin to appear toward the end of September. Other examples are south of the 
Recreation Centre on Farm Road, in the western border opposite Hudson Hall and possibly 
other places. 
 

 
An upright species with large divided leaves. 
 

 
Flowers are present from mid spring (October on) on campus examples
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Paeonia suffruticosa ‘Hana Kurabe’  (Moutan peony, tree peony) 
 
This is the only example of this plant on campus. It is near the western entrance to the 
Lodge. It is recorded by Lady Ruth Burns on her list of “Some trees at Lincoln College” (May, 
1984) as having been planted in 1962 by herself and has listed it as Paeony moutan hana 
kurabe. I have assumed the cultivar name is ‘Hana Kurabe’ but have no other reference to 
that name.  This is a woody shrub that flowers from mid to late September. It grows to a 
height of about 1.5m high with a similar spread. 
 

 
Some pruning has occurred recently, probably with a view to regenerating some vigour back 
into new growth. 
 

 
The above photo was taken on 23rd September 2008. 
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Parrotiopsis jaquemontiana 
 
There is a single example of this species on campus. It is planted in the Amenity Area just to 
the east of the New Zealand native plants collection. This species was a plant obtained from 
the Christchurch Botanic Gardens via Richard Poole. This is a small deciduous shrub that 
flowers in early spring.  
 

 
Parrotiopsis jaquemontiana has an erect branching habit. It is a hardy, slow growing shrub or 
small tree. 
 

 
The above shows an inflorescence of many packed heads of stamens, subtended by six 
creamy white bracts. Both pictures above were taken 16th September 2008. 
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Philotheca myoporoides   syn. Eriostemon myoporoides   (long-leaf waxflower, waxflower) 
Web reference:  http://www.anbg.gov.au/gnp1/philotheca-myoporoides.html 
 
This is an evergreen shrub that is more or less bun shaped. This specimen is against the 
east facing wall of one of the student flats in Farm Road (nearest the car park to the south). 
Previously, there have been a number of examples on campus, but this now appears to be 
the only one. This species has gland dotted leaves. The leaves may be palmate or pinnately 
compound or simple, alternate and with or without petioles. White flowers are produced in 
axillary cymes during winter and spring mainly. Leaves are often disfigured by sooty mould 
deposits. 
 

 
This is a broad bun shaped evergreen shrub, this has been cut back away from the path.  
 

 
Leaves simple, opposite, linear to narrowly lanceolate and are often disfigured by sooty 
mould deposits as seen above. 
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Photinia davidiana ‘Fructu Luteo’   syn. Stransvaesia 
 
This is a medium to large evergreen shrub growing on the path south of Forbes as you head 
west toward the south of Hudson. It is easily recognised in autumn and winter because of 
the bright yellow 8-10mm diameter pome fruits in terminal corymbs. The leaves are simple, 
alternately arranged, oblanceolate, to approximately 80mm long by 30mm across, petiole to 
12mm or so. Leaves are glabrous, margins entire, sometimes older leaves changing colour 
to red or crimson, sometimes just parts of leaves around the margins change colour in the 
colder seasons. 
 

 
Small tree or large shrub growing on the north side of the path from Forbes south to Hudson 
 

 
Leaves simple, alternate, petiolate, fruit yellow in autumn to mid winter. 
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Phylica plumosa   (flannel bush) 
 
This species is growing to the north of Orchard Hall, others that were growing on the north 
side of the Horticultural Teaching lab and on the north side of the Lockwood Flats have now 
gone, so this is probably the only example left. It is an easily recognised evergreen shrub. 
This species grows best against a warm north facing wall or protected from cold southerly 
winds. 
 

 
Possibly the remaining example north of Orchard Hall on Farm Road 
 

 
Leaves simple, alternate, linear to lanceolate, margins revolute and densely hairy. 
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Pieris floribunda 
 
There is only one example of this species on campus, it is planted in the Amenity area and 
was sourced from the Christchurch Botanic Gardens originally. This is a slow growing 
evergreen shrub that has fresh white flowers in spring. Like the more commonly grown Pieris 
this species also appears to be free of any pest and disease problems. 
 

 
Shrub to the west and north of the garage in the Amenity area 
 

 
Leaves simple, alternate, petiolate, flower buds in early winter. 
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Pieris formosa var. forrestii ‘Wakehurst’  
 
There appear to be three examples of this species against the east side of Forbes toward 
the southern end and against the eastern block wall to the east of the Nursery on Farm 
Road. There is another example at the eastern end of the library toward the north end. This 
is an evergreen shrub that flowers later than P. japonica and its cultivars after new red 
leaves have appeared in spring. Flowering tends to be from early October onward. This 
species is also larger and possibly more vigorous than the common species - P. japonica. 
 
 

 
A shrub of between 2 and 3 metres in height and spread, probably planted about 1990. 
 

 
Bright red new leaves in spring 
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Pieris japonica   (lily of the valley shrub) 
 
This is an excellent garden shrub that grows best in a full sun position, although not in a hot 
and dry site. It is evergreen, relatively slow growing and does not suffer from pest and 
disease problems. The lily of the valley shrub flowers from late winter to mid spring. There 
have been a number of cultivars selected from this species and many have been planted at 
Lincoln over the years, although some of those have also been removed for various reasons. 
There are examples east of the nursery, south of the refectory, and in the Amenity area that I 
am aware of. 
 

   
Pieris japonica- flowers are white 
 

 
Pieris japonica ‘Dorothy Wykoff’ – there is a single example of this cultivar against the block 
wall to east of the Nursery in Farm Road on the north side facing the Sports Fields. The 
calyx is a wine red colour, the corolla is white. 
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Pieris japonica ‘Tickled Pink’ 
 
This is a cultivar that is growing in a number of locations on campus. There are examples in 
the Betula Border, the Amenity area and east of the Nursery with a small collection of 
Ericaceous plants that has been gradually diminishing over the last few years. 
 

 
The corolla of the flowers are tinged pink, strongly coloured at the tips of the petals. 
 

 
This example is in the Amenity Area amongst the Magnolias slightly north west from the 
garage.
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Pieris japonica ‘Variegata’ 
 
There is an example of this cultivar in the Formal Garden. This particular example is not 
growing very well, it is possibly too shaded and dry, it is about 1m high with a similar spread. 
Most Pieris japonica are rarely more than 1.5 – 2.5m in height and spread after many years, 
few need pruning, although they are tolerant if it were required. They are also easy to 
transplant if necessary. 
 

 
This plant has become open which is unusual, but is probably caused by too much shade. 
 

 
Pink flower buds from early winter to spring 
 

 
Spring flowers, white bell shaped from early - mid August. 
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Pittosporum tenuifolium   (kohuhu) 
 
Other information about Pittosporum tenuifolium on campus is recorded in the first volume 
on selected trees growing on Lincoln University campus, you should also refer to that for 
other cultivars. Pittosporum tenuifolium is a relatively fast growing small to medium sized 
rounded, bushy, evergreen New Zealand native tree of up to 10m or so. The leaves are 
simple and alternately arranged. There is enormous variability in the leaf size and shapes 
within this species and it is known to hybridise with other species of Pittosporum. Kohuhu 
leaves are simple, glabrous and alternately arranged. The leaves are generally elliptic to 
obovate with undulating margins, they are up to about 6cm long by 2.5cm across with 
petioles up to 10mm or so. There are a large number of selected cultivars of this species, 
some are likely to be of hybrid origin, most are based around different leaf colour and form, 
some such as the dark purple leafed cultivar ‘Tom Thumb’ on size (south east High 
Performance Cricket Centre). A variegated cultivar north of the Field Service Centre is 
thought to have P. tenuifolium as part of its parentage is P. ‘Variegatum’. Kohuhu flowers 
from the end of September through October, flowers are fragrant and a dark brown-black. 
Flowers are are 10-12mm across and followed by pale green capsules that become dark 
brown and open up as they age. Capsules are about 12mm across at the open stage, three 
valved, contain dark black seeds held together by a sticky substance. Pittosporum 
tenuifolium is widely cultivated in gardens and found naturally throughout lowland and 
montane forests of both the North and South Island except for the West Coast. Examples of 
Pittosporum tenuifolium are seen south of the Natural resources Engineering, in the south 
row of the Orchard Car Park and in many other locations on campus. 
 
 
Pittosporum tenuifolium ‘Little Squirt’ 
 
This is a very neat ball shaped shrub that would be ideal in a formal garden setting where 
this form and size of plant is required. This plant is growing just to the north and west of the 
Grounds Service Area. There is another example south of the Seed Tech area on South 
Drive. Neither example have been pruned or clipped and are about 75cm in height and 
across. Dan Dennehy of the Grounds confirmed the cultivar name for me. 
 

 
Pale green and purple coloured foliage in a tight ball shaped form
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Pittosporum tenuifolium ‘Tandarra Gold’ 
 
There is an example of this cultivar growing against the eastern wall of Hudson Hall. This 
tree appears to be only about two years old. Lyndale Nurseries Catalogue 2003/4 suggests 
this is a compact variety that grows to 4m x 3m and makes an attractive hedge. 
 

 
In its early stages of growth this appears to be an upright growing plant. 
 

 
Leaves are small, varying from a pale to bright yellow central blotch and dark green margins, 
stems are dark red-brown
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Podocarpus nivalis (mountain totara, snow totara) 
 
This is a small evergreen bun shaped shrub at Lincoln, it may grow to a metre or so in height 
and a spread similar or more, sometimes being more or less prostrate. There are examples 
of this species at the south end of Hilgendorf wing, below the outside stairway, in the 
Amenity area, south of Gillespie and other areas. Leaves are leathery, simple, spirally 
arranged, more or less linear with a sharp point. Arils are rarely produced at Lincoln to date, 
but may be seen in autumn. 
 

 
Dwarf species of totara, this one is amongst the podocarp collection at the Amenity area. 
 

 
Leaves are similar to the ordinary totara, smaller and closer set.
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Podocarpus totara var. waihoensis (totara) 
 
There is just one example of this variety of totara on campus that I am aware of. From 
memory, I believe Stuart Olliver who was in charge of the Grounds at Botany Division gave 
me this plant in the early 1990’s. This tree is similar to the ordinary totara in many respects, 
but appears to have a slightly different leaf shape. It is from south Westland. 
 

 
This example is to the north-west corner of the podocarp collection in the Amenity area. 
 

 
Leaves appear narrowly elliptic, rather than more or less linear for the common totara. 
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Protea ‘Clark’s Red’ 
 
This evergreen shrub is growing to the north of Orchard Hall in Farm Road. It appears quite 
hardy and this shrub whilst protected from the southerly would receive no frost protection 
where it is currently growing. 
 

 
This specimen is next to the footpath some metres away from any warm wall advantage 
north of Orchard Hall in Farm Road. A second example of this cultivar has recently been 
planted on the north side of the Field Services Centre tea room. 
 

 
Simple leaves, whorled, open inflorescences surrounded by red bracts, late autumn. 
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Protea neriifolia  
 
There is a number of this evergreen South African species now grown on campus, all are 
grown in warm sheltered north facing sites. The leaves are simple, whorled around the stem 
and leathery. All are tolerant of pruning and very sensitive to free phosphorus in the soil as 
Mike Thomas a previous lecturer at Lincoln showed with his excellent work on potting mix 
nutrition. This species will grow two to three metres in a good site if left unchecked. 
 

 
This example of the species is grown against the north facing wall of the Library. 
 

 
Male and female flowers are contained within the wine glass like inflorescence surrounded 
by feathery and attractive coloured bracts. 
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Other cultivars of Protea neriifolia grown at Lincoln University 
 

 
Protea neriifolia ‘Green Ice’ - This specimen is growing on a north facing wall in front of the 
Commerce Building at the eastern end. 
 

 
Protea neriifolia ‘Pink Ice’ 
This specimen is growing on a north facing wall in front of the Commerce Building. 
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Prunus ‘Accolade’  
 
There is a single large example of this cultivar on the eastern side of Hudson hall opposite 
Forbes just south of entrance about midway. This tree is closer to Hudson than a line of P. x 
yedoensis on either side of the drive running parallel with Hudson and Forbes. P. ‘Accolade’ 
is usually in full flower about mid to late September. There are some other young trees that 
have been planted to the north of the Lodge, (probably winter 2007) amongst them there 
appears to be a mixture of both Prunus ‘Accolade’ and P. x yedoensis. This tree was 
probably planted in the early 1980’s. 
 

 
A medium sized spreading tree east of Hudson photographed 23rd September 2008. P. x 
yedoensis is in flower at the same time to the left of the picture. 
 

 
Semi double pink flowers. P. ‘Accolade’ is from a cross between P. subhirtella and P. 
sargentii according to ‘Hilliers Manual of Trees and Shrubs’.
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Prunus x blireana  
 
This is a hybrid between a purple leaved cultivar of the myrobalan plum (P. cerasifera) and a 
double flowered form of P. mume (the Korean apricot). This is the only example of this 
species on campus and is on the south side of the Recreation Centre on Farm Road. It 
begins flowering in the last week of July or first week of August at the same time as other 
myrobalan plums are beginning to flower on campus. This species is distinctive because of 
its large double flowers. It is a small round headed tree similar in form to both parents. 
Purple leaved forms of myrobalan plums can be seen at the eastern end of Commerce and 
other places, an example of the beautifully fragrant winter flowering Korean apricot ‘The 
Geisha’ is growing at the Amenity area – well worth visiting about early August on a fine 
sunny day. 
 

 
Deciduous tree on Farm Road, south of the Recreation Centre, flowering mid August 2008 
 

 
Double flowering, late winter, leaves simple, alternate appear toward the end of flowering 
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Prunus x hillieri ‘Spire’ 
 
This is an upright vase shaped deciduous tree that can be seen on the north side of Forbes 
toward the centre and eastern end. There are about four examples in this area and one in 
the Amenity area on the eastern side. These trees were planted in the early 1990’s. The tree 
in the Amenity area has been a problem with suckering from the rootstock, but does not 
seem to be a problem with the trees north of Forbes. 
 

 
There is another tree to the left of this group next to the bus shelter, not seen above. 
 

 
Flowers were photographed above on 23rd September 2008, pale pink with a deeper pink 
centre. New leaves are a bronze colour. According to Hilliers Manual of Trees and Shrubs  
this cultivar was raised at Hilliers Nursery and is a hybrid between P. incisa and P. sargentii.
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Prunus ‘Ukon’  
 
This small to medium sized deciduous tree is at the eastern end of Farm Road on the south 
side near some large Populus trichocarpa. This cultivar has cream- greenish pink flowers 
from about the 20th September, broadly vase shaped, weeping tips, strong grower. This is 
the only example on campus. 
 

  
Has good autumn colours – mid April – vase shaped tree in border just south of Farm Road 
–eastern end and adjacent to Springs Road. 
 

 
Flowers above photographed September 23rd 2008, many flowers still to come out. Flowers 
are cream to greenish white flushed pink especially in bud. 
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Pseudopanax ‘Adiantifolius’ 
 
This is an upright growing cultivar of a hybrid cross considered by Metcalf to be between P. 
lessonii and P. crassifolius. A number of these plants have been grown on campus in the 
past, although I am not certain how many remain. The example below was growing to the 
south west of Gillespie, near Matrons (Union) car park. It is possible some of the examples 
on campus are just be seedling forms making precise identification difficult. 
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Pseudopanax arboreus   (whauwhaupaku, five finger) 
 
Pseudopanax arboreus is growing in a number of sites on campus. There are examples at 
the western end of the Horticultural Teaching lab, on the south side of Farm Road opposite 
where the old McCaskill Building was, in the Amenity area and so on. Pseudopanax 
arboreus is a large rounded shrub or small tree with large dull dark green pinnately 
compound leaves. It is often seen with compound umbels carrying young flower buds or old 
berries.  
 

 
Example on south side of Farm Road 
 

 
Palmately compound leaves, alternately arranged, leaflets serrated, petiolules and petioles 
often purplish, note dark compound umbels with a few florets opening. 
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Pseudopanax crassifolius   (horeka, lancewood) 
 
Pseudopanax crassifolius is a very distinctive small tree in the New Zealand landscape. It 
has some very distinctive stages of growth from the juvenile form with its long leathery 
leaves which droop to gradual changes to the adult form where the leaves are much shorter 
and tend to ascend the top of a single or multi-branched specimen. 
 

 
The late John Taylor. (Previously a senior lecturer in Amenity Horticulture and Urban Parks 
the Department of Horticulture during its growth years in the 1970’s and 1980’s. pictured with 
a young lancewood. 
 

 
Adult lancewood at the south west corner of Orchard car park. 
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Pseudopanax ‘Cyril Watson’ 
 
This example is growing at the south western boundary of Orchard car park. It is similar in 
some respects to Pseudopanax ‘Adiantifolius’, but not as erect. It is about 3m in height with 
a similar spread. This is an evergreen New Zealand native shrub 
 

 
Leaves simple, deeply 3 lobed at apex, alternately arranged, thick and leathery. 
 

 
This specimen is in the southern most border of Orchard car park centre - western end. 
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Pseudopanax discolor 
 
There are many examples of this species on campus, against the north and south walls of 
the Field Services Centre buildings, south west of Lincoln Ventures, south of the walkway at 
the Natural Resources Engineering Buildings and so on. The example below is on the north 
side is just to the west of the entrance to the FSC colours up to a bronze or purplish green in 
the winter, the example on the south side is a yellowish green. Both examples are about 2-
3m in height with a spread of slightly less. Both examples were probably planted in the late 
1980’s.  
 

 
This example is near the north entrance to Field Service Centre. 
 

 
Leaves palmately compound, become purplish in sun during winter particularly. 
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Pseudopanax ferox   (fierce lancewood, toothed lancewood) 
 
Pseudopanax ferox looks similar to lancewood Pseudopanax crassifolius except that it is 
generally smaller and has very sharply toothed leaves, particularly in the juvenile stages of 
growth. This species also goes through a number of growth forms to end like one of Dr. 
Seuss’s lollipop trees. There are a number of examples on campus, on Farm Road opposite 
where McCaskill Building was, south of the Nursery on Farm Road, at the Amenity area etc. 
 

Juvenile growth form, fiercely toothed descending leaves 
 

 Developing into the adult growth form where terminal leaves are 
shortening and beginning to ascend. 
 

 
Adult form, this example is on the south side of the Nursery on Farm Road. 
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Pseudopanax laetus 
 
This is a hardy evergreen shrub or small rounded tree. It is sometimes confused with P. 
arboreus. The leaflets of Pseudopanax laetus are however serrate in the upper half only, 
whilst those of P. arboreus are completely serrated. There are many examples of this 
species on campus including south of Gillespie, west of Lincoln Ventures, in the New 
Zealand plants collection in the Amenity area and so on. 
 

 
Leaves large, palmately compound, alternately arranged 

 
Compound umbels of flowers in mid spring 

 
North of Matron’s car park 
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Pseudopanax lessonii   (houpara) 
 
This species is an upright growing shrub or small tree to 4m or so in height. It is less hardy 
than most of the other Pseudopanax mentioned in this guide and has often been planted 
against the walls of buildings. There is an example of this species growing against the west 
facing wall of the Horticultural Teaching lab just north of the walkway to the Winery. Other 
examples are south of Gillespie and in the southern bed of Orchard car park. There is also 
an example of Pseudopanax lessonii ‘Gold Splash’ growing on the western side of the pond 
in the Amenity area. 
 

 
This example is against the Horticultural Teaching lab. 
 

 
Palmately compound leaves, alternately arranged and berries (early June) 
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Pseudopanax lessonii ‘Gold Splash’ 
 

 
Pseudopanax lessonii ‘Gold Splash’ in the Amenity area. Leaves are palmately lobed, 
alternately arranged, leaflets 3-5, sessile on long petioles. 

 
Note some reversion occurring, this should be removed to retain the variegated sport. 
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Pseudopanax ‘Linearifolius’ 
 
There is an example of this evergreen New Zealand native shrub growing on the west side 
of the path as you head south from Gillespie Hall to Matron’s car park. This is considered by 
Metcalf to be a cultivar of hybrid origin, probably P. lessonii and possibly P. crassifolius. It is 
an erect growing shrub that has been fairly slow growing in this site to a height of 2m or 
more. 
 

 
An old specimen on the south west corner of the native plants garden south of Gillespie. 
 

 
Palmately compound leaves, leaflets 3- mainly 5, oblanceolate, sessile on long petioles. 
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Pseudopanax simplex 
 
I am not certain that this is Pseudopanax simplex, but cannot imagine what else it may be. 
This is an evergreen shrub that is against the small brick structure on Farm Road at the 
south west corner of the New Zealand native plants garden south of Gillespie Hall. This 
shrub has simple oblanceolate to occasionally elliptic leaves arranged alternately, but 
occasionally opposite, the upper half to two thirds of the leaf is coarsely serrate, the 
remainder entire. The stem and parts of the petiole and lower portion of the midrib are 
marked red-purple. This shrub has an erect habit of growth and is around 2-3 metres in 
height. 
 

 
An erect growing shrub south west of Gillespie Hall 
 

 
Leaves simple, alternate or opposite, oblanceolate to elliptic, serrate, petiolate. 
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Punica granatum   (pomegranate) 
 
There is only one example of pomegranate on campus that I am aware of, the other example 
on the north side of the Works office in Farm Road was a victim of a tidy up operation by the 
Grounds Department. Both examples have been part of the campus for forty years or more. 
The remaining example is in the old Formal Garden to the east of the Library. This species is 
deciduous and has some slight value in terms of autumn colour, but is mainly grown for its 
attractive scarlet fruits.  
 

 
This example is near the south side of the pergola in the old Formal Garden. 
 

 
Leaves are simple, opposite, oblong, glossy. 
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Rhaphiolepis umbellata   syn. Raphiolepis    (Yeddo-hawthorn, Yedda hawthorn) 
 
This is a broad dome shaped hardy evergreen shrub from the Rosaceae family. There is an 
example of this species growing in the Amenity Area in the border to the south of the pond. 
Other examples are to the north of the Water Tower near the Recreation Centre. This is a 
relatively slow growing species that after many years is likely to be only one and a half 
metres or so in height with a spread of two to three metres or so.  
 

 
The above example was in front of the Works Office, but was recently removed along with all 
the rest of the plants in this area. 
 

 
Leaves are simple, alternate, petiolate, obovate, leathery. Flowers are white in terminal 
racemes or panicles in mid spring, followed by blue-black pomes.
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Rhododendron 
 
 
Rhododendron species, hybrids and cultivars include the commonly grown deciduous and 
evergreen azaleas. Over the years a large number of rhododendrons have been planted at 
Lincoln, most are evergreen, with the exception of the mid spring flowering deciduous 
azaleas (Rhododendron molle and R. japonicum and hybrids between them). Most 
rhododendron are spring flowering, but there are some that tend to flower from July 
depending on the weather and most have finished by December. Flower colours range from 
white to pinks, purples reds, yellows and oranges, with a few bordering on blue shades. Few 
are fragrant. Rhododendron x fragrantissima is an example of fragrant flowering species on 
campus. Estimates of the number of Rhododendron species that exist vary, the New Royal 
Horticultural Society Dictionary of Gardening suggest up to eight hundred. The same 
publication suggests that there are “over 20,000 cultivars, (mainly selections from hybrids 
and back crosses) have been registered by the Royal Horticultural Society (the Registration 
Authority for the genus), and several hundred new ones are registered every year”. 
Rhododendrons can range in size from low growing ground cover examples such as R. 
williamsianum (an example used to be in the rock garden to the south of Forbes where there 
are now cabbage trees), to trees of thirty metres or more. Some species have tiny leaves to 
others with very large leaves. Because of the inherent difficulty in identifying hybrids and 
cultivars of rhododendrons accurately, I shall just concentrate on a few examples I am 
moderately confident of. From the data base of campus plants I developed over many years 
there are around 150 different rhododendrons, many from lists Martin Capstick - Grounds 
Manager at Lincoln for many years provided me. I will illustrate just some of these that I 
know still exist, many others will have to be considered at a later date, possibly with the help 
of some rhododendron specialists. I have also relied on plant labels and Dan Dennehy of the 
Grounds Department for cultivar names for this genus. 
 
 
Rhododendron augustinii 
This example is on the south side of the Recreation Centre, photographed 15th October 2008 
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Rhododendron ‘Bibiana’ 
There is an example of this red flowering cultivar in the border to the north of Hudson Hall 
that runs parallel with Ellesmere Junction Road. This example is midway in the border on the 
northern side and just west of midway. It was first observed flowering in late August with the 
main flowering later in September and October. It is currently a shrub of about 1m in height 
and spread. 
 

 
The above photo was taken 16th September 2008 
 
Rhododendron ‘Christmas Cheer’ 
This is a more or less bun shaped shrub that may flower as early as the start of July. It is a 
winter flowering cultivar, examples at Lincoln include the area east of the Lodge, west of 
Hilgendorf near the pin oak in the raised planted, possibly south of Memorial Hall and in the 
area west of the Natural Resources Engineering Buildings. Flowers are likely to be frosted if 
this cultivar is growing in the open, unprotected from any overhead tree branches or the like. 
This is a bun shaped cultivar, likely to grow to about 2m in height and spread in 20 years. 
 

 
Full flowering is likely in the second week of August at Lincoln. 
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Rhododendron ‘Cornubia’  
Rhododendron ‘Cornubia’ pictured below is a shrub that grows to 2-3m normally over twenty 
of so years, it may spread to a similar distance. It has attractive red flowers, but flowers are 
early often in July if there has been a prolonged warm period. In a normal year this cultivar is 
likely to be in flower toward the end of July and through August.  Flowers are often destroyed 
by subsequent frosts that invariably occur. Overhead shelter from tree canopies or similar 
can help ameliorate the worst effects of frost, or alternatively select later flowering cultivars. 
Examples of this cultivar are growing west of Hilgendorf, Hudson and south west of the 
Refectory. 

 
 
 
Rhododendron ‘Elegans’ 
This cultivar is at the south end of the holm oak to the north eastern end of the Nursery 
potting shed, there may be other places on campus where this cultivar is grown.  
Photos below taken 16th Oct 2008 
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Rhododendron x fragrantissimum 
There are examples of Rhododendron x fragrantissimum against the north facing wall of 
Stewart Building and examples that were planted in the Betula Border (seen below), west of 
Hudson and other areas on campus. This is a white flowered species (pink in bud), that 
flowers mid to late spring and is fragrant. It has somewhat straggly growth and quite open 
habit. It is usually about two metres in height and spread after twenty years or so. 
 
 

 
30th October, 2008 
 

 
North side of Stewart Building, also at Nursery – n.e. and eastern end of Betula Border
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Rhododendron ‘Freeman Stevens’ 
 

 
This cultivar is the only example on campus and was photographed on 16th October 2008 in 
full flower. It was planted around May 1991. 
 
 
Rhododendron ‘Gill’s Crimson’ 
 
There is one example of this cultivar growing in the Amenity area amongst the magnolias to 
the west and slightly north of the garage. The photo below was taken 16th September 2008 
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Rhododendron grande 
 
This is a large leaved species growing south of Burns Wing. It has flowers in mid to late 
spring that are more or less pink fading to white and grey. In twenty or so years in good 
conditions this species would be about 3m tall and not as wide. It has a more open form than 
some species, although this may depend on the degree of shade individual plants 
experience. This is a relatively slow growing species that improves with age. 
 

 
Upright, open habit, large leaves up to 30cm long with prominent veins. 
 

 
Flowers bell shaped, pink in bud opening to ivory white with grey-purple markings at petal 
base. This photo showing flowers is from an example of the same species growing at home. 
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Rhododendron ‘Ivery’s Scarlet’ 
 
There is one example of this on campus that I am aware of, it is growing in the Amenity area. 
This cultivar flowers in mid to late spring, (the picture below was taken 16th September 
2008). This cultivar is likely to be around 2m in height and spread after 20 years or so. 
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Rhododendron japonicum x R. molle  hybrids and cultivars (deciduous azaleas) 
 
Deciduous azaleas stand out as being different form most other examples of rhododendrons 
that are evergreen. This group of plants including Ilam hybrids, bred in Christchurch, are well 
known for there bright coloured and slightly fragrant flowers on bare stems in mid to late 
spring. There are examples of these in the old Formal Garden to the north west of the 
Commerce Building, other examples are seen in the Betula Border. 
 

  
Winter buds 
 

 
I am unsure of the cultivar name of these vividly coloured deciduous azaleas in the Betula 
border. Seedlings can be grown also and will produce a range of colours usually, from pale 
yellows, reds and oranges to vivid bright shades of the same. Most have a light fragrance 
and flower in mid spring for a period of about four weeks. Cultivars are all cutting grown. 
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Rhododendron maddennii 
 
This species is toward the eastern end of the Betula Border and was photographed on the 
30th October 2008. The bud indicating flowering was going to happen, possibly sometime 
toward mid or late November and into December. Unfortunately I did not get back to this 
species at the appropriate time, so will have to record flowering at another time. This was 
probably planted during Martin Capstick’s reign as Grounds supervisor during the 1980’s or 
thereabouts. This is a good looking specimen just from its form and foliage. 
 

 
A more or less bun shaped shrub of 1.5m or so high and 2.5m across after about 25 years 
(estimate). 
 

 
Good tidy clean looking foliage suggests to me this would be a good species to grow in 
Canterbury gardens. 
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Rhododendron morii 
 
This is an attractive and unusual rhododendron that Dan Dennehy identified for me. It is 
growing in the border west of Hudson Hall, toward the northern end. Flowering is mid spring, 
but even when not in flower this species looks worth growing for its form and foliage. The 
leaves are covered in silvery tomentum all year round.  
 

 
Photographed in bud 2nd October 2008 
 

 
Photographed in flower 8th October 2008
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Rhododendron ‘Mystique’  
 
This is a labelled plant near the north western corner of Forbes in a border almost opposite 
the north eastern entrance to Hudson Hall. Dan Dennehy alerted to me to this cultivar which 
he informed me was bred by Barry Sligh of Governors Bay. The label suggests it is a hybrid 
between R. ‘Mai Tai’ x R. ‘Nancy Evans’.  
 

 
This is a relatively new planting, probably made about 2006. 
 

 
The pictures above were both taken on 23rd September 2008. 
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Rhododendron ‘Nico’ 
 
There is possibly just one example of this cultivar of evergreen azalea growing on the 
western side of the pond in the Amenity area. Photo 30th October 2008. 

 
 
 
 
Rhododendron ‘Niveum’ 
 
There is just a single example of this cultivar in the border opposite the north western end of 
Hudson Hall. It was in flower on 15th October 2008 when this picture was taken. 
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Rhododendron ‘Percy Wiseman’ 
 
This is another example in the Amenity area, the names are based on the plants sourced 
and grown on by the Lincoln Nursery for their annual plant sales. The rhododendrons in the 
Amenity area were based to some degree on what I was able to scrounge from the annual 
sales. This cultivar was also photographed in October, it is a compact bun shaped form and I 
would expect it to be little more than a metre or so after 20 years. 
 

 
19th October 2008 
 

 
30th October 2008, Amenity area
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Rhododendron ponticum 
 

 
 
There are a few examples of Rhododendron ponticum on campus, one example planted in 
1986 is against the south wall of the Winery another group of plants is north of Matron’s car 
park to the south and east of a collection of New Zealand native plants south of Gillespie. 
This species is more tolerant of drier areas than many others, it flowers about mid spring and 
flowers are purple, all parts of this particular species are poisonous and it has been known to 
taint honey. This is a hardy species that is more or less bun shaped and grows 2-3m in 
height and spread. 
 

 
North of Matron’s car park (Union car park) 
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Rhododendron ‘President Roosevelt’ 
 
       
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This cultivar has flowers in mid spring, (picture right taken 23rd September 2008). Its main 
value is that the leaves are variegated, this feature is quite unusual in rhododendrons. There 
are two examples of this cultivar on campus that I am aware of, one is against the west wall 
of the library toward the south end, the other is at the nursery at the south end of the holm 
oak shelter belt. The nursery example is clearly under some stress and has largely reverted 
back from the variegated to the green leaved form. This cultivar is more or less bun shaped 
and likely to grow a little more than a metre in height and spread over 20 years or so, unless 
it reverts and then three metres or more.  
 
 
Rhododendron ‘Rubicon’ 
 

 
There is an example of this cultivar growing in the border opposite the western side of 
Hudson a few metres north of the path leading to the car park on Calder Drive, there is 
another example on the western wall of the library of about the same age. Dan Dennehy 
from the Grounds Department identified this cultivar for me.  The above picture was taken on 
16th September 2008.  This appears to be a very good red flowered option. 
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Rhododendron ‘Ruby Burman’ 

 
 
Rhododendron ‘Ruby Burman’ is another example growing in the Amenity area amongst the 
magnolias and associated with other plants of the Ericaceae close by such as Ledum, Erica, 
Arctostaphyllos, Kalmia and so on. This cultivar was also photographed on the 19th October. 
 
 
Rhododendron ‘Russautinii’ 
 

 
There is a single example of this cultivar growing on the western side of the pond in the 
Amenity area toward the northern end. The photo below was taken on 16th September 2008.  
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Rhododendron ‘Saffron Queen’  
 
There are examples of this yellow flowering cultivar on the western facing wall of the Library 
and also growing on the north side of the old Formal Garden opposite the eastern side of the 
Library.  On the right side of the picture below is Rhododendron ‘President Roosevelt’ 
flowering at the same time.  
 
 

 
A relatively slow growing cultivar 
 

 
Both pictures above were photographed 23rd September 2008.
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Rhododendron ‘Seta’ 
 
This is a smaller growing cultivar that was photographed on 7th August. Because it is likely to 
flower so early it is also likely to be hit by frosts and flowers destroyed. If this cultivar is 
chosen it needs to be under trees offering at least some degree of overhead protection. This 
cultivar is recorded as having been planted in the Betula Border toward the eastern end, in 
the border west of Hilgendorf toward the southern end and to the north of Forbes. 
 

 
 
 
Rhododendron ‘Winsome’ 
 
There is an example of this species that was planted along the south facing wall of the 
Horticultural Teaching lab. in 1986. It is little more than a metre or so in height after more 
than 20 years with a spread of about one and a half metres. This cultivar has deep pink 
flowers in mid to late spring and is very hardy 
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Roldana petasites   syn. Senecio petasites  
 
This is an evergreen soft wooded shrub or sub shrub, it is probably the only example on 
campus. It is growing against the north facing wall of one of the middle blocks within 
Centennial Hall. This is a frost tender species and needs the reradiated heat from a situation 
like this. Leaves are large, simple, alternate broadly ovate to orbicular with seven lobes on 
long petioles, most parts covered in soft hairs. Early flowers were seen against the wall in 
mid August 2008. 
 

 
Early flowers above photographed 19th. Aug. 2008 

 
Flowering above in mid November. Capitula arranged in axillary panicles. 
 

 
Shrub spreads from upright shoots at the base, height usually less than 1.5m, spread 
similar. This is more commonly seen in warmer areas, not common in Canterbury.
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Rosmarinus officinalis   (rosemary) 
 
This is a soft wooded shrub or sub shrub. It has been grown in a number of areas on 
campus over the years and once it becomes straggly it tends to be cut out, rather than 
rejuvenated by pruning. There are a number of cultivars of this species, all need to be grown 
in a full sun position. Flowers of cultivars are generally pale blue, although some are 
intensely bright blue, another is a shade of purplish pink. Cultivars vary between upright 
forms and spreading ground cover types, most seem hardy and free of pest and diseases, 
they do respond to pruning as necessary. Rosemary usually has at least some flowers at 
any time of the year. It is easily recognised by crushing the leaves which emit a very 
distinctive aroma. Leaves are simple, opposite, flowers are grey-blue, strongly zygomorphic.  
Rosemary is commonly used as a culinary herb. 
 

 
Rosmarinus officinalis ‘Lockwood de Forest’ is a low growing cultivar with deep blue flowers, 
this cultivar is growing north of the new Grounds Department area. It is a selection of the 
upright growing cultivar ‘Tuscan Blue’ 
 

 
Rosmarinus officinalis ‘Majorca Pink’ is an upright growing cultivar at the Amenity area. 
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Rosmarinus officinalis ‘Prostratus’ is a sprawling ground cover that may grow to about half a 
metre high with a much greater spread.  
 

 
Rosmarinus officinalis ‘Tuscan Blue’ is an upright growing cultivar that often has some 
flowers at almost any time of the year. This example is in Farm Road west of the Arts 
Workshop on the south side of the road. 
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Rubus x barkeri 
 
This is an evergreen spreading shrub that is a naturally occurring hybrid between R. parvus 
and R. australis according to Metcalf. This example is between the path and the eastern end 
of the Natural Resources Engineering Buildings.  This species is useful as a ground cover 
plant, growing between 20 and 30 cm or so in height with a much greater spread. I have 
never seen these plants in flower. Leaves are usually ternately compound and thorny on the 
lower side. 
 

 
A useful ground cover plant, mainly useful for evergreen foliage. 
 

 
Leaves alternate, trifoliolate, (usually 3 leaflets), when the petiolule on terminal leaflet is the 
longest, this suggests a reduction of a pinnate, rather than a palmately compound leaf. 
Margins sharply serrate, leaves often colour up with bronze or reddish tints in the winter. 
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Sambucus nigra ‘Laciniata’   (fern-leaved elder, fern-leaved elderberry) 
 
This is a deciduous shrubby plant at the eastern end of Commerce Building growing near the 
base of the large Corsican pine. The species is frequently a weed plant being spread by 
birds that feast on the dull black fruit in autumn. There are no noticeable seedlings from this 
cultivar that I am aware of. I cannot recall having seen fruit on this plant, but that needs 
confirming. 
 

 
A rounded shrub to about 3m in height and spread. 
 

 
Leaves are opposite, pinnately compound, leaflets finely divided.
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Santolina chamaecyparissus   (cottonwood) 
 
This is a low growing evergreen shrub that spreads usually more than it grows high. There 
are a few examples of this once common species on campus.  A large number of these 
plants up until a few years ago were part of a ground cover planting in a border to the west 
of Hilgendorf wing. The largest remaining of this species can be seen growing against the 
western wall of the Young Farmers Club Building in Farm Road. Other examples are along 
the western side of the path adjacent to the western side of Lincoln Ventures and near the 
south of the Rose Garden area. 
 

 
Against the west facing wall of the YFC Building, have yellow flowers in button like 
inflorescences above the foliage in summer. Tolerates pruning or clipping. 

 Dull yellow heads of disc florets 
 

 
Silver – grey tomentose leaves, alternately arranged to 40mm or so, pinnatifid, aromatic if 
crushed
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Sarcococca ruscifolia   (sweet box) 
 
This is a glossy green leaved evergreen shrub that flowers in the winter and spring. Flowers 
are white or cream coloured, tiny, but very fragrant. The flowers are followed by scarlet red 
berries which remain on the plant for a long time. The shrub generally grows no more than 
about 1m in height and has twice the spread, it can easily be controlled by pruning. 
Examples of this species can be seen in the old Formal Garden to the north of the western 
end of the Commerce Building, west of Hilgendorf, opposite Forbes, other examples can be 
seen in the Amenity area just to the north west of the garage. 
 

 
Flowers are seen from late June through to mid August or thereabouts, followed by scarlet 
berries that are present through to the following spring. 

 
This is a spreading evergreen shrub that requires up to 2m eventually. It tolerates a 
moderate amount of shade and is better away from hot dry areas.
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Senna corymbosa ‘John Ball’  syn. Cassia 
 
This species is growing in a very suitable site against a warm north facing wall, mid way in 
front of Commerce Building. This specimen would normally be frosted if planted away from 
the building. It is a useful example of the sub family Caesalpinioideae, a typically subtropical 
– tropical sub family of legumes not generally grown at these latitudes. Anther example of 
this sub family that is hardier and also at Lincoln is the Judas tree Cercis silaquastrum. 
 

 
A frost tender species, well sited against the north facing wall of Commerce 
 

 
This species flowers from mid autumn or thereabouts until about early August at Lincoln. 
Flowers are yellow and the arrangement of the standard petal is opposite that of the more 
commonly seen members of the Papilionoideae (pea subfamily) grown on campus.
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Serruria florida   (blushing bride) 
 
This straggly growing evergreen shrub is in the garden just to the north of the Field Services 
Centre lunch room. This shrub can be pruned back after flowering to improve its appearance 
if so desired. This species is growing in a warm sunny site, somewhat protected from frost in 
poor soils brought in especially and mulched with stone chip to help retain heat fro re-
radiation at night. It is growing here with a number of other South African species that were 
planted initially. 
 

 
A bushy shrub growing to about a metre in height and spreads a bit more than that. 
 

 
This species has recently died and needs replacing. It is generally short lived and may 
benefit from cutting back after flowering or replacement every few years. 
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Skimmia japonica 
 
This is a small slow growing dome shaped evergreen shrub. It is a dioecious species, the 
female produces red berries that remain on the plant for long periods, particularly valuable 
for winter colour. Flowers shown appear from late spring and are small and white in clusters 
terminating the stems. There is what appears to be a male plant at the eastern side of the 
Amenity area, just south of the pond and female examples to the south and west of the 
Water Tower in Farm Road. These species generally grow better where in an open area 
where there is light shade for much of the day.  
 

 
Summer flowering 
 

 
Photo 13th August 2008, location south west of Water Tower. This may be cultivar ‘Nymans’
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Solanum laciniatum   (poroporo) 
 
This is an evergreen New Zealand native shrub that is something of a movable feast. It is not 
usually planted so most plants arrive as seed, courtesy of birds, plants are usually removed 
as weeds. However where there is space this is an attractive flowering, fast growing soft 
woody shrub that grows to around two metres or so high and spreads to a similar size. There 
are some examples in the Amenity area in the north east corner. 
 

 
This example was photographed on the north east side of the crossroads where Farm Road 
and Calder Drive meet. 
 

 
Flowers are mainly seen in the summer, but occasional flowers may be seen at any time. 
Petals are dark purple, stamens yellow, flowers are followed by ovoid shaped berries that 
ripen to orange shades. This species seems hardy at Lincoln, but may occasionally get 
frosted. It is in the same family as potatoes and tomatoes. 
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Spartium junceum   (Spanish broom) 
 
There is just one example of Spanish broom now on campus that I am aware of, this is to the 
west of Forbes at the southern end. There were other examples south of Hudson at one 
stage. This is a green stemmed shrub that grows to between two and three metre metres in 
height and spread. Stems are more or less upright, leaves are tiny and deciduous, often not 
seen. Flowers are golden yellow pea like flowers that are very fragrant. The main flowering 
occurs during the summer and autumn, occasional flowers may be seen outside of these 
times. 
 

 
Photo above shows the end of flowering in June 
 

 
Photo of a few late flowers and the crop of pods from summer flowering’ 
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Spiraea japonica ‘Goldflame’   syn. S. x bumalda ‘Goldflame’ 
 
There are examples of this hybrid growing at the north eastern corner of Forbes.  This 
cultivar is mainly grown for its bright foliage. It also flowers from late spring with red flowers. 
 

 
 
 
Spiraea japonica ‘Anthony Waterer’ 
 
This is a red flowered version of the above hybrid, without the gold leaves. Leaves are 
green, but this cultivar has attractive carmine red flowers over the summer and occasionally 
into autumn. There is an example of this on the south wall of the Recreation Centre in Farm 
Road and one on the west facing wall of the Library courtyard. 
 

 
Late flowers early March 2009
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Spiraea x vanhouttei 
 
This is described in the New Royal Horticultural Society Dictionary of Gardening as a hybrid 
between S. trilobata and S. cantoniensis. There is a single example of this species growing 
against the post and rail fence on the eastern side of Orchard car park. It is a deciduous 
species belonging to the Rosaceae and flowers mid spring for about three to four weeks. It is 
hardy at Lincoln and like most other examples of this genus doesn’t suffer from any obvious 
pests and diseases. 
 

 
Photographed from Springs Road side on 16th October 2008. Approximately 3m x 3m. 
 

 
This species appears to grow as an ever widening clump and does not appear to be too 
bothered by not having been pruned, in spite of what some pruning manuals might suggest. 
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Spiraea thunbergii 
 
There is at least one example of this species on campus and possibly others. This example 
is on the border south of the path on the south side of the Horticulture Teaching Lab. It is a 
deciduous shrub that flowers about mid spring with copious quantities of clear white flowers, 
it has some hint of autumn foliage as well. 
 

 
This is a bun shaped shrub south of the Hort. Teaching Lab. Plants in the lower left are day 
lilies. (Hemerocallis spp.) 
 

 
Photograph 15th October 2008. Leaves are simple, alternate, lanceolate, toothed.
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Stephanandra incisa   
 
This is a deciduous shrub in the small collection of Rosaceous plants at the northern side of 
the Photinia hedge in the Amenity area. (Photinia is also in the Rosaceae). In this immediate 
area are examples of Malus, Geum, Crataegus, Chaenomeles, Sorbus and Kerria. There are 
other examples of the Rosaceae including, Pyrus, Rosa, Prunus and Acaena nearby, also in 
the Amenity area. This is a bun shaped shrub that is broader than it is high, it is currently 
about 1.5m high and 2.5m across. It has numerous fine arching branches with alternately 
arranged leaves. Leaves are simple, petiolate with incised margins. 
 

 
This is the winter view of this species, there is currently a large amount of dead wood 
amongst the living that could be pruned out of here to improve this specimens appearance. 

 
Late summer flowers, photographed early March 2009. 

 
Simple, alternately arranged leaves, petiolate, stipulate, toothed, pinnately veined. 
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Symphoricarpos albus   (snowberry) 
 
This is a deciduous shrub that grows to about two metres or so in height with a spread of 
about half of that, although because of its suckering habit may gradually widen from the 
base as the plant ages. There is an example at the south end of the pond in the Amenity 
Area and there are also examples in the Betula Border about opposite Hudson Hall.  
 

 
Leaves are simple, opposite ovate to oblong or obovate. Berries are clustered together and 
remain for a long time through autumn and winter. Photographed early autumn. 
 

 
This deciduous species has a rounded habit and appears to grow as an ever widening clump 
from the base. This example is at the south end of the pond in the Amenity area, 
photographed in late August 2008. 
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Syringa vulgaris   (lilac) 
 
The name suggested needs to be checked as it is quite likely this is a hybrid or cultivar at the 
very least, but S. vulgaris at least in part is likely. It is a deciduous shrub that has gone in 
and out of fashion over the years. It is deciduous and has spectacular flowering from mid 
spring for about a month and then blends back into the shrubbery. This example is in the 
Betula Border, about midway and can be seen at its best around early October. There are 
now no other lilacs on campus. I suspect this one was planted early on, possibly in the late 
1950’s or early 1960’s.  
 

 
A large spreading shrub of around 4metres in height and spread. 
 

 
Both of the above photos were taken on 15th October 2008. 
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Telopea oreades 
 
 
This is an evergreen shrub at the south western end of the pond at the Amenity Area. It has 
been relatively slow growing in this site, planted during the 1990’s and is currently about 3m 
in height.  To the best of my knowledge, this plant has not flowered yet. It appears perfectly 
hardy in the relatively open site it occupies. 
 

 
An upright growing evergreen shrub native to south east Australia 
 

 
Leaves are simple, alternately arranged, oblanceolate, petiolate, mostly entire.
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Teucrium chamaedrys   (wall germander) 
 
There are two places on campus where these low growing sub-shrubs are growing. One is 
on the east side of the Wine Lab. near the north west corner of the Horticultural Teaching 
lab., the other is opposite the south west side of the southern entrance to the Commerce 
Building near Farm Road at the base of a sycamore tree. This species is evergreen and has 
purple flowers that are mainly seen in summer and autumn, but may intermittently flower 
during the year. This sub-shrub grows to about 30cm or so in height and spreads up to a 
metre or so. 
 

 
Leaves opposite, ovate, petiolate, toothed on ascending stems. 
 

 
Purple flowers in terminal spikes in summer.
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Teucrium fruticans   (germander, silver germander) 
 
This species is a relatively fast growing evergreen shrub with silvery-grey foliage. It is mostly 
used as a hedge that can be clipped to a formal shape. This species tends to get leggy if not 
pruned. It has pale mauve flowers mainly in the late spring and early summer, but often 
tends to have a few flowers at any time of the year. 
 

 
This species belongs to the mint family and has square stems and opposite simple leaves, 
flowers are strongly zygomorphic. 

 
The hedge above was in Matron’s car park, although now gone. This is an excellent example 
of how a formal hedge should be treated with the top half of the width of the base to prevent 
the top eventually becoming wider than the base as so many hedges do, at the same time 
becoming full of gaps at the base due to lack of light. Other examples of this species are on 
the western side of Hilgendorf wing towards the south end and as one of the demonstration 
hedges in the Amenity area.  
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Teucrium fruiticans ‘Azureum’ 
 
There is single example on campus of a darker blue flowered cultivar west of the pond in the 
Amenity area at the northern end. This was grown from a cutting brought to me to identify by 
Tim Prebble a Diploma in Parks and Garden Technology student at the time. This is a grey 
leaved evergreen shrub of about a metre or so in height and spread and produces dark blue 
flowers from mid September and through the summer. The number of flowers is generally 
less than seen on the species Teucrium fruiticans.  
 

 
 Leaves are simple, opposite on square stems, flowers are strongly zygomorphic.
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Thryptomene calycina   
 
This is a fine leaved shrub with small red and white flowers that grows to a height of about 
one metre by one metre. It needs to be grown in a warm sheltered north facing site such as 
the one below growing against the north facing wall of the Commerce Building. Its main 
flowering is over the summer and autumn, although is often seen with at least some flowers 
present. 
 

 
Light, airy looking shrub north of the Commerce Building. 
 

 
Leaves are simple, alternate, obovate to about 8mm by 3mm, sessile or short petiole to 
1mm. Leaves are gland dotted when seen under low magnification. Flowers in pairs in leaf 
axils, approx. 5mm across, petals white, centre of flower red. 
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Toronia toru   syn. Persoonia toru 
 
This is a shiny leaved evergreen New Zealand native plant growing in the Amenity area on 
the south western part of the New Zealand native plant collection. This species is one of the 
only two New Zealand native plant examples from the Proteaceae, the other being rewarewa 
(Knightia excelsa) which is also represented on campus against warm walls. Rusty brown 
flower buds have appeared for the first time on the example in the Amenity area, so it will be 
interesting to see how well it flowers. The main attraction of this species to date is its shiny 
green leaves that some times a few turn an intense red in the winter adding to its attraction. 
 

 
Example in the New Zealand native collection at the Amenity area 
 

 
Leaves simple, alternate, linear - oblanceolate, flowers start to appear about early to mid 
September at Lincoln. 
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Tsuga canadensis ‘Pendula’   (Eastern hemlock) 
 
There is a single example of this evergreen genus growing in the Pinaceae collection at the 
Amenity area. This cultivar is a low growing form with pendulous branches. This is a slow 
growing sport of what is otherwise a large forest tree.  
 

 
Attractive slow growing dwarf conifer suitable for rock garden or ground cover planting. 
 

 
Leaves simple, linear in two ranks. 
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Vestia foetida   syn. V. lycioides 
 
This is a small upright growing soft wooded shrub that naturalises in cultivation and is 
growing in the Amenity area. It rarely grows to about one and a half metres or so at Lincoln 
and may be affected by the frost to some degree. It is however generally hardy in the open 
at Lincoln. There were a number of other sites on campus that this species was originally 
grown, notably Matron’s car park and the western wall of Memorial Hall, neither of the latter 
two examples are there any longer. Most have been removed in the last few years. It has 
unusual yellow, green flowers and an unpleasant aroma if bruised or cut. This species can 
be pruned if required. Vestia is a monotypic genus belonging to the Solanaceae family. 
Leaves are simple, alternate, elliptic to oblong, glabrous. 
 

 
This is a rather straggly soft wooded evergreen shrub, this example is possibly the only one 
left on campus, growing in the Amenity area. 
 

 
Flowers are pendulous, yellow with fused sepals and petals, stamens exserted, fruit a 
capsule. 
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Viburnum x burkwoodii 
 
This is a fast growing semi deciduous shrub that flowers intermittently over winter and mainly 
in mid spring. It has highly fragrant flowers and like many viburnums is tolerant of any 
amount of pruning if necessary. This species can grow to four metres or more in height and 
spread and can often be seen in situations that it has become too large for. It is generally 
hardy and free from any pest and disease problems at Lincoln. There is an example of this 
at the Amenity area and also at the south western end of the Horticulture Teaching Lab. 
 

 
This example was photographed near the south eastern corner of Forbes in winter. 
 

 
Highly fragrant flowers in a cymose arrangement terminate the stems. Photographed 16th 
September 2008. 
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Viburnum carlesii 
 
This is a deciduous or semi deciduous shrub in the border on the north side of the old formal 
garden, opposite the eastern wall of the library.  This species has a relatively slow growth 
rate and fragrant flowers mid to late spring. This example is in the north facing border at the 
eastern end of the Library. 
 

 
A shrub of about 2.5m in height and spread at maturity. 
 

 
Leaves are simple, opposite, broadly ovate with some fragrant white flowers in terminal 
clusters, cymosely arranged.
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Viburnum davidii 
 
This is a rather flattish bun shaped evergreen species grown at Lincoln University. It is 
growing near the path on the northern approach to Stewart Building. This species is similar 
to Viburnum tinus in that it is subject to attacks by thrips that can leave the plant looking sick.  
They are not necessarily a good option for Canterbury conditions. Female plants produce 
blue-black fruits. 
 

 low growing bun shaped form 
 

 healthy foliage 
 

 thrips damaged foliage 
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Viburnum japonicum   
 
This is a glossy green leaved shrub with white flowers in summer, followed by scarlet red 
fruits in autumn. There are a number of sites on campus this can be seen including the south 
side -east end of the Horticultural Teaching lab, the eastern end of the Field Services 
Centre, the Amenity area and others. This species appears to always look fresh and healthy 
and does not appear to suffer from thrips damage as do V. davidii and V. tinus in particular, 
neither of which I would recommend for planting in Canterbury, despite what I read in the 
Press. 
 

 
Flowers in mid spring outside the Horticultural Teaching lab. south side. 
 

 
Fruit in early winter east, south end of Forbes Building
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Viburnum odoratissimum ‘Emerald Lustre’ 
 
There are two examples of this species on campus, one is growing in the collection of 
viburnums in the Amenity area on the eastern side of the block, the other is near the north 
side of the Water Tower as you head toward the main entrance of the Recreation Centre. 
This is an attractive evergreen shrub with very glossy leaves. The example near the Water 
Tower appears to be growing better with some overhead shade and possibly frost protection 
than the one in the open at the Amenity area. The one in the Amenity area appears to be 
suffering some damage from frost and also thrips.  
 

 
A relatively young plant north of the Water Tower 
 

 
Leaves simple, opposite, obovate, petiolate, margin serrate in the upper third, otherwise 
entire.
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Viburnum opulus ‘Roseum’   syn. ‘Sterile’   (snowball tree, guelder rose) 
 
This is a fast growing deciduous shrub with erect branches from the base and grows to 
about 3-4m in height and spread. This specimen can be seen in the Amenity Horticulture 
area toward the south of the eastern block. 
 

 
This species is very attractive in mid to late spring in full flower, it has an upright growth 
habit. 
 

 
After a time old branches should be replaced to reinvigourate new growth. Grows to a height 
and spread of 3 to 4 metres at maturity.  This species does contribute some autumn foliage 
colour and can be a good choice for gardens. 
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Viburnum plicatum 
 
There are two cultivars of Viburnum plicatum are growing in the collection of in the south 
eastern block of the Amenity area. Both are small to medium sized deciduous shrubs and 
both are worth growing in gardens in Canterbury. ‘Mariesii’ possibly has a more attractive 
layered form than ‘Rosace’. Flowering occurs from early August. 
 

 
Viburnum plicatum ‘Mariesii’ photographed in the Amenity area 16th October 2008 
 

 
Viburnum plicatum ‘Rosace’. Photographed in the Amenity Area 30th October 2008. 
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Viburnum rhytidophyllum 
Viburnum rhytidophyllum ‘Aldenhamense’ 
 
This is a large leaved evergreen shrub growing in a number of sites, usually as the 
variegated cultivar form at Lincoln. The species is growing on the south side of YFC, the 
cultivar ‘Aldenhamense’ can be seen in the Viburnum collection at the Amenity Horticulture 
area, in the border west opposite Hudson toward the north end and south east of Forbes. 
 

‘Aldenhamense’ 
 

 
Flowers terminate the stem, main flowering is mid October at Lincoln. 
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Viburnum sargentii 
 
This is an attractive fruiting species of viburnum that is not often seen in gardens and was 
given to me by Richard Poole from the Christchurch Botanic Gardens. It also produces good 
flowering and makes a contribution to autumn colours. It appears hardy and disease free at 
Lincoln. 
 

 
An upright growing specimen to a height of about 3m, with a slightly lesser spread. 
 

 
Flowers are produced in terminal inflorescences with both outer sterile florets and inner 
fertile florets. In autumn large quantities of red – orange fruits are produced and these 
remain on the bush for long periods well into late autumn.
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Viburnum tinus   (laurustinus) 
 
This is planted in a number of sites at Lincoln. It is a large evergreen shrub with dull glossy 
leaves and white flowers. More often than not this species is seen covered in thrip and the 
whole plant takes on a silvery bronze appearance. The examples at the south end between 
Hilgendorf and Burns exhibit this problem. In my experience there are far better species that 
could be used than this, yet this seems to be frequently recommended for Christchurch 
gardens. There is a variegated version of this species growing in the collection of viburnums 
at the Amenity area (Viburnum tinus ‘Variegatum’). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Viburnum tinus ‘Variegatum’         ‘Lucidum’ has larger flowers than the spp. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Viburnum tinus ‘Variegatum’        
 
 
 
 Viburnum tinus ‘Hirsutum’   Viburnum tinus 
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Weigela florida ‘Variegata’  
 
This is an upright growing deciduous shrub that flowers in late spring. There are examples of 
this species in the Betula Border, Orchard car park, south west of Forbes and in the Amenity 
area. 
 

  
This example is toward the eastern end of the Betula border in Ellesmere Junction Road 
 

 
Leaves are simple, opposite, petiolate with cream margins, pink-white tubular flowers 
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Westringia fruticosa syn. W. rosmariniformis   (coastal rosemary) 
 
This is an evergreen shrub belonging in the Lamiaceae, it has all of the typical labiate 
characters, although often has leaves arranged in whorls of 3, rather than the typical 
opposite and decussate arrangement.  There is an example of this species on the north 
facing wall of the Field Service Centre, another is growing against the north facing wall of the 
Commerce Building.   
 

 
This example is north of Orchard Hall on Farm Road 

 
Flowers mainly in spring, although occasional flowers seen most times of the year. 
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Westringia fruticosa ‘Variegata’   syn. W. rosmariniformis   (coastal rosemary) 
 
There is a variegated cultivar of the same species growing against the west fence of the 
Cricket Practice nets on Farm Road. This cultivar appears less vigorous than the species. 
 

 
West of Cricket practice nets area, Farm Road 
 

 
This is a variegated cultivar with yellow leaf margins and pale lilac flowers. (The species has 
white flowers). 
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x Cuprocyparis leylandii  ‘Leighton Green’   syn. x Cupressocyparis leylandii ‘Leighton 
Green’ (Leyland cypress) 
 
This evergreen conifer is a bigeneric hybrid between two different genera, hence the x 
preceding the name. This is a fast growing tree, at Lincoln the only examples now are in 
hedges.  The leaves are tiny scale like leaves arranged decussately and flattened into more 
or less two dimensional sprays. It has cones smaller than, but similar to one of this hybrids 
parents, namely macrocarpa (Cupressus macrocarpa). The other parent is the Alaskan 
cedar (Chamaecyparis nootkatensis). Recently, with the discovery of a new genera of 
conifers in Vietnam, the Alaskan cedar was discovered to be more closely related to that 
than Chamaecyparis so the Alaskan cedar has had a name change to Xanthocarpa. The 
new bigeneric hybrid name then had to also change from x Cupressocyparis to x 
Cuprocyparis. 
 

 
Leyland hedge around the tennis courts on Farm Road and the car parking area west of the 
Recreation Centre. 

 
Scale like leaves arranged in opposite pairs and globose shaped female cones occasionally 
seen, note the smaller male cones at the tips of the lateral shoots. 
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Zenobia pulverulenta 
 
This is a small rounded evergreen or semi deciduous shrub that belongs in the Ericaceae. It 
is growing in the Amenity area to the west and a little north of the garage amongst magnolias 
and some other members of the Ericaceae such as Kalmia, Ledum, Erica, Calluna, 
Arctostaphyllos and Rhododendron. This species has small, long stalked, white bell shaped 
flowers in the summer and into autumn. Leaves are simple, alternate, petiolate, with entire or 
slightly toothed margins. 
 

 




